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STAR.

MORNING:

THE

DOVER,

Co

PUBLISHED WEEKLY BY THE

tions cannot lesson the interest

N.

or suppr ess’

the desire of the native young men to read
the Bible.. It may be a

the course of the

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, Government tendsto highten- this interest

aid increase this desire. The Werd of
At No. 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,
God, shut out from the public schools, is
| LUFHER BR. BURLINGAME, Agent. | nevertheless being read by multitudes of
All letters on business, remiftances of money, &o.,

should be addressed to the Agent, dnd all communications designed for publication should be addressed to

*

the Editot,

young men, and is beginning

to be recog-

nized as a power for good in the land.
Speaking of Government schools reminds

~

THRMS. For one yoaf, #0; or ir paid, suetly in
advances, $2,350.
Subseribers in Canada and the other British Piow. 1

ao

:

_

.,

W TEDNESDAY,

15,

APRIL

of Vermont; and requested them to exams | ever, of special importdhce: was transacted. Top 8 bility. in all incidental skirmishes beine thoroughly the whole question of loca- The House was not in session during Mon-- ~tween the counsel as the. case progressed,
r
———
:
/
has appeared very conspicuously.
He is
Some are opposed to such societies. Se tion and report some recommendation” to | day and Tuesday for want of a quorum. It never taken by surprise by any objection,
is useless to expect much general the
Board.
\
:
i
»
crecy forehodes evil in their esteem.
The
|v
Daring the last. day& of February, the islation Gntil the conclusion of the great | 1s always ready to meet an attack and rarely.
Sons of emperiice_ and” Good Templars
fio
attended to the duty ‘assigned tril, when we trust a new order of fines * fails to carry his point. The only important
‘are classed with Masons and Odd Fellows,
instance of his failure to do so, was in the
them.
*
Orie
day was spent at each village, will be inaugurated.
and condemned.
We think that there is a
.
|
attemptto introduce the evidence of Mr.
where
the
good
“people
in
large
numbers
THE ELECTIONS,
lack of discrimination in this judgment.
Chandler,
former assistant Secretary of the
The highly important Connectibut clecWhere is the evil in these societies? Is it and big sleighs took them about the town,
Treasury,
to show the steps Johnson had
that their meetings are confined to mem- ‘warmely wrapped in buffalo’ robes and tion was held on Monday of last week, and taken, as was alleged, to get possession of
overcoats,
under
clear
skies,
and
in
still
the result is of "a character’ somew hat mixbers alone? ' T hen stoek companies and
Treasury
Department.
‘This was
re-elected Englishjsfhe
corporations should dlso be condemned, for and frosty airy the thermometer being sev- ed. The Democrats
thought
to
be
going
somewhat
outside of
‘by an increased majority. The
they usually confine their meetings to mem- dral degrees below zero. “The Committee governor
the
articles
of
impeachment
and
‘was
refused
were
at
a
loss
which
to
admire
most,
the
Legislature, however,is- more strongly Rebers only. If the object of a society is good:
by vote of the Senate. "To-morrow the case:
kind
attention
of
the
people,
the
beaupublican
than
last
year,
insuring
the
elécand publicly declared, can privacy .in meet.
of the defense will be opengd by Mr. Curtis,

The Boyping Sar,

tion”of a true man

the United

States

Senate for six years

in the place

of the

treacherous Dixon,—a

thing far more valua-~

Could I say, * Lord, "tis well my - way in life is
* shaded”—

“Oounld I say this? I fsk myself the
Yet am I dumb’

bon and Hume tonfessed their ignorance of
-| this Books still infidels in India are ever paOnly the other day a
rading their names.
Tuestion, ‘fine looking Bengali Babu poured a torrent
of abuse upon us at

To say, “Do with me as Thou wouldst, , 0 Heav-

one

of our

preaching

poses;

if they

should

do -it,

they

moved

could

from

the

railroad;

membered that New

not use such a class of men _te serve their
wicked schemes; the Sens and Templars

don

and it was

Hampton,

New

and Meriden, the three largest

ford and New Haven.

upon which the rumors are based. I can hardly believe there is any foundation for
these rumors, though it is ‘possible that one
| new Constitution, and its main features, in-|.
or two Senators may be found wanting when
volving the principle of negro suffrage, we
the test comes. I think it more likely, howare sorry to say, were defeated. It seems
ever, that these rumors all spring from a
probable, however, that a provision, projealousy known to exist in the Republican ~
hibiting the salé of intoxicating drinks
throughout

child had contracted such a habit of eating
dirt during the famine that it was impossible to break it up. * Notwithstanding
the greatest painstaking and vigilance she
would sometimes steal away by herself and

gritify that strange

famine- -hunger,

which

no kind and no quantity of wholesome food
could satisfy. Many of the famind orphans in fhe Mission Schools ‘throughout.
Orissa will dig their graves with hoi tos
in the same way that this child has
done. Well, I would sooner they die thus
than live to dishonor God and disgrace
themselves as too many do. 0, it is. a sad,
sad retrospect to look back along the twenty
‘or thirty years since we began organizing
- schools and see how many of our pupils
have made shipwreck; ‘and: become worse
than the heathen from whom they had cone
to us. 8till, nofwithstanding all this waste,
there is, I think, no department of our Work
in India

more truly

encouraging

than the

Schools. Missionaries in every pagan land
are coming to realize more and more that
their hopes of sugcess are in the early
Christian education -of the boys and girls
who in God's good providence are snatched

re-

Lonschools

elevating and virtuous en-

must, in addition to the endowment of the
me, the Babu became so much troubled
tertainment for tens of thousands who school, build a meeting house and sustain
that, stepping once more to the front he atwould otherwise have sought vulgar associ- a minister; -and could. they or would they
tempted an apology, and said,—*‘I do not
.ations and been ruined ; they have brought do it?
intend to. ridicule Christianity,” and so on.
multitudes under Christian influence, where
The Trustees, after hearing the repopt of
Poor man and poor Babus! They are in a
the churches have reached them and gather- the Committee and a free. and full discusstrait betwixt two, not knowing which will
better conduce to their popularity, to nom- ed them in; they make no pretensions to | sion, voted, without a dissenting - voice,
inally endorse and advocate the Christian mystery, antiquity, authority or sacredness, to locate the Green Mountain Seminary at
Friends there have
religion, or to preach pure deism and scoff so as to excite undue reverence for the order; | Waterbury Center.
al the atonement and all that makes it nec- but through love’ of temperance. alone they | already subscribed and “ebligated - them|essary. There are not a few now of these attemptto hold and influence their members, selves to raise $15,000 for buildings, and
‘Bengali Babus on both the- tracks I have Can this harm any one? Is there danger the Trustees have resolyed to raise $20,000
G. H. B.
marked out.: Christianity, of course, will in such societies?
for a fund.
The money is to be raised and
\
not gain much from this aceesston of loquathe buildings erected at the ‘earliest possicious hypocrites, still I believe the Lord is
ble day, and agents ~for this purpose will
making even this poor material subserve The Green Mountain Seminary.
enter the field at once.
Now is the time
3
:
————
™
some good purpose in the erection of a tem[ for. Freewill Baptists in Vermont to talk
A charter for the Green Mountain Sem:
ple of righteousness in this corrupt pagan
and pray and give for the Green Mountain
land. - And the other wing of the advance ina y. was obtained a few years ago, but a Seminary.
Let their donatiens be ‘worthy
party in Hindu society,—the Deiéts, are’ al- omisntion of circumstances has hitherto of themselves and of the cause. Then willy
so doing us valuable service in tearing
their children, their brethren and their
away and 4
down all the ancient location of the -géhool. Prominent among Master say, “Well done.”
superstitions which for many centuries have these is the separation of the churches in
:
I. D. STEWART.
fettered and fouled the mind of the Asiatic. the northeastern rom those in’ the northIhave been of late looking into this, and on “western part of the state by the range of
Events of the Week
geome future day perhaps I may be ableto monntaine, across which theré is no great
present in another form some of the inter- public thoroughfare, It is true that stages
_ THE IMPEACHMENT TRIAL
esting facts béaythg upon the rise and pro- run up among the mountains from the Pas- progresses slowly. - The testimony for the
gress of Deisth
in India, and point out sumpsic railroad on the east, apd connect prosecution was nearly all taken the week
how,

under

divine

superintendence,

it is

with those atriin down to the Vermont Ceénan important auxiliary in the Prosecution of
tral on the west, but on no line dowe underoul missionary werk.
:
stand that passengers can go. through withSomewhat in the vein of what 1 have writfrom the vices of heathenism and committed
out spending a night on the way. By
to their cave. And
the most cheering fea- tenis the case of the Famine Orphans at Cal-"
Whité River Junetion is the only railroad
* ture of the missiowi
work to-day is the cutta: There has been quite a row about
convergion of so any of these school chil: them. It seems that the Hindu gentlemen conveyance, and when at the Junction,
dren. They are to become future preach- on the Comittee to prov ide for their sup- students from either of the above named
sections
are nearer to New Hampton, N.
"ers and teachers an through their influence port and instruction took umbrage at what
it is to be hoped the Gospel will make fresh they termed ‘ religious” teaching, and H., where there is already -a first class
and frequent conquests in their own native claimed that the kind Christian teachers to school, than to Waterbury er Lyndon.
For this ‘reason mainly, perhaps, it has
land.
i
whose care the children had been commitWere the: Bible in all our Government ted should teach ‘‘ morals only.” "Fhe re- been found impossible. to unite the two"
- Schools throughout India the proc pect | sult was that-the Hindu members of the localities in the same scliool. The result
would be indeed brighter, but the English Committee all withdrew and the boys and. now. is, an effortto establish two schoels ;
are afraid of stirring up old prejudices and girls are now .under Christian training. — and, apparently, thereis a kind feeling
incurring the enmity of the Hindus.— The arrangements now perfected, for the between ‘the friends of the separate inter
Some are foolish enough to think that the support of famine orphans throughout Ben- ests.
;
Bible in the schools supported or aided by gal are a credit to the Government and enTen or a dozen miles west of Montpelier,

RE

the State would surely.
“other ALRebellion, as the
er

AL0-an- tirely-satistactory--tp--tho- missionaries. in
greased car- whose charge nearly all of them are placed.

~ tridge is said to have been the vécasion of
the mutiny of 1859. But this. is all non-

sense,

Such is the eagerness for a knowl

, ge of the English language on the part of
native youths that the introduction
(of the
Bible would not break up a single school
of

the higher. grade,—and these would give

stability and character to those of a lower
order. Tho day is hastening when the
~ Sacred Scriptures will be ‘read
in every
schdol recognized by the Governmeit in
India, and we aro willing to ‘pray and wait
for ite eoming,

Still wo hay e-great

for gratitude to God‘that
i

(he State

14
IN

By far the larger portion of them are under
the care of our English Baptist brethren at
the South, who are applying themselves
with great energy and heroism to. their education. And ere long we shall see how
He whose judgments are a great deep, has
raised up from the ranks of these little ones,
rescued from Starvation, a mighty host to
become Ilis own ambassadors and carry
His messages of life and love’ to the millions of * their benighted" countrymen. —
Surely this is the Lord's doing and marvel-

ous in our eyes?

reason

regula-

|"

2.

oth

James

L. Pamued,

“on thie--Central--railroad; isthe

Waterbury, lying in a lovely
miles

in

width,

extending

towne

valley
orth

of

six
from

Onion river. The village on the river and
railroad known as the Street, is very much
larger than the Center, four miles up the

the

state,

has

The Senate is busying itself upon the appropriation bills, and quite a sharp and spicy
issues. The state of things in’
“| debate arose yesterday between. Senators.
;
?
THE SOUTH
Conkling and Nye upon the naval appropricontinues unsettled.
The new secret or- ation bill.
The bill preposes a large reducganization, known as the ¢ Ku-Klux-Klan,” tion of the naval force, but Conkling wanted
is matifestly becoming numerous-and exten- to reduce “it 1200 men more than was propossive, and is doing its utmost to defeat recon- ed by the Committee on appropriations.
struction and keep the south in a state, of This was opposed by Grimes, Nye, Davis
anarchy till the loyal men are driven out or androthers, as- being a greater ‘reduction
so discouraged as to give up the struggle than was safein the present condition of
for equal rights and colored suffrage. We things; “and, after considerable debate, the
are glad to observe that Gen. Meade and. propositon of Conkling was rejected. It
other commanders have taken measures for seems to me that the reduction proposed
its suppression.
A change -of the right would not have: been
attended with any
sort in the White House would be a bene- great risk, and in the interest of~€conomy I
diction #0 all the south.
would have been glad to sec the experiment
tried.
DEFEAT OF THE BRITISH MINISTRY.,
The notorious Ku-Klux-Klan,
or someThe premiership of Mr. Disraeli promisbody speaking in their names, have made
es to be short-lived. At the conclusion,
.of
their appearance here, and are bysying them
an able and protracted discussion on the
selves in sending threatening letters to senaIrish question in the House of Commons, on
the night of April 2, a vote was taken, and.

Mr. Disraeli and his party found themselves
in a minority of sixty. The event is a significant one, and it4s thought that it will
prove the precursor of the overthrow of
the present ministry and ‘the death-war-

rant of the Irish church.”

The

erosity, suspended it until Thursday, when
it was resumed. The occasion appears to
have béen one of the most marked since
the commencement of the trial. ¥t was signalized: by the commencement of Judge
Curtis's opening argument in behalf of the
President.
He spoke nearly two hours and
a half, following the line of defense-indicat-

when the hounds of slavery were

Not
‘Washington

Correspondence.

Some people imagine that all persons,
more especially ministers, should be
WASHINGTON, D. C., April 8, 1868. | fashioned after the same pattern. The. se-.
The case of the prosecution in the im- verest disappointment is sometimes felt by
good people because, the new minister is
peachment trial is now in, and we have
time to pause and survey the case as pre- not just like, and does not preach just like
sented while the counsel for the defensé the old one. Bishop Janes, in his address |
are making ready their reply. The facts at the opening of the Drew Theclogical Inof the removal of Stanton and the appoint- stitute, thought there should be some room
ment of Thomas were not in dispute, for diversity of character: The following
but the authority to do these acts, and the from his ‘remarks, if not applied with too
nruch latitude, contains sound philosophy :
intent with which they were done afe matIf young men come to this institution
ters put in issue by the President's reply.
As to the point that Stanton was appointed having some dissimilarity of character, 1
want them to be allowed to retain their inby Mu. Lincoln and not by Johnson, it was
dividuality. I sympathize with all my
reported that a circular letter had been sent
heart in the remarks made concerning esto each of the Secretaries by Johnson on
thetic culture. But if a young man comes
his aceessionto the Presidency continuing here with the lion in him, do not . begin to
them in office. This would have been *‘im- pare lis nailg, or trim his mane, or tone, his

portantif true,” but it is” believed

that the

statement has no foundation in fact.

Ato

the point of the Presidént’s ‘authority to rePickering,

then

voice, or tame lis spirit, but
grow, let his teeth lengthen,

let his
let. his

thicken, let his eye brighten, let
deepen, let his spirit wax till by
he sends terror to all the haunts
ness, and dismay to all the dens

claws
mane

his thunder
his roaring
of wickedof iniquity.

Secretary of State. But it appears, on
looking at the Executive Journal of the Senate, that on the day of his notification to

There is just as much that is esthetic in

Pickering of removal, he sent the nomination of his successor to the Senate, which,
the next day, confirmed him.
During the

eur, some glory, as well as beauty.

examination of Mr, Chew,
State Department,

who

the clerk of the

had testified

in re-

appearsby the record introduced by

Gen.

The Senators, itis said, generally
gaye very

L Butler subsequently, that Pickering

was

ment would be concluded on Friday. ' The,

all Alike.

an

rather weighty ‘and impressive than animated, and was made up of solid reasoning.
close attention, and many of them moved
their chairs to get within easier hearing
distance. It was expected that the argu-

of

——

ed that the manner of the speaker was slow,

ed by the President's ansver to the House

‘accustom-

the anti-slavery ‘members

Congress with their vengeance. This is
anotherof the bitter fruits of “my policy.”
A little further south its fruits appearin assassinations. and murders of loyal men,
and it may be that some of the members of
this infamous order may attempt or execute
such villanies here.
There was no quorum present in the

gard to the removals ky former Presidents,
he was asked by the counsel for the defense’if
he had ever known the case of the head of
a Department being réquested to resign and
refusing. This question was: dbjected to

managers, when he was compelled to suspend speaking from exhaustion. It is stat-

tors and representatives.
We seem to have
gone back to the days before the rebellion,”
ed to threaten

staté of

in 1800, removed Timothy

prepara-

and withdiiv n, but,

curiously

enough,

it

requested to resign by President Adams,
and refused as
emptorily as ever, did
‘|
Stanton.
|" This case of Pickering is the only caisé of
the removal of the.head of a , Department,

the lion as in the lap-dog. We want
some majesty, some siiblimity, some grand-

Learning to Preach .
Dr. Thompson, ‘of New York, “gives us
some clear and stirring thoughts’ in the last
Congregationalist and Recorder, on the best
methods of preaching, Here is_a fitting
word for-all good men whe: desir Success
in-the Christian Ministry : i
‘‘No preacher can hope to interest the
same congregation for any considerable period, who adopts a sensational style, or ad-

dresses himse}f'.chiefly to: the .emotions,

| Man is pre-eminently & reasoni

and the preacher who speaks to

standing, and going

creature,

the under-

the conviction

of his

hearers, will also be most effective in his
appeals to the heart. Nor is this true only of
cultivated congregations. In this country,

President's counsel will doubtless make
the ‘‘ masses,” as they are somevalley.
Leading men in both villages every possible exertion in his Yehalf, and prior to Stanton’s case, and in view of the atleast,
times called, #hustbe rege an in rigent,
it
is
highly
probable
that
the
concluding
whole
record
furnishes
no
preg
edent
for
the
wanted the Green Mountain Seminary in
thinking persons—not by mere hi
town, at efie place or the other, and they portion of ‘the trial will elicit greater intor- | President's action in Stanton’s case, It is harangues, but by ‘good, strong, commen.
We’ enter- gotierally consitlered. that the evidence of sense argument.”
Yai asked to look about themselves: and est than the commmencement.
tain
no
fears
respecting
the
ye
sult.
?
soo What encoutagement could ba given
the prosecution fully gists ving the articles of L, A successful preacher vibsb do two ings;
THE
SENATE
P
impeachment, and that it has been laid be- instruct and move men. He may instruok
by the people in each village. After’ con.
giderable cantassing for each plage, the was in session in a legislative capacity dur- fore the §Hon: we ina clear, compact, and com- and not move them, He may move and
be
! Trustees of thé Seminary selected a com- ing the timo of the suspension’. of the im- plete form! manifesting much ability and not instruct them.' Both ‘ends must
pk.
d, or preaching | missds its:
reache
research ori the part of the managers. - Butpeachment
trial.
But
little
businead,
how=
iittec, three of.whom ‘were not residents
“

id.

’

feeling on the re-assembling of Parliament
after the holidays will determine whether
Mr. Gladstone
will succeed Mr. Disraeli in
the premiership, and the wishes of the. liberty-loving masses of England are to be ‘| House to-day, and after" session of about
gratified in thé triumph of the inaugurated fifteen minutes it adjourned.
Wi
reform. We hope for the best. Ay

however, plead want

for

ty and grave a matter as. impeachment.

held at various points in the west, the results of which were largely affected by local

move, the defense place mtich dependence
upon the-action of President Adams, who,

tion, and the Senate, exercising a large gen-

these personal feelings will be carried so
far 2s to influence their votes upon so weigh- *

Quite a number of municipal elections were

before last, and the trial should have gone
on without
interruption. © The defense,
of time

ranks as to his successor, if Johnsonbe removed.
I cannot suppose, however, that

been . carried.

The election in Wisconsin was for judges,
and resulted favorably to the Republicans.

stands in the bazar. “You are only a sort of all men, and are thus restrained from being Tenowned of all our female schools, are all a |
reformed
idolators,—you worship Christ and clannish ; the bonds and pledges which they few miles from a railroad. Without speci“Thy will be done.”
»
those you preach to worship Krishnu,and that accept; being moral and: benevolent,’ they fying the berlin vy led the Committee
Teach me Thy ways.
I, too, have gifts within
is all the same thing. Learned men in Amer- cannot prefer the bonds of their brotherhood to recommend the Center as the location for
my keeping,
ica and Europe “are all against you. They to justice, or .even piety; the expense is the schoo}, it is enough to say that the
And Thou wilt come T'o claim Thine own some day ; let me say trust. fling aside everything and ‘everybody and
trifling, and the results are more than a com- members of the Waterbury church live in
ing,
and “around ‘the Center in large. numbers,
worship only God.” Thisis the best of it,— pensation.
=
:
Thy will be done.”
there was a good deal of worse talk that I
Can sich a society be dangerous to vir- and it was. the understanding that, if the
In every checkered web life’s loom is weaving,
don’t care.to see printed. All this chaff tue? "Can it be called a secret society in school was located there, the place of worSome gold is spun;
‘was throwin the face of a very attentive any bad sense, since its purposes and prin- ship wouldbe removed from the present
Help no take up the light. and dark alike, still audience ‘who bore it wonderfully well.
I ‘Tiples are openly proclaimed? What evil house, “two miles distant, to the Center."
asked
the
Babu_
to
take
my
stand
and
can grow out of their private meetings There -are now Methodist and Baptist meet“ Thy will be done. ”
preach to the people if he had any better when every one knows for what they meet, ings
at the Center, but the Seminary can
—~Examiner and Chronicle.
religion than Christianity to advocate, and that the object is to reform and do good never be a blessing to our churches in Verwhereupon ke tamed down and slunk away tp all men? Do not facts and experience mont unless there is a Freewill Baptist
into our rear. I was speaking about the approve the policy of these tejiiperance so- meeting in connection with it. At the
Missionary Correspondence.
day of final reckoning, when Hindu and cieties? Itisa fact that they. have done
er
—
x
Street there is only a solitary Freewill BapMussulman and Christian - shall all appear much good ; they have maintained organiCamp HOPE, MIDNAPORE, INDIA,
tist family in the village or immediate vicinJanuary 31, 1868.
{
before the Judge of the universe. And as I zations and active work when other temity. With a school there, the pupils must
singular Famine-craving—Mission Schools—Th
proceeded to apply these Scripture truths to
and the Bible—A Wank: kneed Christian bate
perance societies have died ; they have fur- attend other meetings, or the churches
Scoffers—Bengali Babus—Deism—Famine Orphans.
the hearts and consciences of thosé before

}

been all along, but nobody knows any facts .

El ections were also |

held last week in Michigan and Wisconsin.
In the: former state the vote was on the

prosecute a warfare against the ¢hief moral | iff New Hitmpshire, Lapham Institute in R.
evil of society, and hence seek the good of 1., and Mount Holyoke Seminary, the most

nished pleasant,

whose argument will probably occupy the
éntive day, It is not expected that the wit~
negses for the defense will be very numer- ous or that their. testimony. “will occupy
much time, though it is rather /doubtful
‘Whether they will conclude" their testimony
this week. Rumors of the defection of one

single year. The rural districts generally
made Republican gains, but these were. far {
more than counterbalanced by the extensive naturalization and large amount of
fraudulent voting in such places as Hart- or more senators are still rife, as they have

only Father,”

To the Edwor of the Morning Star :—
It is a most lovely moonlight evening and
our camp fires are burning brightly. We
have just come from burying a little orphan
girl who died from dirt-eating. The poor

to

ble than the election of a governor for a

—

% Thy will be done’

! or Number al

~ Secret Societies.

‘me of what ig known as Mrs. Marshman’s
school ‘at Serampore,
near Calcutta. It
inces, will be charged £0 cents a year in addition to
was established by the wife of Mr. J. C.
{he price.of the paper, to prepay the postage to the
Maishman, son of Dr. Marshman of the ‘cela= All Ministers (ordained and licensed, y in ebrated Serampore triumvirate, and foundgood standing in the Freewill Baptist Connexion. are
authorized and requested to act as Agents in olitaining
er of the Friend of India. IT cannot say
ty and pleasantness of the villages, or. the,
subscribers, and in collecting and forwarding moneys.
ings make them dangerous? ’
r cent. on all moneys col- how this school was conducted at the outAgents are allowed 10
grand mountain scenery.
After a public
em. |
lected and remitted by
It
is
objected
to
Masons
tha“
their
objects
set, but, so far as I can learn, it now quite
8
mts and obtiors should be particular to giye
meeting
at
one
of
the
churches
in each place,
!
are not frankly declared Lat, so faras they f
the Post
Offices ( County
and State) of subscribers for equals ‘the Government schools in its enwhom they make remittances, &c.
Remember. it is
at
which
business
men,
lawyers
and clergydeavors to keep the Christian religion out are known, they are selfish; that the organ- |
not.the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which, they -of the way of its* pupils.
It is now under. ization offers selfish and bad men facilitigs men presented the claims and advantages of
receive their Bapers
and of their own localoa All obituaries, accounts of revivals, and 38ifer the management of Mrs. Smith, wife of R. ‘to benefit themselves at the expense of oths Waterbury in general
matter involvin facts, must be accompanied with the
ity
in
particular,
theCommittee
sat down
G.
Smith,
Esq.,
Editor
of
the
above
named
ers; that it makes men clannish and partisan
proper names of the writers.
3
paper and a staunch Scotch Presbyterian. — in feeling in opposition to the great law of ‘by themselves to deliberate and decide;
It is too bad that professedly Christian love; that it does constrain bad mén to pre- and when an informal ballot was taken,
Waterbury Center.
schools are so dreadfully afraid of Chris- fer the bonds of their lodge to the demands every vote was for
tianity, lest it create an excitement, prove ,of justice; that the expense'does not yield The site at the Center ‘w as unanimously
an unpopular élement in school, lessen the’ a reasonable return of good ; that the ritual recomended, and is the very point selected
numbers, cut down the subscription list,and and pretensions of the order are childish and occupied as the village school house.
WEDNESDAY, APR , 15, 1868.
"in other ways do damage. There is far too frivolous and in some respects demoralizing
‘The Seminary buildings vill face the southmuch of this truckling to a certain popular that it sets this order above the) gospel, the west. The front view of mountain scenery
taste on the part of professed Christians in church and the demands of society, and is more than charming,--it is grand. Cam“Thy
"
Will be Done.”
India.
Were all who bear the name. of how many mor¢ thing that are evi we can- el's Rump and Mount /Mansfield, the. two
Christ as bold and as earnest for their faith not tell. If thehalf, or a tenth part of what highest points of land, iin the state, are in
Father, if all Thy children gladly Weleomed.
as are the heathen for theirs, we should see ig said against Masonry is trye, ‘Christians full view, not twenty miles distant. - HousY
+ Tosmorrow’s sun,
1
a mightier advance movement on Satan's should carefully avoid it.
And I alone sat in the dark, could I say truly,
es have been “erected recently on the sum‘strongholds and greater victories for the
be* Thy will be done »
But none of these charges lie against the mits of both these mountains, and the sum=
Cross. ‘There never was a hook which
Could I let go this hand I hold sécurel yo
Sons of Temperance. Their object is frankly mer travel to them is now very considerable
men tried harder to keep down than the
This love I own—
Other things
avowed, it is
benevolent object; persons and is annually in¢reasing.
ir it shouldbe required of me, could I sy meek- Bible, and no other book has swept aside
being equal, the Committee would have
who
espouse
the
cause
of
temperance
“are
ly,
all obstacles and risen to such peerless preN
not likely. to conspire against society; it is preferred a location on the railroad; but'it
i Thy will be done ¥?
| éminence. The men who read it are its
scarcely possible that deceitful and designing appeared before them as an uncontradicted
friends
and
advocates,
whereas.
those
w
ho.
If in my path of life all sweet things drooped and
fact that all the most flourishing academies
have never examined its precious lore are men should seek association with a benevofaded
and seminariesin the state -ave a little relent,
self-denying
band
for:
sinister
pur: While bright and young,
the popular scoffers of our time.
Both GibSr

1868.
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caps waitingto serve

us.

‘We come

to

4 * nile gateway > ~i Dorie Colyinns on.

os disputed :

4

"o.oo

tury. That he wrote as early as that time |

Go

log re i

ia 0 Mee 0 :

it was

hot

to » ute ing generations, have been decided

on the

|i8 built over with shops and houses.

slavery,

Chris-

LOW | pattlefield.

LOIS; FOr Some OF

was de- | F1OSCATACRS OF

of4

reproaches the elChristians with | 8° too | weak toRa need . an answer, and’yll
Hee reproach

troved.
stroyed.

anc 1-

tianity
lanity.

Freedom and
Pagani
aganism,

This attack, fifty years

watched with breathless awe. The interests involved were great.enough to stir the
nothing new under the sun.
We need not] hearts of men and to engage the attention
be surprised or startled at the attacks of in- of angeld. But in this war all the elements
fidels, for they are the sameas those made of these past conflicts. meet for the final
by Celsus seventeen hundred years ago, and strife, and the result decides, not merely

have been sure to use that as an, argument.
“Lucien, an early writer, dedicates:a book to

him which he could-no have done if he had
lived later. He refers to persecutions takare known to

which-

ing place in his time,

_ have an early date.

e

is

which have been met and refuted by Chris| tians in every age since that time.
Brawl-

:

In the reign of Marcus Aurelius, the works
of the heathen philosophers were destroyed.
Theodosius destroyed all the works of Celsus.
What remains of his writings
Ting is what

ing infidels of modern times are preaching
from his old notes, and repointing his old
broken darts, to’hurl them again at the armor
of the gospel, and with the same effect; for

is preserved in the Works of Origen, who
they fall in shivers again.and Christianity is
quotes him to reply” to him in a work of | yor annihilated.
=
eight volumes, one hundred years after Cel- L ’ The attacks of Celsus dre a standing ref-

. Sus died.

aa

_.

ulous conceplion of Christ received by C hrisIIe admits

the

miracles |

of Christ, but ascribes them to the magic art

20=]

He says his followers were profligate sail- know all from Jour own writings ; * and his
ors and were not themselves convinced, and | WHtmgs show his A
intanse with them.
that Jesus himself made no claim to the He. assumes the Pertateucheto have been
He reproaches Christ for | Written by Moses, wliich, at that period, in- |
‘ Messiahship.
coming with no armies or pomp as he was fidels had not dared to deny, and acknowl- expected to do. He says thatyif he were edges the Old Testament in full as the saGod he would nat flee from enemies, ‘and | cred oracles of the Jews. He quotes so
could not

his disci- | freely from the gospels, fifty years after the

‘die, nor be deseptetdby

ples. The Jew speaks contemptuously of death of John, for the
the followers of Christ. Ie says they were | them, that if the Bible
accustomed to eat: children and practice | existence the contents
- lewdness, and that they neglect and then | be well known frenr

purpose of ridiculing
were struck out of
of the gospels would
that portion of the

writings of Celsis: quoted by Orighn.: He
despise sacred things,—that is, those timgs
sacred to the Jew.
© - J refersto Christ as ‘born of a virgin—deHe “then
attacks -Judaism, seeing that | scended from thé Jewish kings, his father

a carpenter, who suspected the - chastity

Christians receive the Old Testament as well

of

rest, plan or command, as he had no |
hands nor eyes nor mouth. - He ridicules |

the account of the first pair, and says the |

account of the flood was taken from the |
*~ Greek classics, and wus a description of the of the

In view of .OuE-persen-

will trinmph

in China, but

when

hg

Not Ashamed
“I am
PAUL.

Africa, the and of sorrow and

death.

Hig

darkness will give us a better appreciation
of the light of-truth, her unparalleled woes
_will move usto pity and awaken in our hearts
and the triumphs which the gospel has there
achieved will gladden usin the midst of tri-

ashamed of these Scriptures

and attempf to | affirmed resurrection, and of the angel roll-

allegorize them, bet they will not bear'to be | ing away the stone, as also of the writings
allegorized. He says the Hebrews were | of Paul, Peter and John, as confirming these

seditious Egyptians and got the riteof ecir-- ae
cumcision from Egypt.

]

.

ticity

Eo fuli=eredit to the authen-

e Scriptures,”as the works of those

He then makes an ingenious attack upon | wi osf names
doctrines

and denies

Jews and Christians in common,

they ‘bear, and quotes such

of Christians

as

at the

present

Lords.

te

The sun and

‘trines of th® fall, depravity, and eternal re-

but they serve as well the

mY USES Dee it

ses, the earliest historian learned the art

than their own countries afforded.
are

still the

e wisdom of

If
and: ants.
and
the: phe

God is apparent

mitting thé issue “and preservation

a Ill of on 1 | & book as that of Celsus.

in. per.

of such

No disciple, and

the

its faithful teachings ; for it is not in the power

of a finite being to institute a system of religion at all comparable with it. -Though
Socrates had some conceptions of right and
wrong,

good fruits, without partiality, and

The

the one hand

and the

on

without

the other,

were the chief agencies employed by ‘him
to convert men to his faith. The principles
promulgated by Christ were entirely differHe taught the doctrine of patience |
ent.
forbearance, the practice of self-denial

and virtue.

To sum up all-in‘a word,—the

moral teachings inculcated by the gospel

Here

|

2, We should not be ashamed of the gospel because

its principles are reformatory.

Observation alone teaches this fact.

The

dark corners-of the earth are being irradiated with the light of the glorious gospel.

present
northern
to have
of Ham;

but much absurdity rests on their origin-and
early history. Egypt had passed the Zenith
of her glory, when this land rose datp

im-

portance and power, and Carthage became
the dreaded rival of Rome.

The ruins of

cities which extend from the seacoast to the

northern bounds of the Great Desert, prove
the wealth and civilizations which then existed in this part of Africa.
:

Christians is very silly; they are like bats | more strongly the doctrines of Christ and his
quarreling for the sare hole, or frogs for -salvation, and its bitterest enemies, against
the same ditch, and vieing with each other their own will een; testify to the truth as

who should be the greatest sinners.
He attacks Christ, the lives of Christians,
their controversies; their

neglect

of

it is in Christ Jesus.

poli-

tics, and says that God gives blessings
_ through their rulers, and they ought to sustain them, instead of following

their

«

rvelig-|

. .

jon tn spite of the rulers and at the cost “of |
“persecutions. - He ridicules the doctrine -of

. depravity ahd af a crucified God.

He says:

that the genealogies of Christ do not agree.
God cannot

v,

Saws

8. E. Roo.
EA

ay

.

Missions in Africa.
BY MRS. V. G. RAMSEY,
)

va

NORTHERN

WF

7

. and after all Christ did not rectify evijl:in

and

ih

Africa!
At the mention of this name a
vision rises of burning deserts where tray-

trodden down,” for whose souls no man

has

scared. - ‘Something like this is the popular
arts, could make well-spread tables and
We purpose ina few
beasts to appear which
Aid not, really ex- idea of Africa.
papers . to examine it more closely, to
ist. The precepts of
some of them
inquire what manner of land this is which
“‘at' least,
had been better presented by Plito, has been 80 long shut out from the knoivl-

48,

bt

according

to the

Egypt

and Ethiopia ¢ desolate in the midst

of the countries which are . desolate,” and
| set. ¢“ their
cities
in the “midst of the

Yet here, “where

the Hebrew nation had beer cradled, Chris-

peared unto Joseph saying, ‘Arise and flee

AFRICA.

If Christ was God, he deserted

elaims that other magicians, by their

which,

of the prophet, should make Libya,

tianity found a refuge in the person of its
infant King.
The ‘angel of the Lord ap-

deadly serpents and ferocious beasts, «of
. his throne, which Christians argue neither valleys and coasts, fertile whid fair it may be,
“purely nor truly.” He admits the miracles’ “but with pestilénce in. every. breath,—of a.
people * scattered tind peeled, meted out and
of Christ, but ascribes therh to enchantment,
the world.

commenced

word

cities which are Wasted.”
yas

¢lers perish beneath the drifting sands,—of
tangled and pathless forests, the abodes of

become incarnate, nor learn;

had

for instance,
that of patience under

of the world, what are the prospects
GodLINE could not suffer nor lament edget God
is aboutto perform his promise to

into Egypt,” and ‘‘ he arose.aud took the
young child and his mother and departed
into Egypt, ahd was there till the death of

Herod, that it might be fulfilled svhich- was
spoken of the Lord, by the prophet, saying,

“Out of Egypt have I called my son.” For:
get not this honor, O despised and benighted land? - Jesus

found that protection

on

producing

er) }

were

‘‘imcommonly

the literal and

better

religious,” that being
translation.

As

e

he

faced the north he beheld the Temple of
Theseus, built 465 years before Christ. To-

day it is the most perfect of all the ancient .

he will in [rock I see that it is twenty degrees west
Looking beyond the "city,3 away
uncertain- north.

of

= 3
the foot of Mount Parnes, Paul beheld th®
site of Plato’s Academy, almost due north.
Turning a little more toward the west he .

ties pertaining to the gospel of Christ, the
riches of grace or the promises of God. The
highest expectations of the Christian will be
fully realized, noris it possible “for him
to anticipate richer enjoyments than heaven
will afford.
;
But the reason why men. are so slow to

saw the great heap of ashes, the remains
of the sacrifices offered to the gods.
To-

day laborers are carting it away to construct
a railroad to

Pireus,

the

port

of Athens.

Extending his vision beyond the mound he’
beheld the road to Elustis, the sacred way,
at procession
embrace the truth is that they have no liking along which marched the
or it. If men hungered and thirsted for, every autumn to’ present their offerings to
deity of that shrine.
1
righteousness as they do” for worldly gain, the Turning
to the northeast he looked up to
the promises of grace would be readily em- | the Acropolis, a little more than #. stone's
braced. ‘Wherefore is there a price put throw distant. A good slinger of the old‘in the hand of a fool to get wisdom, seeing en time could easily hurl a pebble over the
wall of the Acropolis from this. spot. There
he hath no heart to it?”
J. HAYDEN.
rose the majestic gateway—the Propylwea,
in plo
1
through which,
| another grand Frocession passed once a year

Do Christians Know

.

:

um

it?.

| with

5

-

ifts for

Minérxa, the golden godess;

so tall, so stately, that the mariner,

into port,” beheld the brow

coming

deity
:
ination are doing so little for the spread of gleaming in the sunlight.
Around, within the Acropolis, were a.
the gospel among the heathen ? ‘Jesus says mulitude of deities. . Right beyond. the
to us to-day, ‘‘ Go ye into all the world and Minerva
rose the Parthenon. At the right

Do Christians know why we as a dénom-

of the

preach the gospelto every creature.” Is hand we beheld the temple of the Wingless
‘there any one among us ready to gbey the: Victory ; at the left hand the Erectheum.

divine command? Yes. Four persons are Several shrines under one roof are dedica~
soon to embark for India, and others are ted to Minerva Polias, the defender of the
city ; another to Pandrosos. Here stood the
waiting to go as soon as money. can be
olive-tree which Minerva caused to
raised to pay their expenses.
:
w when she contended with Neptune
Walk through
Is it possible that our churches know that or the supremacy in Attica.
men and women, well qualified to make the Acropolis to-day and though the spoilawa
s by thousefficient missionaries, are kept from duty be- er’s hand has carried

.

ands, you see fragments of other thousands

remaining.
Sa
SL
:
Go round the Acropolisto the east; and
you come
to the theaterof Bacchus ; you may
8it in chairs of marble, in which the priests
of that divinity sat, and may read the names
laid.
In that land of ignorance and Stg-tuously every day, relish their dainties,when of those who occupied them. . There is the
| altar recently dug
up from the ruins, a
they remember that millions of those for block. of pure white marble, elaborately
| whom Christ died are ignorant, naked and sculptured;
a little further, and we are
“hungry, going to the judgment without hay- among the mighty columns of the temple of.
;
tants of those Islands? Truly deplorable. ing heard the name of Jesus? Do they J Uplter Olympus.
+All these we behold to-day, but when
They were cannibals! What has the. gos-. ‘know that all thatis wanting to send moré Paul
stood here wherever he turned his
pel done for them? It has essentially devoted missionaries to the heathen is a lit- eyes he leheld- temples and shrines. His
changed their condition. They are now an tle of the Lord’s money under their steward- spirit was stirred within lim'when he saw
intelligent, civilized and Christian people. ship now cankering in safes and bank the whole city given to idolatry—so reads
"1 the account.
.
:
Think of the great moral change wrought vaults?
With adroitness, disarming prejudice, at
Let the rich to whom God has committed
in many parts of Asia and Africa. View
the outset he turns all this to account, saymuch
immediately
send
to
the
treasurer
great
the success of the gospelin by-gone days
ing that they were ‘‘ uncommonly religious,
.sums, and let every one give something and and that as he passed along observing their
among the North Ametican Indians, under
give systematically, every week or every devotions he saw an altar with the inscription
the self-denying labors of Eliot,” Brainérd
month. Let ¢very minister be sure to ex- —*To the Unknown God.”
‘and others. Contrast the United States plain the facts to his people nd at least give
Come to Mars’ Hill, stand on this rock—
with other countries. All admit that there every Christian an opportunity to, obey the forget the things of the present, think of
is a wide difference.
And whit makes this Lord. Let not the humblest affering be de-| - Athens in her(glory and grandeur—re-build
difference ® Is it not because 'the gospel is spised. If every -one in the denomination in imagination the shrines, behold the golden Minerva gleaming in.the sunlight and
more generally diffused in this than in oth- would give barely
a cent a week, it would the smoke of sacrifice ascending to® heaven
er countries? . Where institutions-of learn- amount to $30,000 a year, or about twice as if you would take in as never before the
ing spring up, Where civilization spreads, much as we now raise. If every one would beauty “ind force of Paul's address, = Look
where morality increases, where society imgivefwo cents a week, it would amount to down toward the hill of ashes” and. behold
within a stone’s throw of it the wncient
proves, there the gospel is preached and $60,000 a year.
RE
RL -cemetery—the urns containing the ashes: of
oheyed. But find a people enveloped in { “Money alone will not convert the heathen, the Fe ; consider that the men of Athens
gross darkness, and we find an ignorant, de- but it will feed and clothe our- missionaries ‘had no hope or expmptation or idea of a fumioralized race destitute of thé saving in- while they preach the gospel;it will print ture life if you would understand the force
fluences of gospel truth. Then let us re- Bibles, establish and sustain schools; and of his speech concerning’ the resurrectitvn
‘of the dead. This cemetery has‘ heen burceive the gospel, conform
'to its teachings ‘build churches. Besides, those who giye ied—lost. for 1500 years—covered by the

and ‘enjoy its benefits.

Without it we are

afford to him.

And when Europe and Asia

.°
united in the terrible tragedy of his* eruci- ingit, will be far greater.
"8,
We
shouldmot
be
ashamed
of .the gosfix ion,. and he Tainted beneath the cross oh
whichhe died for us, they laid it on Simon;

the African, and he bore it after him. Here
‘was a man who perhaps never dreamed of |
fame, and yet when Hannibal’ and Cesar
shall be forgotten, his name and country

be told as a memorial of him. Was. this
cross laid: upon thy sen,.a symbol of thy

fate, O Africa?

Yet, nevertheless, rejoice,

for by the blood of the cross,” HE

has

| reconciled all things to himself,” and the
time draws nigh when it shall be thy “glory

‘waters cover the gea ;” ‘when “his name Bhall

ro

ost tenlimestone,
of eonglomi ls
imesoF
placesS
ini some
holes els
with
| erate

will be blessed.

A-lady of my acquaintance,

debris of theold

city, and

was

[

discovered

-

a little while since, gave fifty cents for "the recently while making ‘excavations, for a
thy soil Which thé land of Tsrael could not practically no better - off than the heathen, | “heathen,
RE
i
and Was 80 blessed in thy act that] row a.
and our condemnation,if we persist in reject

| glory of God shall cover the efifth,as the and thy hope!”

To

endearmeénts

the most astonishing results. cause our Foreign Mission Board has not
Think for a momentwhaj it has, by the'bless- | the money to send: them to their chosen field
ing of God, accomplished in heathen lands. of labor? Do the churches know this? Can
Think of the success that attended the ef- those thousands of Christians who are ¢lothforts of the Moravian missionaries in' Green- ed in purple and fine linen, and fare sump-

pel, because it is a scheme of unbounded

benevolence.

Worldly

the general good,
is everywhere

wisdom

seeks not

The spirit of selfishness

seenfand

developed.

impossible to eradicate it.

Nearly every

those who have quenched convictions.”

how

to receive.”

atl

Newmarket, March 27.-

8. C.K:

e haunt of
scoffings , the revil-

Parthenon is a river, .

ings of those who mocked when Paul spoke

~
:

|

where

ou can indulge in such reflections as here.
inerva is gone, and also Jupiter Olympus.

{flock of crows. The

A

Marg” Hill,"
!

There are few .places in. the world
The

=.
wl

FT

. We may think of rip s, perhaps. the
poet whom Paul cited- oh that occasion.
+.
:

of the resurrection of the dead are of no.
force; the orations of Demosthenes, pro-

nounced: on youder prior behind us, are
read only by studefts

and scholars, hnd for- +

One of the best and most suggestive pop- otten as soon as read; but that address of
one is influenced more or less by selfishness, ular accounts of this spot; made famousby Paul's has a mightier influence now than ev-so that it is exceedingly difficult to figd/’ its literary and political, but: especially by er before. It is read in all languages. . It
true philanthropy existing as the primaxy its Christian associations, is founddn a late will never die.
i Ma—
Gods SL
motive to action. But in the scheme of sal- letter of ‘‘Carleton,” the well known corvation,

we

see

exhibited

Life

the

most liberal

and immortality

respondent of the Boston Journal.: We ex-

brought to light through dnd by the bless-

fered free, *t without money and without

GOD 18 ANGRY WITH THE WICKED just as

; ‘| a loving father is angry with his naughty |
"One of the noblest arguments in favor of children.
He loves them none the less for
a cause ever uttered by a human being is his anger. He is angry partly because He
that of the Apostle Payl, in Athens, aé he loves them. Like an angry yet loving” fastood on Mars’ Hill. Of the many Biblical
to forpictureg
that I recall 6f the scene, I believe ther; too,He is placable, andi ready
give.
i
bait
ts
a
Fh
artists have represented Paul as
ot

are: tract the following:

| be great among the heathen, #nd in every
BUNYAN
WOULD have ud ‘remember, ed gospeMiMan, once lost,is now in a
place, incense, and a pure offering shall be “The, fall deepest into hell ‘who fall backsaved, if he accept the ofoffered on his altar.” She professes to be | ward intohell. None so nearheaven as those condition tob®
1i
|
fers
of
life
and
pardon.
= So salvation is ofwaiting and watching for the. comirig of the who are convinced of sin : none so near he

the Star.. . "| Lord, as a bride waits for her husband. She | as

Let us re-

Jesus,

he said, “It is more blessed to givé than

the reigning and predominant spirit of the

benevolence.
»

she soon after gave ten dollars.

member the words of the Lord

It is

age and has become 80 deeply seated or rootJie gore 9) 3 2 srs Ethiopia, and what are the hopes of that shall be linked with the story of time's ed in the human heart that it seems almost
greatest
event,
and
this
which
he
did
shall
which lies beyond her rivers,

Ey
| yast region
6 asserted
his ight when clothed the poy which the prophet saw * shadowing
have
with wings,” and resting under the woe of
moral darkness and spiritfial death. *
The church professes to be losking forward tothe time when ** the knowledge o

the

that: * those ‘who come unto him,
no wise cast ut.”
There are no

gratifications of lust on
sword

south-

buildings of Greece, its columns are whole,
ask shallreceive ;" that “whosoever shall call and its massive walls loom grandly on the
upon the name of the Lord shall be saved: landscape.
Laying my compass on the

and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and
hypoerisy.”

ByDyY
of home

base."

at the

The mass of rock stretchesoff . to the

his._|

turn again.’ But He has never promised the
:
;
bial
suffering invalid that those costly medicines !
shall restore health. But He has promised that |
“those who seek shall find ;7 that ** those who!

rect views of the nature of that wid
which “is first pure, then peaceable, gentle,

and

o
embarks

He comleaves the home of his loved ones and loses raround it could hear his words.
sight ofthis native shores that he shall everre-! mencéed by saving that he perceived they

of truth and justice, yet his theory

of | are such as no man nor; set of men in their
depraved state can imitate or substitute. °

| V8 made to praise God, and the riddle of
At the comgaencement of the Christian
| Samson is verified,
—« Out of the eater era.the nations of northern Africa<had lost
| “3M forth ment, and out of the strong came: their political importance.” Luxury. and
| forth sweetness)
So all'the efforts” of the
He says the controversy between Jews ‘and | OPposers of Christ only serve to fortify still pride had sapped their power. The decline

that the goodness, not the truth, isto be es* timated. He charges the Jews with idolatry, and says Moses and Jesus contradict
each other, as in their precepts about war.

‘

emanates

gospel; of which man, in -his fallen state,
‘should notbe ashamed. Why, then, disregard

miglity monuments on which

accepts,—in this following Plato. He attests

All these things Dar made for mans. but for no number of disciples, could have borne
"the lion, eagle aud dolphin as well, He such testimony to the Scriptures and to
Esp:
:
11... | the doctrines contained
in them; ! as this
in
- says that Christians worship angels and the 1
heavens, though they refuse to worship the
earned heathen philosopher and especialmightier pa #3 of heaven; as the sun, moon ly so since he was a bitter enemy of Christ
and stars. He says of the law of Moses, and his religion. Thus the wrath of man

ast
.

A

attributes,

and followed.” Its reformatory principles are
witnessed wherever it has been proclaimed,

cities,&0 soare do.bees
have pions.
If we are
em
storks,

A

It fartranscends, in its relative im-

perfect in all his

writing. Here were the schools. to which
the most distinguished scholars of Greece
and Rome resorted to seek a higher culture

cient wealth and’ power with the
poverty-and degradation.
for us no more than we for them, for they | 5,4 says he was feared, trusted and wor- 44 The races which people the
hunt and destroy us also, and they have shiped as a crucified God.
.
. | coast, west of Egypt, are supposed
EL
CLT
as we against them. | ny 0
us as well
arms against
sprung from Phut, the third son

RT

Gospel of Christ."—

portance; all the productions of human wisdom. Itbears upon its own impress the
character of God. From such a Being,

ble that letters were invented, and here Mo-

ants and theflies. The beasts were.made | tho Cprigtian belief in the divinity of Christ,

RR

of the

greatness—ruins
among which? travelers
walk with
wonder,
contrasting that an-

made for man

——

not ashamed
’

Its truths and precepts are being practiced

the light, as Eurpides ddes, they say were | w,;q5 4nd punishments, which he himself

:

of the Gospel.

that the world was made for men more than | i; 0 ove received as evangelical.
He as- this early people impressed their character,
for animals ; says the herbs of the field grow | oo ts the belief of Ti
in the doc- and the magnificent ruins which attest their
for beasts as well as for man.

T

|

als and failures, and strengthen our faith in of morals is quite defective when compared
with the moral precepts of Christ. Moits wltimate success.
sqgorThe Se
lies along the Med- hammed, the Arabian prophet, had

Here the arts and sciences which have blessed- mankind were cradled. - Here it is proba-

the cross,

F.

perfected by One -in whom all excellence
exjsts—the King of Kings, the Lord of

a deeper gratitude for our own happier lot,

Shechem, the selling of Joseph, the butler | a] of another. He speaks of the reed, the
and baker, and says the Hebrews are | gall, the darkness, the earthquake, of his

dead, to the death on

s

1: We should not be ashamed of the gospel. Because jt is of divine origin.
It was-

kingdom is righteousness and peace will
rule over all the nations. With this thought
before us, let us devote a Jittle attention to

ages held a proud positionamong the nations.

speaks

+7

»

whose

‘Here they reared a miglity kingdom and for

He

satisfaction

sentinel on the field of battle, holding our
own post with sleepless eyes, and watching

the

of Deucalion.

untold

My soul, thy Sails expand’
To dwell where Jesus is.”

like a

of Lot, | denial of one of his disciples and the betray-

flood

is

efforts

If not al-

The port of endless bliss;

iterranedn Sea is the part which seems naturally to present itself first to-our consider-,
ation. This region was:peopled soon after
the flood and occupies a large and conspicNazareth, his baptism, the descent of the
Spirit like a dove, and the voice, saying, uous place in ancient history. The de« This is my beloved son.” He refers to his scendants of Mizraim, the second son of
gisciples being fishermen, to the healingof Ham, are supposed to have taken possession
the blind, deaf and dumb,
to the raising of the country, which lies on the lower Nile.

or |

earnest

“By faite] #8 the land,

anxious question ought to be, not whether
Napoleon or Bismark will succeed in Europe, or whether the rebels or imperialists

merehant

which have been eaten out by the wiry
and ‘go to the distant mines for the precious. and rains of centuries. Going past the eastern end and gaining the southern side, we
‘metals. By faith the seamen launch out find fifteen or twenty steps cut in the rock .
upon the deep for a distant port. By faith by which we climb to the top. The steps
the suffering invalid resorts toa hundred have been cut so long that some of them
Reaching the top,
doubtful schemes for the. restoration of are worn wholly away:
find a small portion of the stirfidce levelhealth. . If men can secure worldly good we
ed and squared, and what seems to have
only by an exercise of faith that induces been a seat cut inthe rock. This was the
works, is it strange that faith is required in place where the Areopagus or highest court
the more weighty matters of eternity ? Sure- of ancient Athens was held. Dr. King informs me that the highest court of to-day is
ly, all men are inexcusable in the neglect of called
the" ,Areopagus. and that-he was
religion, whil€'its precious promises are seal- brought before it several, years ago.
ed with the blood of Christ,and confirmed by | Walking over the rock, we find it havin
every where, except at this place, a gough
:
God's immutable oath.
The pursuit of worldly gain requires fibre surface, with no signs of an ancient edifice.
The Bema, or platform, from which the orfaith: than the pursuit of i
riches. ators gave their orations, was in the open
God has given no sure promise to tif sower air, and this court, without doubt, was held
‘that drought or destroying insects shall not out of doors. You could hardly find a bet-"
waste his fields, or that he shall live to reap. | ter place for a speaker who wished to adGod has given no sure promise to the toiling | dress a large audience than this, although
there is no ‘evidence that Paul's audience
miner that his wishes shall be realized. God was unusually large.
=
has given no sure promise-to the seaman as he
‘Standing
on this rock, all who were
faith men leave

in being faithful. Itis evening ‘time, but
it is light. And in heaven, ‘there shall be
{
no night.” With Colby I can now say:

He objects’ to the account of | his espoused wife,—t0 the wise men-followas the New.
the creation as foolish; ridicules the idea of |.ing the star, the slaughter of children by
days passing before there was a sun; calls | Herod, the flight into Egypt, —hsabode in
it absurd that the great God should work

that

to do it away.

‘ways effectual, there

with anxious heart for the signs of victory
¢¢ coups after John, admits all the miracles or defeat along the whole line.
+ The map of the world ought to be interof Jesus andof Moses. These books which
esting to the Christian, not’ so much on acmodern infidels have pronounced spurious
1
hive referred
to. latar
oriein.
Cols ? count of the petty games of conquest which
and havg relonrod 0 9,
el Jongh,
osu the kings of the earth aré-playing on “it, as
was fighting against in the middle of the
bi
Se
because Christ is contending for it. The

Si
An
p
.- |
as learned in Egypt.
He refers to the di-|
vinity of Christ, and asks, if he were God,
Soenid genfiny.
ie was inumaiely
why it was necessary to flee into Egypt.’ qanied Wi
the Hine, nd
Say

sin is hated, and

al responsibility and the mighty ifterests
involved, we ought to be every one

iad
ain the
By faith

ances.

For thém _prayer oust be offered capital inin1 trade
his>. his 8gains,
e
gains.
secures
trad
lage andandant secures
}
And now: 1: m a2 daya nearerox eternity.... || capital

have been made

| utation of modern infidelity. He, writing fif-

In his attacks upon Christianity he first |
personates a Jew. He refers to the TIRE |
tians in his time.'

that

the temporal but the eternal destinies of
immortal myriads. Christ is marshaling
his host and he calls on every one.to take &
share in the.contest.

of - eternal

if careless
f

as

fan in the morning.
Am
better prepared? Thanks for grace enjoyed. Thanks

after the death of

the apostle John, demonstrates that there

~

forty feet

mass’ of rock,

contriy-|:¢3 have fallen and are lying

tor brings out his wonder-working

dishonesty, drunkenness, wantonness, curs-

ing andts the like,
: m and | gi
P Protestantis
»

ly
having no temples, ) which ‘they
bad at a them Svtce
were satisfactori
by Ori- : Popery have
met : and struggled
tire. , fon
It is | OW
FD:
yy that
voam answered
Aved
ib
still.
conflicts have A been
these Gide
not strange
ago.
years
to spu- | gen sixteen hundred
no reference
later1)date. He makes
rious gospels which were extant later, gand
so bitter an opposer of Christianity would

:

and Secures his harvest. By faith the inven-| high or more, from which sev eral] argepiec-

hey have sinned through pride,

eternity.

the farmer plows and sows before us-a huge

=" Bo ith

that they. might prepare for |

them the day

portance, touching the interests of all eom-

5 |

HE

>

© Whydomen puzzle themselves over this daily. You will find the account inthe 17th.

Jicking » FP uy Yrough Daron anes,
TE which Christis waging with the pow- to day sinned against God, aml are NgW | By faith the little child runs to its parenfs|
see
XP clear of the’ hodses Aree
The Most High EAE | fn every hour of sorrow and-danger for suc- a
ers. of ‘darkness. Issues of immense im- | miserably unhappy.

titled, ** The True Logos,” which’ was pub- cotrupt body eternal, and reproaches these
lished about the middle of the second cen: | (tc and controversies among themselves

a few years since Jerusalem
but

~~
CC.

| ples and grapes for sale, with men’ wearing

He wrote a work agaidist Christianity en-{ ot do so shameful a thine as to render a | a0 Should forget to inquire how goes the | 15 painful to reflect that teeming hosts have | oontrolling every department of our lives,

He says

gh

Lid

Yad

Py

EVENING REFLECTIONS. The day is past. | matter of faith? 1t is plainly taught in na-| chapter of Acts. Only this gate and a porhim as an Epicurean, but he was more prob- | name, Ie ridicules their trials, their hopes and read.. But surely there is nothing so
is quietness and peace. Yet it | qype's first lessons, pervading, directing, | tion of an old wall remains, and the ground
Withinall
|
Christhe
that
subjects
these
in
interesting
|
would
God
says
and
worrss,
of
hopes
thie
as
|
+
Platonist.
a
ably

is Proved by several facts.

:

standing on a platform in‘or at the entrance
of 3 lage publiebuilding, with columns of
Mare or pole the » alls and Toor Toni
The locality is og well identified 2 ace.

red

:

:

Faith.

|

=

A

Gay

PRE

5

“This day I wish to do all pos-

hith.-

sible to glorify him.

fires, famines and pestilences are recorded

magistrates in refusing to swear by their

claim

Some

he belonged.

3

RRL

designs:

its

in

sive

He chiitges Christians ‘with #isobeying | Earthquakes and. tempests, shipwrecks and | praise

It is. uncerfain to what school | 6s

influence.

. of philogophy

a

She emblem’ of death and the grave. -We | pic man may be restored and saved. No| Olympus, and I will therefore ask the chilShall stumb In the dust, but Fong | other réligion Is like,it; no other system so deh oF the day. Scho 1s to take a walk

He says their converts are “poor and de- ‘can a cabinet be changed, or a minister be self among Christians, “who Yefe 5 inging
is known of the life of Celsus.|
But little
He was
& heathen philosopher, the earliest [:spiséd, not rich and learned, and as jug- reinoved in the remotest part of the earth, | one of the best hymns of praise to the
This normng I desjye to |
opposer of Christianity of any considerable | olérs they seek to influence the lower class- but the news is commended to our attention. real ts

:

>
.

Itisa remedial agent, by Acropolis itself, as the Temple of Jupiter

Sleepis | giopy of God.

sleep bas been sweetly refreshing.

:

price.” Not oply free for one, but for all—|
the whole world... Itmeets the-wants-of all
classes, irrespective of worldly distinctions;
for al] have sinned and come: short of the|

Ends of the Day.
|
Rl
on
SRL
amt
MORNING EXERCISES.” Night has passed; |

declares herself soidentified with, him that
| their interests are inseparable, that she can
| have no’joy .except in that which pleases
| him, no glory but that which comes through |

2
nn

.

.

.

.

-

"

.

¥

to the . en: | 00iberal 0 0) and and expansive in its designs; no ot
nd:
n invigorated
spirits: shows that| [of his kingdom on . the earth. 3
of fallen
The doctrine
ane
i
; 1%
ia Zo) oeShe Yesurrect:
Ary
;
;
in : the city tg , We
we
go south,1
o
w]eFrom our hotel
motiv gns;
oo je, P 'o in its
| they conceive of God as too weak to defend | The newspapers keep us informed of the | joyment. of ‘new :life.—During. the pasti. er principle
there are
ce, where
market-pla
the
through
»
motives.
its
in
pure
so
hol
plea:
r
e
v
r
d
ight
S
nments,
civi
of
ities
05,
:
m
himself:
»
;
£5
necessities of civil governments, Scarcely | night dreams were pleasant. 1 thought myRutland, O% °°
S. H. BARRETT. | bushels of oranges lemons, dates; figs, ap-
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can be so important or so wel4 6f him .as being’ enthged,’and as demand- | telligence
ing too much faith and too little reason. hi ui Which Telates to the-progress

OUpposers ol CAPISHIETEN
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| Him. “If this be so; then certainly no n£ Christianity % | ross conceptions of God. He says they speak

.

=

.
xm

| already possessed of influence and’ known,
_1’a& Hercules, Orpheus, or in their own Serip.. +4 | ures, Jonah, or Daniel from the lion's den ?
He charges Christians, also, with having

‘
wie
ommunte ations.
Api
|
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TheTrue" Man.
Y

gave
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*

From rearmostf}o
‘Whom I can

7

#

So brave and

.

made me feel if I

ough Erroron her side

:

, Has gathered hosts, and shakes in wrath
Her pinions far and wide;

2

¢ The more the merrier,” is his crys

Who waged the bloodiest war; /
For though he win for but one truth

ate

C.,D. STUART

oF

—

~

Varieties.

k

+ Canst¥hou loose the bands of Orion #*—JoB.

The three bright Stars which constitute the

Go

forny; they preserve the same relative position to each other, and to the rest of the
to year,

and

from

age to fge. They present "precisely the
same appearance to us which they did to Job.
No sooner does the constellation rise above
the horizon, however long may have been
the interval since we

last

beheld

it,

than

these three stars appear in the old familiar
position. They afford us one of the highest

types of immutability in the midst of ceaseless changes. When heart-sick and weary

\
y

Testament no

AREA

ip

bas

question of the Almighty? Can man, whose
; Dibath is in his nostrils, and who is,crushed
He fore the moth, unclasp that brilliant
starry bracelet which God's own hand has

Can

man separate these stars from one “another,

or alter their relative positions in the smallest degree? What is it that controls all
their movements; and keeps them united
together ih en peculiar forms? It is not
mere mechanical agency,
originated and uncontrolled, but the delegate
wer of the
Almighty—the ‘will of Him Who has the
keys of the universe, and ‘* shutteth and no
a openeth, and openeth and no man shuteth.’

gre

breath

;

of the snow-flake

and the gentle

of summer—that directs the motions

*of the minutest animalcule, and weaves the

attenuated line of the gossgmer.
-

soon

more,

after

which

rubbish in the _ attic,

ons and workhouses !

became

to

her

was

:

A

>

Faint

and

this

she

Not.”

All Sabbath school teachers need to have
this precious verse deeply engraved in their
‘In due season

The

ye shall reap, if

it from

its

author,

pray until we believe, ‘In due season ye
shall reap, if ye faint not.”
~
1 rementber one Sabbath I went to my
class feeling that the Spirit was very near,
and that the lesson,

so

full

me, would bé blest to the

of interest to

class.

The

les-

son was: on choosing God or the world.—

Some of the boys seemed greatly interested, but they were those who always loved
the truth; they were Christ's little ones.

ey

It was for Willy that I had especially stud-

-ied the lesson; it was for him that I prayed
most earnestly before goming to the class.
He had formerly been among the thoughtess ones, but lately I had daredto hope that
the Spirit was striving with him.
.
Now my heart was pained with his manner. ‘While I'asked the most solemn questions he turned to the class behind, or whis-

increase as she continued to

read,

she

finally

a Bible, regardless now

who. should

it.

Faith

and

not

bought
know

ll

Two gentlemen were one day crossing the
river in a ferryboat.

and

works

A dispute

arose,

one

about

saying

faith

Master,

Christ

oF Satan ? he would not answer, but turn-

; . way his head, as if from sheer indifferThen.I said, « Willy, I have been hopin
you

/

Wanted to love
the Saviour,
410t choose him "But, Willy wouldwill os
not angwer,

and he was usually

granted,

he said,

‘I

hold in my hands two oars. That in my
right hand
I “call ‘faith’ the other, in my
left, * works.” Now, gentlemen. please to

‘observe, I pull

that due,

the oar

of-

faith,

and

the boat makes no progress.

or

works

without

faith,

will

works,

and-the:

to the

dial-plate and hands; the one

must

the

regulate

works

must

act on

the

And do not old sins continue to hang about

a man even after grace has delivered him
from their dominant
power? Who does
not need every day and hour to resert to
the fountain of cleansing, and wash his
“heart in

the

blood

were,

not

or

twice,

““ Ww

the most

ly."

EMPLOYMENT WITHOUT CAPITAL, ¥,
THE GREAT BIBLICAL W
of the Nineteenth
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Century—SMITH’ S

By our plan,

THE PULPIT CO., 37 Park Row,

New York.
This is the onl

™

every

HURD &
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NEgD

and

OF PREACHING.

jous attention.

ever,

"As

meat. that

pure,

but not

sufficient

food

for

3d. CLEANLINESS.
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z

from

lection;

and
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PURPOSES

f+ the

quires no making over after years of wear thereby
saving that expense.
Its perfect cleanliness is a high
commendation, whether it is used in mattresses or

PRATT

& WENTWORTH,

MANUFACTURERS,

origi

Hall

we

to our seats,—one of them filled with curled

hair,

1%.

The RUSSIA

ordered made two sample cushions of the size suited

cushions made and filled with Sponge for the entire
hall, and have now used thém over two months, and

UPHOLSTERY GOODS HOUSE.

10

JWilk

Street,

.

.

.

Boston.

cl OHAS. L. FOWLE, Agent.

is

a purely vegetable

ENGLAND

COMPLETE

.

QUARTER

IN

KINDSoF wWo8Ds,

| [4w2
.| Cut thin as the best House Paper, for plastered wills

de-

First, the dig-

It is Christ that died—

and

He is the Son~of God—divine—God over |
all—God manifest in the flesh.” Second,
the

Beautiful, Durable and Economical.
3

PRICES,

FA

Rights for Towns and Counties sold on reasonable
termé.
Applications should bé made by letter or

otherwise, to

B.

W.

| 100K!
;

54 cents. and 72 cents per Roll,
© ORDERS RECEIVED AT THE ROOMS.
yi

v

talka-

WILLIAMS.
[4

i

’

Price, paper,

an

array

leading

that

culinary and

other

1.50

Architecture, x

|

American Weeds and Useful
Cummings

Architecture,
Modern
Bommer’s Method of
Boussingault’s Rural
Breck’s Ney Book of

150
100

Buist’s Flower

Plants

and Miller

.

:

.

8vo. cloth

Dog and Gun (Hooper's) Paper, 30c; cloth
Downing’s Landscape Gardening
:
Draining for Profit and Health

French’s

Farm Drainage

150
50
.

Field’s (Thos. W.) Pear Culture
Fuller’ Small

150

i.

Fuller’s Grape Culturist

125
150

Fruit Culturist

-Fuller’s Strawberry

150

Culturist'

Gregory on Squash Culture.

Yt

Paper

Guenon on Milch Cows
i
Harrig’s Insects Injurious to Vegetation,
cloth, $4; colored
plates
.
J
Henderson’s Gardening for Profit

20

30
™

Extra
6 00
150

Herbert's Hints to Horse Keepers

Hop

Culture,

17

Paper, 8vo.

+

Johnston’s Agricultural Chemistry
Johnston’s Elements of Agricultural Chemistry
Leuchar’s

How to build

Hot Houses

Miles on the Horse’s Foot

Our Farm

7»

ONE DOLLAR, than any other like toncern in the

world. The Youn is plainly hod Yo) Seen. “With a
very
largecash capital,
we are enabled to k
agents
in
New York, Boston and Philadelphia. gr ‘are
prepared at all times to pick up any and all Job lots of
goods offered for CAsm.
©
i
N. B.—Our Agents are not required to pay one dollax for their present, as in other concerns, ~
nts wanted in every city, town and hamlet in
the United States, to whom
we offer the most liberal

of Four Acres.

125

Paper, 30¢; cloth

Peat and its Uses
og
Pedder’s Land Measurer
Quinbys Mysteries of Bee Keeping
ndalls S deep

OR

.

AREER

5

20

60

125
- 60
150

Fushindry

1560

Randall’s Fine
Wool Sheep Husbandry
Richardson on the Dog.
Paper, 30c; cloth
River's Miniature Fruit Garden

100
60
100

Schenck’s Gardener's Text Book
tewart’s (John) Stable Book

ri
150

bacco Culture
Warder’s Hedges and Evergreens
Youatt and Spooner on the Horse
Youatt and
Martin on Cattle

Aw2]

We make this statement, and we are able to back it
:
That wé can and will sell more Goods, and better; for

100

Pardee on Strawberry Culture

TRADE,

up with facts namely, —

is

40

17%
1 50
150

Lakeview

Onion Culture

(7 Best Inducements ever offered £0

-

25
150
150.
150

Youatt on the Hog
Youatt on Sheep
|

100
100

A= Any Book on this list will be forwarded,
aid,

post

to any address in the United States {exeept those

erritories reached by the Overland

onl fh on receipt-of the

California Mail,

price ORANGE

JUDD

& CO,,

Publishers of the AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST,
412]
215
ddway, New York.
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ANTED AGE®TS to sell Headley's gréat work,

‘OQUR'NAYY IN THE REBELLION,” very popular, selling rapidly, no competition, Also, just ready
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Agricultural

information

essential to

uable, interesting, and instructive WEEKLY NEWSPAPER
published in the world.
The full Report of the American Institute Farmers’ Club, and the various Agricultural Reports, in
each number, are richly worth a year’s subscription.
Ever since its commencement,
THE WEEKLY
TRIBUNE has been lion
Shon the farm. We
make features of the Farmer
Club, and permitno
question of interest to the agriculturist to pass with-

its value.
It has been well observed that a careful
reading
and study of the Farmers’ Club Reports in

WEEKLY TRIBUNE alone will

hundreds of dollars in his crop.

complete Southern History of the War,—the counter-

we have arranged to print the

written

on

and

foreign

HE

TO

$20

the

subject

writers.

of agriculture

We

best thifigs

by

American

intend to increase these

features in the coming year very largely.
As itis, no
prudent farmer can do without it. As a lessonto his
workmen
alone, every farmer should place THE
WEEKLY TRIBUNE upon hig table every Saturay ch]
4
THE TRIBUNE is the best and cheapest paper in

the.country. This is not said in the spirit of boastfulness. We da notelaim any essential superiority over
our neighbors, Xcel) the superiority of place and

opportunity. . It has fallen to New York to create the
greatest newspapers in the country.
Here concentrate the commerce, the manufactures, the mineral re-

sources,

the agricultural

wealth

of the

-Republic.

Here all the news gathers, and he patronage is so
large that journalists can afford to printit. Alnewspaper can be made in New York for half the money,

x

:

rea

THE WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is the paper of the
feople, Here the eager student may know the 9st
essons of science.
Here the scholar may read reviews of the best books. Here may be found corre:
spondence from all parts of the world, the observa-

tions

of

sincere-and

gifted

men,

who

serve

the purpose of making. the best and cheapest Weekly
newspaper in the world.
We think we have reached

that point in giving for two dollars fifty-two quodecimo volumes a year.
.
yo

THE TRIBUNE is strong by reason of its enormous
circulation and
great cheapness.
It has long been conceded
that
THE
WEEKLY
TRIBUNE
has the
largest circulation in the country.
For years we have
printed twice as many papers, perhaps, as all of the

other Weekly editions of the city
This is why we are enable

to

Dailies combined.

do

our

work

so

thor-

oughly and cheaply.
The larger circulation, the
better paper we can make.
What are the practical suggestions? Many. Let
|.every subscriberrenew his subscription, and urge his
neighbor to do the same. - If a man ‘cannot afford to
pay
two dollars, let him raise a club, by inducing his
neighbors ta subscribe,
and we shall send him a copy

gratis for his trouble. No Newspaper so large and
complete as THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE was ever

before-offered at so low a price. Even when our Currency was at par with gold, no such
paper. but’
)

Ly! UNE was offered: at that
price; and THE
TRIBUNE then cost us far less than it mow does.
We have solved the problem of making the best and
cheapest newspaper in America—perhaps in the
world. Let us see if we cannot give it & million
weekly circulation,
ERMS' OF THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
One copy, one year, 52 issues,

Five copies, to names of Subscribers,
900
Ten copies, to names of Subscribers,
15 00
And ‘one copy extra to the getter-up of the club.
Twenty copies, to names of Subscribers,
$27 00
And one copy extra to the/getter-up of the club.
~
| Fifty copies, 0 names of Stlbscribers,
And one copy to getter-up of club.
$25 00
Twenty copiés,to one address,
.
And

one copy

And

one copy to getter-up of club,

Fifty copies,

to getter-up

of club.

to one address,

$50 00

One hundred copies, to one address,
$100 00
and one copy Semi-Weekly Tribune to getter-up ol
clib,
v
}
Terms, cash

in advance,

Drafts on New York, or Post-office orders, payable

to the order of THE TRIBUNE, being safer, are prefer
able to any ‘other mode of remittance.
De

THE

Address,

TRIBUNE,

New

York,

%

STIMPSON’S SCIENTIFIC GOLD PENS.

A DAY GUARANTEED.

00D AGENTS - WANTED to introduce our
A
NEW STAR SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE,
Stitch alike on both ‘sides. The only first-class, low:
Yriced machine in the market.
WE WILL CONSIGN
ACHINES
to responsible parties, AND EMPLOY EN:
ERGETIC AGENTS ON A SALARY. Full particulars and,
Sample work furnished on application,
Address

W. G. WILSON& CO., Boston,

Mass.

[Bw2

ARE YOU. OUT'OF EMPLOYMENT?

No. 22, FINE.
Sent by mail,

Retaining Pe!

No.44, MEDIUM. No.66, COARSE.
st-paid, on receipt of $3,00. With Ink-

older, $4,350. A. 5. BARNES & Co. N.

Y.

A VALUABLE REMEDY.‘ The Vegetable
Pulmonary Balsam is one of the best medicines
for Cougns,
CoLps and PULMONARY
eve orflered to the public. Physicians o the highest

Send at pnce to DERBY & MILLER, Publishers, New
York, and secure an agency for
,
"
)
HEADLEX!S LaFE AND CAMPAIGNS OF GENERAL
keep emule
I
:
;
GRANT.
.

Yesnectability_presoribe
Ht, Ml iEAC
as a standard
30:

Bon

and best dliug. |
complete, most
lar,
trated subscription bok published, and the most libLADIES
he y tn
i
: 8 iro 4 copy
of fhe
‘and
an
Picture
nt to make mon
stly we
adv
you to address the hove Hoon for further particulars,

HAEis the most

412

THE

TRIBUNE in almost every country. All-the elaborate and intricate machinery of our establishment—
perhaps the most complete in America—is devoted to

tod. | L 42)

$10

save a farmer

In addition to these

reports

the 54th thousand of- THE LosT CAUSE” a full and,
part of 23 Northern Histories. One Agent sold 220
the first week.
Our terms are nowhere excelled.
E, B, ¥ TREAT.
& 00 Publishers, 654."
ew York.
[4w2

| CARPENTERS, fra. patie ee of ru, LASER, br 251

ho.

and

ness ean no further BS:

75

Elliott’s Western Fruit Grower’s Guide
Flax Culture
:

My Vineyard at

THE PIONEER
DOLLAR SALE

a

125

60
6 50
150

Eastwood on Cranberry

READ! REFLECT!

from

country;

100 | tized and expanded our resources that every copy of .
Kb] THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE contains as much matter as a duodegimo volume.
Think of it! For two
7
75 dellars, the farmer in the course of one year buys as
much reading matter as though he filled a shelf of his
500
library with fifty volumes, and those volumes containing
150
the greatest works inthe language. The force of cheap«150

:

Dadd’s American Cattle Doctor
Dana’s Muck Manual

STREET,

of the

150

175

10 00

1000
25
160
17

Dadd’s (G. H.) Modern Horse Doctor

OFIVER DITSON & CQ., Publishers.’
277 WASHINGTON

Telegraph

parts

and yet with twice the valué of newspapéMcelsewhere. This is the stremgth of THE
UNE.
We print the largest, and cheapest, and best-edited
weekly newspaper
in the country. . There is little special merit in this. Wehave all the advantages around
us. We have great Daily and Semi-Weekly editions.
Their machinery and resources are only apart of the
Weekly. This paper has long had the largest circulation in America, and we have tried to justify that
confidence. The result is that we have so systema-

36
30

Garden Directory

Copeland’s Country Life.

BOSTON.

(5

.

American, by same.
Making Manures
Economy
:
Flowers
Lo

Buist’s Family Kitchen Gardener
Chorlton’s Grape Grower Guide

have

received by

other

for variety and completeness, altogether the most val-

40¢;

of facts

¥
Void

Cobbett’s American Gardener

Recreations,

all

country
residents; Stock, Financial, Cattle, Di
Goods, and general Market Reports; making it, both

in our.domestic

American Bird Fancier.
Paper
American Rose Culturist.
Paper

OF A MILLION PIANISTS.

Pleasing Exercises, and Charming

and

summary of all important intelligence in this city and
elsewhere; a Synopsis of hear
dings of Congress
and State Legislature whi
i
ion; the Foreign
News received by every steamer; Exclusive Reports
cultural

Am. Agricult. Annual. Paper, 50; cloth.
Am. Horticultural Annual. Paper, 50; cloth,

made it extreniely popular, while its rare adapta
tion to all grades of advancement causes it -to be not
only valuable to pursop Guring his early studies but
for a lifetime. ‘Price, $575. Sent postpaid.
Sy

~~

local inf

of the Proceedings of the Farmers’ Club of the American Institute; Talks about Fruit, and other Horti-

Allen’s (R. L.) American Farm Book,.
Allen’s (R. L.) Diseases of Domestic Animals,

RE INDEBTED 710 “ RICHARDSON’S NEW METHoD” for their ability to play well. This book
continues to be the-Standard
Method of Piano Instruction throughout the countfy.
Its Easy Lessons,

WOOD HANGINGS - COMPANY,
ALL

dents; the latest news

Washington

ete.

“Allen’s (L. F.) Rural Architecture,

byy us, us, we are
y System, ) inaugurated
gu
REVOLUTION

contains

published”in THE

views
of the most interesting and important New
Books; the Letters from our large corps of Correspon-

plants, making it a work -of the greatest interest, not
only to the breeder, the intelligent farmer and the
man of science, but to tke general reader, Two volumes of about 1000 pages.
Illustrated. Price, $6.

Thus enabling ourecustemers to obtain supplies of al1 mogt all kinds of goods, by the single article, at wholesale prices. In addition to this,in order to facilitate the
getting up of clubs,
we pay agents handsomely for their
services. The most Dooular system ever placed before
the public. ‘Endorsed by prominent business men and
the press. Agents wanted in every town and villagein the country. CIRCULARS SENT FREE. PARKER
Not

NO. 43 SUMMER STREET.

presenting

.| Cole’s Veterinarian

& Co., 64 & 66 Federal Stseet, Boston.

NEW

Editorials.

except those ofgmerely

of Soil—Se-

Mohr on the Grapevine

Under
the Club
nan

It

important

TRIBUNE,

der Bomestication.
CHAS. DARWIN, M. C. F, R. 8, etc. In 2 Vols.,
with anintroductory note by Prof. ASA GRAY.

cussed, as well as our

ointment

columns each.

all the

DAILY

show the most extraordinary amount of observation

REVOLUTION IN TRADE.

.everybod J Speaks in their praise, while we are perfegtly satisfled with them every way.
lle
J. V. FARWELL, Chairman Building Com.
D. L. MOODY, Pres. Y. M. C. Association.
Sample

SALVE

!

THE

made from the very best materials, and combines in itself
greater healing powers than any other preparation before
the public.
Its timely application has been the means
of saving thousands of valuable lives, and of relieving a vast
amount of suffering.
Fifty years’ general use of the Russia Salve is a noble guarantee of its incomparable. virtues
as a healing ointment.
-*
Price 25 cts,. Sample box sent free on receipt of price.
For sale by all Druggista and Apothecaries.
4w2]
REDDING & CO., Proprietors, Boston, Mass.

1b. to the lineal foot, and the other- filled with. your
Elastic Sponge. 1 1b .to the foot. They
were each
Placed in our office, and examined and
thoroughly
sted by over one hundred of the members of the
Association, and by each and all of them the Elastic
Sponge Cushion was pronounced very far superior to
the one made of curled hair, being thicker, fuller,
softer and more elastic.
We immediately ordered

The public are invited to call and ‘examine
Mattresses, Cushions, Pillows, &¢., at our

eight pages of six broad

and wesearch..
All the domestic animalg, from horses and cattle to candry birds and honey
hees, are dis-

2

is Larger tha:

By

REDDING’S
. Russia Salve

neous Diseases.

NEWSPAPER.

Circulation

out comment and advice.
When it is remembered
that this advice is given by one of the most conscientious farmers in the country, the reader may estimate

"IS THE UNIVERSAL REMEDY FOR
Established _
Burns, Soalds, Case: “Bruises, and all
‘1806.
lesh
Wounds.
For Chilblains, Chapped Hands, Piles, and Old Scrofulous
Sores ; Eruptions, Blotches, Salt Rheum, and all Cuta-

Chicago, Dec. 3, 1867.

-

Jesus Christ, the annointed Saviour;

by

the

the oil. ' The work contains a colored Map of the Cotton Lands of the United States, besides other illustrations.
12mo, 190 pages.
Price, $1 50.
The Variation of Animals and Plants un-

the present day,

HOWE,

FAMILY

because

The New York Weekly Tribune
is printed on a large double-mediam sheet, making

animals and cultivated plants, discussing the circumstances that influence these variations, inheritance of
peculiarities, the résults of in-and-in breeding, crossing, ete, Itisone of the most remarkable books of

BY

( Successor to Howe & Stevens)
260 & 262 BROADWAY, - - - - - -~ 8w2]
“

American Elastic Sponge Company :—

holiness,

two which

MANLEY

The following testimonial is only one of many hundreds which have been received, showing its preeminent superiority over all other known substances for
Cushions, &e.
:
Office Young Men's Christian Association, {
Farwell

MANUFACTURED

PAPER.

NOW IS THE TIME TO FORM CLUBS.

Houses
— Feeding —

This work treats of the variations

inventors of an improvement which origi-

FARMERS’

em—

that of any other Newspaper.

Cottem Culture.
©‘ BY J.B. LYMAN.

~

87, 89 & 91 North Street, Boston.

articles.

furniture. For restuffing Furniture it is more economical than hair.
3
- For HOTELS, STEAMBOATS, &c., subject to the
annoyance of Bed-bugs, this is incomparably superior, as has been fully tested in other cities.

Gentlemen, —Prior to furnishing

It is Cheap

Pruning—Ripening

for Exhibition.

»

Now is the time to subscribe for the

Breeding-Management— Fattening - Diseases-Breeds

ventilates it { —Ducks—Poultry
cloth, 75¢.

$50.

terest; also Literary and Scientific Intelligence; Re-

Preserving
— Classification — Description,

CONTENTS :. Origin—Poultry

GREAT

GREAT

Saunders’ Demestic Poultry.
BY S. M. SAUNDERS.

‘CAUTION.
All
persons who keep HOWE & STEVENS’ FAMILY
DYE
COLORS for sale can not be reli on for fair dealing, for the reason that they cost the retailer twenty-five
cents per dozen more than other kinds of Dyes in the
market, while he retails them all at the same Jee;
consequently he makes twenty-five cents per
dozen
more by selling an inferior articie. We publish this caution to guard our customers
against - imposition.. Accept. none but HOWE .&
STEVENS’ PATENT FAMILY
DYE, COLORS. They are

FOR ALL:

:

and

FOR

THE PAPER OF THE PEOPLE.

Pomolegy.

Planting —Culture

COPIES

ET

Price, $3.

the market.

PATENT BLASTIC SPONGE
UPHOLSTERING

THE
:

tings—Site for an Orchard—Preparation

shaking

REDUCED.

THE LABGEST AND CHEAPEST.

© The New Book gn Apples.
BY DoCT. JOHN A. WARDER."
*
CONTENTS:
History — Propagation— Buds — Cut-

FAMILY DYE COLORS.

\HE UNDERSIGNED, Agents for the AMERICAN

FIFTY

4

TR BUNE.

PRICE

50.

HENDERSON.

American

HOWE & STEVENS’

HAIR

PETER

YORK

WEERLEY

A new work asd a complete manual for cotton
growing, intended for those who are unfamiliar with
Each Stove is WARRANTED to be and to do all that
the
production of this erop.
An additional chapter
is claimed for it.
In all the requisites of a first-class Cook Stove, the . has been prepared by J. R. Sypher, Esq., upon Cotton,
‘‘ PEERLESS,” as its name indicates, has no equal in Seed and its Uses, giving the details of manufacturing

Fvertisements
CURLED

Price $1

i

Christ our Lord.”

NEW

81 50

-

FOR

-

most serviceable Staxe in the market.

and is felt in the midst.of outward

A SUBSTITUTE

BY

6th. BEAUTY. Made of the best iron, it will not
crack. Well moulded, artistically designed, and
smoothly cast, it is the most beautiful as well as the

RICHARD BAXTER,on his death-bed, was

abides,

etc.

WANTED.

in making 40 calls. Circulars and terms sent free on
application. Address
.
W.J. HOLLAND & CO.,
412
Springfield, Mass.

!

ing; Crossing
— Soil,
Situation,
Planting—Insects, .
Mildew, Sunscald, etc.—Valuable and Discarded Varieties. New edition, revised and enlarged.
Price,

A current of hot air constantly

passing through the oven, so thoroughly
that it roasts as well as a tin kitchen.

Samples

now efféred agents.
One‘agent reports 35 ordersin
four days.
Another 25 in thirty hours.
One, 22 sales

of land,

sects—Varieties and Crllijvation Packt for Shipping=—Preservation in Winter. Price, $1 50.
<
7
Grape Cultarist.
BY ANDREW S. FULLER.
CONTENTS : Growing from Seed—Propagation from
Buds—Propagating Honses—Cuttings in Open Air—
How to Make Layers—Grafting the Grape—Hybridiz-

4th. BAKING. Its yee oven, wherein all parts are
of equal temperature, bakes as evenly as a brick oven,
and that without turning the-article. It bakes quick5th. ROASTING.

a rood

CONTENTS :* Men Fitted for Gardening—Aniount ot
Capital Required—Profits of Market Gardening—Man-

or dumping the grate.

the

has

ures and Implements—Location, Situation,
Preparation—When and Where to Sow—Transplanting;
In-

"1867.

saves

Tool

By Rev. Z. EDDY, D.-D,. with an introduction by Rev, *
R. 8. STORRS, J1, D. 0., is the BEST selling work-

Gardening for Profit
In the Market and Family Garden.

managed.
The fire
kept through an en-

No dust escapes while

AGENTS

“ The Life of Jsens

3m2

New: York,

Culture, Varieties, Packing,

&-

tire season without rekindling.

heard saying :—*‘ I have pain; there is'no
arguing against sense; but I have peace—
I
have peace.” The peace Christ gives
ill

oven,

for.all.—-Stencil

Address A.J. FULLAM, Springfield, Vt.

AND INK-RETAINING PENHOLDER.
A. S. BARNES & Co., 11}.& 113 William St. N. Y. [42

BY ANDREW 8. FULLER.
Sieg
all about Strawberries
— Raspberries —

It tells

Orleans Fair,

+ 2d. SIMPLICITY, It is easily
-can be perfectly controlled and

by

—Gooseberries—Cranberries—Huckleberries—Coinelian Cherries, etc.
;
This book covers the whole ground of Propagation,

OTHER FIRST PRIZES DURING

t

AGFNTS WANTED TO SELL
STIMPSON’S SCIENTIFIQ PENS.

Blackberries—Barberrieas-Dwarf Cherries—Currants

©

FOR COAL AND WOOD.
NOS..7%, 8, 83 AND 9.

a Day
free.

Small Frait Culturist.

Withgnd Without Extension Top.

is

245 Broadway,

= -

It is the PEERLESS,” because it is superior to all
other Cooking
Stoves in ECONOMY,
SIMPLICITY,

people without preaching, As the fisher
catches no fish who huddles hisnets in heaps
and does not open them, so that minister
who merely reads the Scriptures in the congrefzation wins no souls to God.
;

considerations, as giving importance to the

nity of t

*
J

raw and fat may be called good, but is not
to be eaten before it is made ready and dressed; so are the Scriptures read good, holy

»

mand ous

$10

Published by Orange Judd & Co.,

The Best Cooking Stove Ever Made !

day.

The Atoning Sacrifice.

death of Christ, there are

AND TWELVE

t New

:

for Rhode Island ahd Massachusetts, who has nearly THREE HUNDRED SUBSCRIBERS, in the city of
Providence, writes us as follows; FE
copy, Sold will
make its ortunate possessor a wiser and
a
er man,
Ithank God for Gn
eniploy
t wh
bines in one
both spiritual and temporal advantage.)
Jae

RP RAE BOOKS

;

FIRST PRIZE AT AM. INSTITUTE FAIR. N. Y,,
Gold Medal

.

That it will pay every one, who
to buy.

UNIVERSELLE,
1869.

il

to meet

n confirmed

Send for our Almanac.

AT THE
Paris,

HOUGHTON,

NoTE.—Mr. H. Vincent Butler, our General

an experience of many years. A-full case of 35 large
vials and Book of Directions, with Specifics for every

Symptom.

air and conveying it through the
twenty to thirty. per cent of fuel.

.

A

.and reliable, and their value has

tm

enemy create a secret friend.”

he shall enter by the dismal gate. of death into
the full and glorious liberty of .the children
of God.—Dr. Guthrie.
;

Ge

:

EXPOSITION

digtill honey out of gall, and out of an open

it remains

arid that, made perfect at lengfk in

co

?

unapub88

the wants of families. They are simple, convenient, safe

York.

CLEANLINESS, BAKING, ROASTING and BEAUTY.
* 1st. ECONOMY. A patented method of heating the

within his heart, has ceased to ‘reign there,

A

or Dyspeptic

vompleta and
lex Dictionary,

Publishers, 459 Broome St., New York.

,

disease occurring in domestic practice, is sent to any
address, of express, free of shags on receipt of Ten
Dollars.
Address HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC HOMTEOPATHIC MEDICINE CO., 562 Broadway, New

instruction : make use of both, so shalt thou

Surely, the happiness of a child of God lies
mainly in this—that sin, thopgh

(EOPATHIC SPECIFICS are prepared expressly

“ Pearess” Cooking Stove

and examine thy heart. If thou be guilty, it is
a just correction ; if not
guilty, itis a fair

We need to

but

A.'S. BARNES & Co., Publishers,
New York.

remedies do arrest disease and restore health is in-contestable. No family having once enjoyed their
benefits would he without them. HUMPHREY'S HOM-

FOR THE CELEBRATED

ill of thee, flee. home to thy own conscience,

day by day; converted as it

once

to

PRATT & WENTWORTH

“animal

AN oLD WRITER advised :—** If any speak

of Christ, oftener than

he washes his hands in ‘water?

be renewed

conditions,

vail, nor reason.— Quarles.

I

It is not enough that the inward works of
a clock are well constructed, and also the
the

is adapted

noiseless; and, while
other first-class Ma-

PATENT SPONGE COMPANY, is prepared to - nated this branch of business, and made dyeing a
‘domestic art. They have had, also, five years’ expeexecute orders for MATTRESSES, PEW CUSHrience in this particular business, and have been conIONS, PILLOWS, &c. It is far superior. to- HAIR,
stantly improving the quality of their Dyes.
All the
colors, both in Guid antl
powder form, are manufacinasmuch as it is' more ELASTIC,
SOFT, and
SPRINGY; after being compressed it resumes its tured by the undersigned, and we can supply our
customers with either, The lignids do not require so
original bulk more readily than hair. Another decidmuch time in dyeing; but the
powder colors will
suffice. ed advantage over hair, moss, &¢., is that no moth color the most goods, and cost the same per packIn coloring blacks, browns and drabs, we would
eternal or insect of any kind can live near it. The cost is less ‘age.
advise the use of the powder colors in’ preference to
i | than hair, while its elasticity always remaining, re- the liquid, unless for ribbons or-some-very small

not

will bear a resemblance
”

other,

physical

pull

Let there be both, and the haven of
rest is sure to be reached.”
- As the flower is before the fruit, so is faith
before good works.
of

is
all

First Grand Prize Medal
AWARDED

heait, as it loves none but itself, so it is beloved by none but itself. The voice of humility is God's music; and the silence of humility is God's rhetoric. Humility enforces
where neither virtue nor strength can pre-

Sod the boat goes round and

round, and

adjustable,

—

Public Men, the world over.

[did

end to be accomplished by His death.
Not.
as a martyr did He die, not merely as-an Te
TREASURER, AN
““ will you not choose Chtist i
; but as a sacrifice for sin, Christ
his hedd.” “You de not mean." I 3 ua: example
died for the ungodly—in- their stead, to
inducgments, Send for Circular, Address,
© that you will choose Satan? But urged
eave “atone for théir sins. It anything is” elearly 43 Summer 8t., . . . . Boston,
, 8.0. THOMPSON
& CO, |
Jsllent,
:
8
}
?
Hall
i
revealedin the Scriptures and written as a Aw 3
30 JANOVER ST., BOSTON, MASS,
vo
As I lett the church T felt almost i
sunbean,it is that
t died no common
- aged;-T
for gov for a time the ‘due
:
SRIPPLED, or Deformed
(
n” death and for'no common purpdse, but as Ae
2 a he “with Hip Disease, Crooked
and the * faint not.” * But I could notseaso
carry an atoning sacrifice for the sins of His peo- 8 e, Paralyzed
Contracted:
.
\
BEND for CataLimbs, Crooked Feet;
the burden long; so I went to the
Diseased Joints,
Weak Ankles,or White Swe.
great
He came to put away sin by the sac- Timbs,don’t
or send for a Cireu
jding.
fail to see DR.
Burden Bearer, and he took my trouble and ple.
rifice of Himself, to give limself a ransom Tar ug West FortyAirst Street, New York City, [66w3 ' A.V. BICKNELL & CO, Publishers, Troy, N. Y. [4w2
wy

- tive in the class.

Cle

Journal like it in the world.

- Send 106th with Your address, to "i

42]

Ce PRERILIESS.”

Hummuity.
If thou desirest the love of
God whd man, be humble; for the proud

and that
asserting

the contrary:
Not being able to convineg |
each other, the ferryman, an cnighictoh
Christian, asked permission Yo.give his opi
Consent being

is entirely

Bilious

sides” some

those beside him. I had never
Why then is the death of Christ so imporseen him so inattentive, and regardless-of tant? Whyis so mu®h
prominence given
the
rules
of
the class. Soon he even laugh- todt in the Scriptures?’ Why is it of so
P
Jo
~ed-at-a little boy in a seat before us.
“Tundamental consequencein the Christian
I asked him ‘the question, ** Whom: will system? Whatever may’ be said of other
your

bythe

Na

;

+. Ment One Wear for Nothing.

HARTSHORN'S BITTERS.
~“CostKEYrefundedTOIfi fails
HEALTH!
torelieve every

that good

works were of small importance,
faith was everything, the other

ion.

AINA

‘health and energy ; it wants also much prudence, knowledge of physical facts and resources.
:

and Works.
Ra

peredto

‘you choose to-day for

said

chines, is especially superior in the use and
application of improvemole belonging only to it.’ fA
+8,
wanted.
ILLIAMS, Agent for N. E. States.
FEW asingion Street, Boston, opp. Boston Theater.

the st
est have been among the most
miser:
of the race; some nat!
have
imbibed it deeply, and have not been led by
it to happiness; but have only been consoled
by it in degredationt* Happiness wants be-

movement of the hands.—Archbishop Whateye faint not,”
:
ly.
How often we go to our classes full of
hope that this day we shall see the fruit of
our sowing, but are saddened to find that
Lingering Corruption.
many are careless or inattentive; perhaps
S
—
E——
one whom we have been fondly hoping to |" I donot affirm that the most advanced
be almost a Christian is the most thoughtsaint is altogether free from the bondage of
less of all. The lesson which we ‘expected sin.
No.
The holiest believer carries that
would
prove sq interesting, seems to fall
about
with
him
whieh painfully reminds
on listless ears; as we close our exercises him of his old condition.
read of
we give h de p sigh, and say to ourselves, brave, stout captives, whoI have
had
escaped
it is no use; the seed ‘will not ‘spring up;
from prison, but who brought away with
the class seems further from heaven than
them, in swollen joints or festering wounds,
ever before.
At such times we “must remember the the marks and injuries of the cruel fetters.
promise, and claiming
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How sublimé the thought that the same do the same with the oar of works, and
power which binds the starry bands of Ori- with a preeisely similar result,—no advance.
on, keeps together the particles of the com- Mark! ‘I pull .both together, we go on
mon’ stone by the wayside—that those apace, and a very few minutes we shall be
mighty masses are controlled by the same | at our landing-place. So, in my humble
Almighty influence which regulates the opinion,” he
added, ‘‘ faith without works,

falling

“ae”

id

BOTANY.

_ More sold annually ‘than of all others combined.

this

She then remembered that she had seen
a mutilated copy of the Bible among some

they

of night?

i

:

not being willing to hive any onie-know.
interest in religion.
“ithe her | as alo

nmiove! What answer can Job give: to the

fastened on the dusky arm

Edited by Rev. H. M.
mail, post paid, $225.
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_ ABOUT REPENTANCE, Thornton wrote :—
BOSTON.
‘* True repentance consists in the heart gbe- 12w2
A SWIG FOR 36 CENTR!
=~
ing broken Aor sin and broken from. sin.
;

of
To her if was a wonderful book, and sevthe last chapter fairly startled
of the continual alterations we observe in eral dpe
this world, on whose most enduring objects her’: «1 testify unto every man that heareth
and
affections is “written the me anchioly the words of the prophecy of this book, if
doom *‘ Passing away,” it is comforting to any man shall add unto these ' things, God
look up to that bright beacon in the heav- shall add unto him the plagues that are
“€ns, that gemains unmoved amid all the written in this book ; and if any man shall
restless surges of time's great ‘ocean. And take away from the werds of the book of
yet in the profound rest of these stars there this prophecy, God shall take away his part
1§ a’ eceaseless. motion; in their apparent out of the book of life, and out. of the holy
stability and everlasting endurance
there is cipy, and from the things which are written
if
this book. He which testifieth these
a ¢:. stant'change.
In vast courses, wit
inconceivable velocity, they are * whirling things saith, . surely 1 eome quickly:
isBE
Soa
round invisible centers, and ever shifting Amen.”
Who is this that speaks with such authortheir position in space, and ever passing into new collocations. ‘They appear to us ity? “Is there indeed a God of infinite powmotionless and changeless, because of our er Rirehing the heart and coming te JndgCan I obtain his favor? And she
eat distance from them, just as the foam-| m #nt®
ing torrent that rushes down the hillside wrestled with the invisible One till by his
with the speed of an arrow, and in the wild- Spirit he vouchsafed to her longing, waitest ahd most vagrant courses, filling all the ing seul a gracious answer.
h, werds fail to give an adequate idea
air with its ceaseless shouts, appears from
an opposite hill frozen by the distance into of the tide of divine love that flowed into
silence and rest—a mere motionless,change- that desolate heart, that swept away its
doubts and fears, and filled it with peace
less glacier on the mountain side.
Mysterious triplet of stars, that are ever and joy and sweet assurance of pardon and
changing, and yet never seen to change! ho life. Christ was a present Saviour;
How wonderful must be the power which and that hour was never to be forgotten
preserves such order amid all: their com- which sealed the covenant of grace between
and her redeemed soul forplex
arrangements, such sublime
peace the Redeemer
and everlasting permanence amid the incal- ever.— American Messenger.
culable distance to which they wander, and
the bewildering velocities with which

BY

WOOD'S

SONGS FOR THE SANCTUARY .—
Rev. C. S.
ROBINSON,
Hymns and Tunes for Baptist Churches.

Carpet Commission Merchants,

:

girdle or band of Orien never change their | great trial, though she did not mention it,
constellation, from year

SOLD

GEO.W. CHIPMAN

impressed by the fajthful, preaching of theCHADOCK WROTE :—“ If there were two
ood minister so recently become her pastor. wade
to heaven, I would not wonder that
‘She had brought a school Testament with yonder people stand musing and consulting
her, and began forthe first time to read it a twelve-month. But when there is but
with real interest. One day she thought- one-way, and yet people stand moping, it
lessly set her'chamber window open upon, is this that angers God. g
it, and the window falling, shé saw her

=

’

a

with a pious sister, and

2

rs
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1 Adertisen

pes : Adbertisements,

. To which the attention of the Trade is-éuvited.
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RUSSIAN COTTAGE CARPET.

in due

*

v

ETNA SEWING MACH NE.

“This hero, braver far
Than ever he, ’gainst Saracen
When martyrdom is passed;
His victory is for his race,
AS long as time shall last,

yet without strength,

=.

Superior to all others.”—AM. AGR.
Some often repent; yet never reform ; they Abram W. Truex, of Rotterdam; N. Y., said: “Am KITTATINNY.—*
KITTATINNY.—* Such sights we never saw before.”
seventy-five years of ees and was bald twenty-five
—N.
Y.
Times.
KITTATINNY.—
Sweet, juicy, har‘resemble
a
man
traveling
a
dangerous
path,
Jats havansed J.
RUSSELL SPALDING’S
SEnote, and again thought of the promise,
KITTATINNY.— The
ARY, and my hair is now two inches long.” The 1 Dost roductive.”—WORLD.
known.”—N.
Y.
TRIBUNE,
Dlaobhe
“in due season ye shalt reap, +f ye faint who frequently starts and stops, but never ROSEMARY
is sold by all Druggists at 35 cents: per EVE Plants for sale by E. WILLIAMS, Mopiotain,
turns baek.”
“bottle. Prepared at the old stand, 27 Tremont
not."
‘
“os
t.
(‘opposite
Museum,) Boston. .
t
[12w2
I KNEW A MAN who blamed statesmen
»
Hemecope hic Treatment for Families.
and censured clergy, and who had splenThe Bible a Living Power.
EYER Family skould have a case of Homeopathdid ideas of what he could do injfheir placX4'ic Medicine, Its simple directions and inviting
es, whilst his own house was in disorder, SHUTTLE & LOOK STITCH! STRAIGHT NEEDLE
sugar Pills, are so indispensable for children, and go
Machine possesses Smjiendy the following frequently
meet the wants of those of larger growth,
' Miss, H——, a girl in her sifteenth year, and somé of his own children could have Ta
5
qualities : Durability, Strength, Beauty, Simplicas
be a necessity.
SICKNESS PREVENTED
18
went from home to live in an adjoining State given him valuable information about pris- ity, Ease of Management, Speed.
HEALTH AND MONEY SAVED, and that these simple

Tears of joy filled my eyesas I read

of Orion

HH

asked

did not show it.”

we were

time Christ died for the ungodly. He is the
Saviour. Let us enibrace him by faith and
trust in him as our Saviour.— Observer...

ing me up long ago; I thank you for your
prayers ind close questions. They always

. ~He-is:my hero, first of all,
Thou 4 spear nor sword he wield,
Who holds the Wrong his only foe,
> The Right his only shield ;Who dares to hattle for the Truth,

Bands

“

is the“ propitiation .for otir shhsi—for |

Jvhen

the Saviour to forgive me; and help me to
choose himxfor my Master, I think he is in
my heart to-day. I thank you for not giv-

By deed, or thought, or word!

The

~~ Advertisements.
en

a.

spe

Christ - died to make an atonement.

He

I almost: wanted to say I

1 went away into the orchard and

Man

=

tree.

I must

fighting with

bered how I had treated you, and how I
had treated Jesus, and I could not bear it.

As he, who of his own resolve,

:

I know

I was

would choose Satan when you asked me
the question. When I got home I remem-

By consgience pricked and stirred,
Dares bréifida Ak before the world,

.

grieved you.

| Satan all day.

the van, ,
~~:
ht and truth

true a

’

%

1

my wiekédness yesterday.

have

And add one worthyof their fame,
_ Thebriye old Saladin;
I Know not one
their host, «

©

BR

it ye faint not.”
> him who knew no sin to be sin”"—4. ¢. a sinThe next day Willy sent me a note, say- bearer "and sin-offering for us—His own
ing: ¢ Dem
Teacher—Do forgive me for self bare our sins in his’ own body on the

.

I know of no crusader bold,
Hy
Nor palmer, nor Paynim, .
However stout his battle arm,
~ Or loud his battle hymn;
=
Nol though they sum their chivalry,
With Richard
gathered in,
..
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interest in this ~voridr
Ww
and
an aim at conciliation and unity.
Some- its vast affairs, but a thousand fold more of
hi
{rt —
the faith and : insight and, aspiration Which
thing of preference should be cheerfully lay ‘hold on divine things and hallow earth
@
RESPONSIBILITY:
vielded for the sake of the general good. It with supernal light and loveliness.
We |
“Plow, or got plow, you must pay
the Free Baptists are in the minority, and a must make our sy stem a religion, and be
your
rent.” Whether we improve on what
church of some, other denomination is 'es- ourselves its living representatives.
is
committed
to us or not, we’ are ney erthetablished and needs general support in orWe weléome such“ an utterance as’ this,
der to prosper and do ‘a true work, there and are glad to believe that it. will wake less responsible. {rod avill require an_acshould be a readiness to labor cordially with responses in many hearts.” The want thus cotmt. We may shirk the improvement,
those Who are. organized and labouing for indicated exists'in ‘all churches. It is the but we cannot, shirk * the accountability.
ether we Wave more or- less, one talent
the promotion of the: good. caus®: These one central and vital thing that must everysd
r five, it mikes no difference, the, JresponFree Baptists need not be asked or.expected ‘where be insistéd on. If Unitarians can
to sacrifice any donvictions, but they should nurture such a spirit it wily be likely to RTE is measured by the trst. * Every
be ready to work together with God and evangelize their theology, while it adds to one of us shall give account of hirgself to
God,” of what he hag had, of what he has
his'people in the spirit of sympathy, eour- their vital power in society.

Editor,

. Junior Bgitor.

ya

All
be add

unications designed for publication should"
to the Editor; and all letters on business,

remittances of money,

&c., , should

be

the Agent.

addressed

i

to

tesy and fidehty.
They need. not be ithsofbed, but they ought to enter into C hris-

The Church and the Supper.

/

ism

a

oy

an appreciative and eonciliatory spirit in re-,
torn,
good Scriptural authority for admitting perAnd, where a church of Free Baptists is essons who have net been baptized (immerstablished as the only church in such a comed) to church membership with us as for
“munity with “which members of other’ deadmitting them to the communion.
It is a

nomimtions ean re: Wdily worship and labor ry
they should give to these fellow Christians
all that they themselves could properly ask
for in” a reversal of ¢ireumstdhces, and demand nothing more than ‘they would be willing to yield. Should such persons be unable to keep a good conscience and become

lowship binding each

disciple

under

its

watch-care,

receive

hearty fellowship, counsel and aid,
permitted a share in its undertakings
work—bheing simply excepted from
privilege and responsibility of voting
business meetings.
The reasons for
exception are too obvious

to his

Lord,
of fellowship with each other in a common fiith

and by“consequence expressivee also

and love which Jesus had aw akened.
Eating with each other was at that time and in
that land expressive of strong niutual
friendship and fidelity, and that idea of fellowship was manifestly prominent both in
the minds of Jesus and of the disciples
when it ‘was ‘instituted. It has always beén

as

these

be

church

its

own

life

and

of the

integrity,

thus situated is called on

to

and

nurture

the

appearing

is just

The unbound

integrity

of your

own

mind.”

shocking this course‘may have seemed
first, we

Work in New York.

However

It is easy to resolve. But to excoute
costs incessant labor. | The New York State
Mission-Society recently resolved to make

at

cannot but feel that there is' a sort

of propriety in it. - Is it not far more fitting: vigorous efforts to revive,

that the mischievous doctrines of the radicals be founded upon the teachings “of such
men as Parker and Emerson than that an.
attempt be made to deduce them from
the Holy Scriptures ?
——LAY REPRESENTATION, Tt would seem
that the idea of Methedist
lay delegation isnot
done and of what he is. The rent is de- very popular, espeeially if the action of the
We should remember- that virtue New England and New Hgmpshire Confer| manded.
alone is immortal, while the halo of wealth; ences, recently held, is a fair expression of
honor and beauty is fading and transitory. the sentiments of these bodies. Warm dis
cussions were had over the subject, and lay
:
RESIST THE- DEV}.
:
| delegation -was rejected in both by a décidShut "the door against the devil, and
ed vote. We are informed that special -efaway he goes at once. The trouble is, a
forts were made to circulate petitions, and
great many open the door and invite him that in’ the former conference, having a
in; or if they do not mean to do this, ‘they
membership of over 20,000, only about 800
stand at the ‘door and parley with him; signers could be obtained in behalf of lay
and the result-is they generally let him in. delegation; while-in the latter, witha mem-.

streams

Out from, the si-

as evangelists’ decided upon. Thenarose the,
anxious query, will this resolve amount to
anything? Shall we really get any money
and employ any men? The remark often.
drops’from the lips of iinisters and laymen, °

‘Something ought to be done to revive our
dying churches.” It is éasy to see that the
field iis white for the haryest, but where are:
| the laborers? And Where isi the moneyto
sustain them ?
Pastors can help one another some, but
cannot do all that’ is” essential jo success.
We must have evangelists. We are resolyed that we will have some visit points in

the trees, “and the crocws
and daffodil
spread out their petals to the sun.
The
sluggish currents
in the frame of nature

They

do

not meanit.

They mean’ges, and somehow Satan knows

artces/from all sections of both

it, and of course fe will not leave.
Then
let there be neo hesitation, but a decided

resistance, and Satart will flee.
deor of your heart against him and you
safe.

He will never

break

are

down te

door

—he cannot force an-entrancc—he
have the consent. Here then is’ the
of successful resistance.

must
point

each Yearly Meeting and laber for revivals.
If the evangelist can hold one good revival
meeting

in each Yearly ‘Meeting; that will”

encourage the pastors to hold several more.
this rate of progress, it will redire years | One Feason Why we have so few revivals, is
to accomplish the desired object.
that the pastors lack courage to striké for
——PRESBYTERIAN REUNION.” The A. Y. them. There is talent enough, but too
Observer is authority for saying that assur- little faith and courage. "The influence of —

shut the door snd: bolt it against Sptan,
will not be long troubled with him.
The difficulty is, too many, when they
say no, say it easily.

strengthen and

‘extend our cause in the state. - Five thousand
dollars were mentioned as necessary to be
raised, and the emp Joyment of several men

|

branches

of

the Presbyterian church are in favor of reunion. It appears that a recent meeting of
the joint committee of the two Assemblies
resulted in another’ unexpected commingling of sentiment and feeling, and in the
adoption of measures which are regarded
as a greater advance toward speedy, if not
immediate

reunion, than

any

which

have

good

revivals. here

and

there,

under

the

labors of the evangelist, will inspire the dis
couraged pastors to venture

to i

-

paigns themselves. This done,” and
soise of battle will come up from all p:

of the field.

We have just received a le

from a dear brother,

who

has long

fi

doybted, and dared not attemptto promote
vival But the past winter he yentured,

“| been previously adopted. The Observer is nd now rejoices in converts all around
awake, and the vital forces in ten thousand
im. We can never do anything unless Ne
"There has been let down
to ns trom also hopeful respecting the reunion of the
seeds are rallying for service.
The blue- heaven a ladder upon..svhich we may as- northern and sguthern, portions of the same
try, and try hard and long, too.
bird and robin herald the approach of the <cénd to God, but every step we take upon church.
Our Committee have employed some men
It says, *“ For ourselves we would
whole winged orchestra, and every spring
as
evangelists, and intend to have one prohail
the
reunion
of
the
North
and
South,
itis a cross. To deny self and ‘take the
bud is a propheey and a pledge of summer’
tracted
meeting held by some one of these
and
we
pray
that
the
Spirit
may
be
so
cross, then, is our constant, every-day duty.
foliage and fruit. It is easier to believe that In thissway alone’ may we follow Christ poured out upon all, that all may be one.’ ‘| evangelists, in each Quarterly Meeting -in

a

preach

religious

life

A new

leap w ith a fresh life.

the gospel as’ far as possible to the whole
community,

impression.”

moral

lence of the forests come bird-songs and’
and ‘the shouts of children who find springing
and flowers pushing themsely es up through the
the dead and rustling foliage. There is verin its dure mixing itself into the ‘dried grass thatthis clings to the hill-side. The buds swell on

‘most plegsant.: and profitable sort, as they
have-often been and nuw are. Besides providing for

the

rnin ows and Not.

mencing, * Nothing is at last sacred but the

This parleying is what does the mischief. bership of over 11,000, only about 250 signThose who say “no” as if they meant it, érs were obtained. It would seemi that, at

its

to require a state-may

to deepen

go laughing to the sea.

ment.
Such relations

to the risen Lord.
The season tends
in the natural world.

ly religious privileges of the church, taken
form

;

sary of the resurrection is a fitting welcome

full Free Baptists, they should at least he
welcomed, at their desire to all the specialin

—

We are just now reminded by the ecalendar of the chief events in the earthly history. of Jesus. Large portions of the Chris
tian church celebrate Easter with sacred
and joyous festivities. After the
ed solemnities of Lent, which
the ceremonial grief, of Go,
Friday, the
burst of em
which gréets the. anniver-

{with the divine stiggestions and, fathomless £
significance of all human life.” "He accordingly read a passage from Emerson, com-

life

~The sleeping plants

TIE CROSS AND THE LADER.

in the souls of all Christ's disciples.
This
last indeed is the main work which is giv- life shall be victor over death when" beait="}
the state, just as soon astime and strength
a
en every church to do; and whenever this ty ' is. every where springing out of the home to that abode where we shall be-with
will allow. There are twenty-three Q. M's
2
is sacrificed or. subordinated to mere de- grave, and Christ's resurrection becomes a him and be like him forever.
.
Appreciative Words.
in the state, and it will take some time to,
nominational rigidity or ambition, it is like more impressive fact and a cleard™propheA
—
THE SPENDTHRIFT. *
reach them all,-but if the brethren will give
We
have
hitherto,
refrwined, as a rule,
prominent. . It. is prominent now.
It is payag tithes of mint and anise and cumThe worst of all spendthrifts is not the
ecy of ‘our triumph over the last enemy
‘us the means, so that we can keep able men
4.
still accounted both an act of Teme mbrance min while the weightier matters are pushed when ten thousand sepulchers are opening one who spends his money for naught, in- from publishing what our exchanges say | in the field, we can reach nearly every
and faith and an expression of mutual oyf of sight. We say this with emphasis all around us to let the dead come forth.
stead of growing richer, but it is he_who respecting the Star. We presume, howev-4-Quarterly Meeting within a year. It will
both as a Christian and a Free Baptist—and
Christian affection.
It is the
trinmphing
and
ever-living r.squanders his time, w hich is more precious er, that our readers desire to know how the behoove the brethren in each Quarterly
Church membership goes beyond this in especially say it’ from the denominational | Christ that we need to apprehend.
Good than money, without growing better. As enlargement is regarded by them, and be- Meeting to decide at what point the effort
some respects. It involves a formal organ- platform. The religion learned from: the- Friday would settle into midnight were we grow older we should grow better. IMeving that a presentation of some of the shall be made, keeping in mind this rule, to
New Testament suggests such a/ftsaim and there not an Easter to pierce and scatter This is true economy, which ean only be kind and appreciative words spoken is due
. ization; on: some approved basis, forsome
begin where there is the best prospect if
defined object or obbets, to be sought ac- method ; the free spirit which has ever ani- the shadows.
The Cross would only sad- secured by the wise and frugal
improve- the Star, we for once depart from our ust- success. If we can have one year of succording to some accepted method or meth- mated the denomination approves it, ‘ex- den and rgnder hopeless if the open tomb nent of time. - Time improved is eternity ‘al custom. The following may be regardcessful effort, we can so increase our force
ods. - Its members unite for the sake of in- perience justifies it, the fraternal tenden- did not appear beside it. The garden of gained ; while time squandered_'is eternity ed simply as specimens. The American as to visit more churches the second year,
cies
of
the
age
demand
it,
and
the
favor
of
ward growth and outward efficiency; and
victory is needed to interpret the Gethsem- lost. >This last the spendthrift will be sure Baptist,of New York, says:
and keep up the work until the whole field
there is imposed upon the-church thus con- God is almost certain to abide upon a peo- ane and Calvary of suffering. -Had Jesus to experience.
The Morning Star, Freewill Baptist,” one will flourish as a fruitful garden.
3
p
of the best religious papers in the coun
stituted, the duty of special mutual over- ple who thus exalt charity while yielding not risén, his death would have proved |
'IMPLACABLE.
To encourage this work we want liberal
comes
out
in
an
enlarged
form
and
grea
y
no
jot
of
principle.
sight, of guarding the purity of the body,
the tragedy in which man’s hope would
pledges from our brethren. We must have
The old proverb has it, ‘‘He that does improved dress.
of judging character and doctrine, of applyhave "perished. The risen Christ is our you an ¢l turn will never forgive you."—
money.
. Two brethren offer to give $100
The
Bath,
Me.,
Sentinel
:
Ia
st
ing and maintaining discipline. We quote
Hope as he was Paul's. If his death rec- How is this? Is it true or false? Ifitis| " The Morning Star, ‘one ¢ the very best each. Who else will pledge so liberally?
A Frank Confession.
no passages, both because they are so many
onciles, his life saves. ‘He died and rose true, how shall we account for it?
of our religious exchanges, comes
to us Who will pledge $50?
—
Who will give
and because we do not suppose the stateenlarged, in quarto form, and greatly im- twenty-five? Who will give ten, or five, or
and revived that he might be Lord both of
The
two
extremes
of
the
Unitarian
body
Jf
you
had
done
him
an
injury
he
avould
ment will be questioned. , And this differthe dead and living. We are sadly” peni- have forgiven you, but the spirit of hate proved. We wish it success in its great three, or one dollar. Send the names and
ence. in the intent and meaning of the two stretch more and more wjdely apart. The |
mission of the world’s evangelization.
tent before the scene in Golgotha ; we are which prompted the ill turn; by the act bemoney to the Treasurer at Buffalo. Hard
things suggests the reason and the neces- denials from one quarter are gaining in
The Boston Traveller speaks thus:
gladly hopeful where the voice that thrills’ comes inexorable ; and the less the provowork is before us, but we must wark, give,
audacity
;
the
assertions
heard
in
the
other
sity for a difference in Wetermining the
Morning Star, the worthy
organ of
the hearer breaks forth, ** Not here, but ris- cation, the more bitter must be the spirit theTheFreewill
qualifications of those who are to enter into | spring from a faith whose roots go daily deepBaptists of New England, and pray, or sinners wilksinkto woe.. Whoen!” We are not-mourners over.the dead that prompted the act and the harder and comes to us to-day in an entirely new forni ever is willing to join in this attempt to rethe two dissimilar relations. Whoever tru- | ér. One school pleads for science ; the other
Christ
whom the Jews crucified eighteen more implacable must be the result. We and new dress. The eight-page
quarto vive and save the churches, and bring sin-calls
for
spiritual
life.
There
is
intellectual
ly believes in Jesus, recognizes his authoriform has been adopted, and new and
ners to Christ, let him respond. ¢. u. 8.
ty, accepts him as the Redeemer giving his egotism; here isthe humility of heart that centuries since, but jubilant witnesses to cannot account for it in any other way.
some type obtained, which, used on nice
On the other hand, if he does you a good white paper, gives the Star a beautiful and
life for the world, desires to remember him freely, confesses its sins. One party is turn- the sure and growing victories of him who
turn it opens and enlarges his mind towards brilliant appearance.
in this act of gratitude, fellowship and de- ing away froin what is truly and devoutly is alive forevermore.
Revivals, &e.
votion, and agrees with the other cele- religious, as the prodigal son Went out| He lives and we shall live also. Though you, he becomes interested in yon, and he
The- following generous and appreciative |.
dead
in
trespasses
and
sins,
he
can
quicken
brantsin the natare of the ordinance and from his home; the ether clings to the
‘is prepared to do more for yon. The more words are from the Providence Journal :
the method of observing it,—is manifestly New Testament with. a more ' tenacious us. Though the lefter killeth, the Spirit he does, the more he feels he has invested
Yive concluted to’
The Morning Star, Dover, N. H., organ 3 DEPAUVILLE,"N, ¥
entitled to a place at the table ; for these are grasp, and-bows down before Christ with giveth life. Though-there be a winter in in"you; and he will forgive your very faults of the Freewill Baptists, has assumed the accept the invitation of ‘the brethren here to
the only qualifications suggested either by a deeper sense of need and a mightier the soul, the breath of his grace may come “and apologize for them without the asking, quarto form, and called into requisition new become their pastor. Iam to preach every
, new pressés and new motive power. |
Scripture or by reason.yearning for that ¥énewing energy which upon us like spring and summer airs.— while if he commences finding - fault with
he paper is improved in appearance, al- Sabbath, in’ the morning, at this place,
It is not precisely thus with church mem- the Holy Spirit gives to the earnest seeker. Though the destroyer assail us, the great you and hating you, that hatred culminat- though always looking well. Its editorial and at 3 o'clock in the afternoon at Three
bership. There is not the same agreement
The Liberal Christian has been recently Conqueror comes with the aid that guaran- ing in “overt aots, it besomes: fossilized management is a guarantee of its excel- Mile Bay, nine miles from here. The churéh
lence as a Christian and depominstional is -small in numbers but strong in spirit.
respecting this institution. The specific urging upon its readers the pressing need tees a triumph. And though we cannot es- and implacable.
basis upon which it shall rest, the methods of a vital and experimental religion. It cape the grave, hagwho is the Resurrec-| ‘Then cultivate the rigat spirit by doing newspaper.
Last September theQ. M. held #6 session
The Universalist, which. has. ‘Volare said here, and Bro. A. Randlett stopped a while,
of procedure which shall be
adopted, the sets this forth as the great lack of the Uni- tion and the Life assures us; while we stand good.
Overcome hatred with love.
At
religious doctrines which shall be urged, tarian body. It talks in plain Saxon. .It in the light of Easter morning with joyful any rate do not suffer it to become implaca- some pleasant things in our behalf, sends and in connection with his earnest Tabors
this renewed greeting :
| the church was‘made to realize its réspon~the administration of the ordinances, the does not
at all mince matters. It chffiges wonder about his deserted “sepulcher, that ble!
"The promised enlargement of the
ecclesiastical polity which’shall be chosen,— the: very fatal lack upon-its own denomina- whosoever liveth and believeth in him shall
sibility and inducedto commence labor in
CALUMNY.
ing Star has taken place, and it ‘comes to
these may all bé occasions of honest differ- tion which has always been vehemently de- never die.
earnest. Since then they ‘have prospered.
us
this
week,
a
quarto
of
the
same
size
as
A person is to be pitied who is the vietim
ence in opinionand so interfere with har- nied when the accusation came from outN
the Congrequrionain neatly printed, with “They devise liberal things” and the Lord
of calumny. However innocent he may be, a new heading, and in every- respect well- has blessed them, and we are hoping and
mony, unity and success. ‘We either fail to side parties. The very things over which
The Struggle in Crete.
and however well it may be known to bea dressed. Its contents are somewhat im- praying for still greater blessings. ’
agree in the thingto be done or in the this people have been inclined to boast are
base, rhalicious slander; without any founda- proved also, and it seems to he-entering on ~The church at Three Mile Bay is- still “ »
method of doing it; whereas in respect to the very things of which they are now ac-, The contest between tyranny and patriot- tion, yet it will leave a stain upon his repu- anew lease of life” anda new career of smaller than this, but there are good faiththe communion there is full aceord on both
prosperity.
cused as so many elements of weakness;
tation.
He cannot wipe it out. No chemism, brutality and heroic valor, Mohammepoints. For example; an’ honest and inOur city press is not behind that of other ful Christian workers there. The Feb. sesand what they have disparaged in evangel- .danism and Christianity, still continues in ist can neutralize it.
* There is hope howtense Pedobaptist could not find réal ANplaces in speaking words of commendation. sion of the Q. M, was held there, and Bro.
ical Christians they are most earnestly-urg- the island of Crete. The power is nearly
ever that time and integrity will bleach it The Gazette is decidedly complimentary. Randlett and several ‘good -brethrenswnd
lowship and spiritual help in connection
ed to acquire as the primary condition of all on the side of the Turks; the right is
out, but patience must have her. perfect The Enquirer, after noticing our new appli- sisters were detained by the storm and held
with
a Baptist church. whese votes ‘all insuccess, The following extract contains with the Greeks. The barbarous methods
work.
+3. M. B.
sisted upon the need of immersion, nor
several meetings. The spirit of the Lord
ances, says:
'v
a pretty ‘serious indictment, but it is read of war which civilized people are supposed
work in full harmony with a pastor whose
was with them ; backsliders were reclaimed,
With
an
enterprising
agent,
wl
editors
Ea
deep convictions forbade him to say, * 1 off with a full and steady voice. It owns to have outgrown are adopted by the inof long experience and ‘great ability, the and the church Was encouraged and stréngthCurrent Topics.
Morning Star cannot fail to sustain its men- od. We commenced again on. the next
baptize thee,” in connection with the sprink- up to grievous delinquences, and there ismo vaders; the desperate resistance of the patal and mechanical reputition, and must ocling of water upon the forehead of a devout varnishing over the faults with apologetic triotg is animated both by a great purpose
Sabbath and held a series of evening meetand qualifying words :
and a great terror of what defeat may
EXPENSIVE CHURCHES.
From the cupy a leading ‘position in the literary ‘and ings for about tlivee aveeks, the result of
parent,—much more when it moistened the
religious
world.
The great AeToct of “Liberal Chistianity, bring. In the interests of justice, humanity aceount given, it appears that a sale of pews
brow of that parent's unconscious child.
“We cldze these references by reproducing which has been the still further strengthenas it exists to day in our organizations
Such a disciple could sit with that church and administrations, is on its religious, its and the ideas of the nineteenth century: in 4 nw Congregational church in Boston, the utterance of our old friend, Zion's Herald, ing of the church, the return of soveral #geainst those of the fifteenth, the civilized
costing $300,000; was recently held. The
. and pastor at the communion table and to- spiritual side.
It is a theology, a philosoin our behalf. We are glad to observe that wanderers, and the deep conviction of some
powers of Europe and Ameriea should in:
phy,
a
morality,
a
charity,
a
cultivated
and
lowest-priced pew in ‘the church is rated at
gether commune with Christ; but in the
|
its spirit
has not been ruffled by the free of the unconverted. The good work is
terfere
with
a
protest
made
effective
by
a
.more significant relations involved in church costly exotic of the most civilized portion strong purpose and- a constraining power fifty dollars, apd this has sittings for three] but pleasant sparring ‘which has of late still going on. J. 8. STAPLES.
of the globe, anything and everything but
only, so that a poor man or woman must
¥
\
membership, the + conscientious “disagree- a religion. The religious elements, and behind it.
been carried on between us:
te
pay ‘sixteen dollars and" sixty-six’ cents a
+ ment would forbid active unity and. suggest possibilities of it are as yet undeveloped,
The Morning Star opens it§ forty-third
We have just laid down the statement of
“HARRISBURG, Pa. During the past winyear for a single sitting.” As bad as this
the bess reasons for going, each to his own and held in abeyance and “subordination to Dr. Howe made
ear in a handsome double sheet, the ‘most ter the Lord has graciously visited us and
to
the
contributors
for
the
intellectual
and
soeial
and
moral
proprie:
statement
is
in
itself,
itappears
still
‘worse
peautiful
type
and
paper
of
any
of
this
¢
company, in the spirit of mutual charity and
ties. Its seculdrities overshadow its spirit: relief of the Cretan refugees, What his
thelped our efforts to do good in" Christ's
esteem. In a word, at the Supper believers ualities, Its rationality has outgrown its own cyes have séen and his own ears haye when viewed in connection- with the fact form that we have seen. It looks as if it
name. Meetings were held almost every
has
passed
through
a
forty
years
of
wilder' join in an act of Christjan remembrance and. faith, and’ its luxuriant
hilanthrop has heard, while, acting as althoner of the do- that there are thousands in that city, equal ness experience and entered the promised evening during several weeks, the word was
Poadors "the | nots in America tothe suffering exiles, is to if not worse than the heathen in &pirit- land.
». common | absorbed the juices an
May it prove to'be a lan Mowing | preached and the members labored earnestof thie Piety WhIEH 1s the: Town “and| here spread out into a story which succes- tial” debusentont, and" twosthirds
two
of “what with milk and honey. — It-isun
faith and spirit; in the church they come to 1 b1661i
sed-in'
this edifice cost would build chapels for its religious character, while it is faithful ly to bring sinners to the ‘Saviour. As the
unite ‘on a basis of belief, and in active ser- glory of oyr life.
sively
kindles
grief,
pity,
horror,
enthusiasm
That is frank, manly, whilé: hearted and
to all questions of morals that agitate 80 result, the first churoh rejoices over the acvice involving principles and methods
and admiration. It is a plain, unvarnished these poor, support’ missionaries to labor ciety and the state,
cession of thirty-two,
a larger audience
where real
mt is as yet impossible. commendable. To see this clearly is much tale, but it.reads like a story ot the middle with them, leaving still a hundred thousand
P.S. The “Freeman's generous notice | statedly than ever, and the increase of the to
own
it
is
a
long
step
in’
advance;
to
be
épreads a common
ages. Tlie fifty thousand dollars” which he’ dollars to build as good a Sirol asis needed j came too late to be quoted.
number of our Sabbath school scholars to
points to distinct in earnest for a truer spirit and a deeper life distributed, the plans which he set on foot fofany people.
.
3
about two hundred. ©
is
not
likely
-to
be
in,
vain.
And
the
same
“chm
there is agreement we
Ty
for the relief of the sufferers, and especially would such a course be in accordance with
| may and Sheela walk togetio in open fel- article points out the positive-work to be the words of sympathy which he spoke in the spirit and teachings of the Great Mas- | voi Fessoromeie Scroor. A Catalogue| Rev. SilasM. Clark, formerly. of yr
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An inquirer asks whether there is not as

fair question and deseryes a fair answer.
The reply:may not be.full, for man§ things
are involved inthe topic thus presented.
But the following things may be said, and
they will indicate'the line of thought upon
which the fuller discyssion woullt: proceed.
* Church membership and communion do
* not exactly measure each other in signification. The communion is chiefly a formal
act of remembrance dppointed by Christ,
who thus provided for keeping his work of
sacrifice and redemption fresh in th& minds
. of his disciples.
He himself at the very
time of instituting the ordinance, thus exv
plains its design and object: * Thisdo in
remembrance of me.” ‘ For as often as ye
_ eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do
show the Lord’s death till he come.™ The
: Supper, thus spread and eaten and defined,
was expressive of a close and sacred fel-
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done. in terms that carry no double meaning.
Reform is shown to be the next step beyond
confession. And -these are the words in

Behalf of American friends and lovers of ter! Is it not high time that this mania’ for
the right, stirred those struggling heroes expensive churches should be checked ?
and dying sufferers with a gratitude and
~——LEGITIMATE. The farewell discourse
which it is called for:
hope that break out in words having the
The first and. great thing we have to do, fervor and eloquence of the better days of of Rev, F. E. Abbot, late pastor of the UniLiberal Christianity characteris- Greece, and nerve the failing arms of the tarian societyin this city, was preached on,
thing to2
tobe said, and istallto a ereligion.
Not one pili too “warriors for deeds of valor that recall Ther- Sunday morning, the 29tl'ult. On this ochich Es
I
doctrine, or. morality, orp
ro RA
casion the reverend gentleman followed
| or culture,or respectabilityor
cality mopyle. We trust Dr. Howe's statement | ‘what
may properly be regarded, as the le10 {have we anywhere; ‘but we must
Prietioalsy | may be widely circulated, and help, ‘as it
:
the devoutness, ‘the reverence, the ‘ought to do, in forming’a public sentiment gitimate result of his former teachin, , and
which come of a Jeeper and béfore which these Turkish assaults upon intimated that he would take his text$ from
morevital faith in and communion with liberty and justice and civilization and a “some American
pture, instinct with
God. Not one pardele Juss of philanthropy better faith will find a speedy and gun
the deep religion of to-day,” and *“from
anywhere, but eve
old. .mofe of
‘| #o.ne American prophet, whose soulis fired
(upward Todicng and of prayer, Not one lois end.
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of our Theological School at New Hampton,

just issued, contains the names of the prof-

bula Q. M., removed lfere in December to ~

labor as City Missionary in Bro. Burgoss's

essors, students, and the officars of the Edu- stead, who for the past year has been encation Society, together withan outline of gaged as agent for our Pennsylvania Misthe course of study and’ other important. sionary Society. . Bro. Clark’s labors have
matters, It makes a good appearance and been’ greatly blessed, and we confidently
| should be widely circulated. Yte trust that’ they will continue to be in the
os
future.
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‘Our mission on Hogimel

street is flour-

ishing, the attendance’ both at the Sabbath
Those having Registers for 1868 unsold, school and the preaching services having inCalvary
and which they cdnnot dispose of, are re- crease very encouragingly.
quested té send them to
office. The church, under the charge of Rev. C. J.
Las; Subba: oz
Carter, fs . Sola ven, Lon
odition is entirely @xhausted.
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How

pure, iow perfect seemed the if

to foe!

Q! Any a soft old tune |
I used to sing unto that dp adened ear;
«=
And suffered not the slightest footste P near,

@P

Lest she might wake too soon;

1 know,

I huthed her brothers’ laughter while $he I" 1 ;
Ah. nicedless care! 1 might have let them’play.

.Hehada

«+ “Twas long ere I believed
That this one daughter might not speak to me;
Waited and watched—God knows how patiently!
How willingly deceived.
Vain love was long the untiring nurse of Faith,
And tended Hope until it starved to death.

our words she
too.

I’ve watched her looking up
To the bright wonder of a sunset s LY,
.
With such a depth of meaning in her eye,

That I could almost hope
The struggling soil would burst its binding cords,
And the long pent-up thoughts flow forth in
words. >
+ The song of pid and bee,
The ¢horus of the: higezes, streams and groves,
All the g
pusicto which Nature “moves,

:

Are

1 melody

To fers . world of sounds a tuneless. void;
While even silence hath its charm destroyed.
Her face is very fair;
Her blue eyes beautiful of finest mold
g
The soft white brow, o’er which, in waves
gold,
Xipples her shiping hair:
Alas! this lovely téinple closed must be;
For he who made it keeps the master-key.

WiHs He the mind within

of

|

Should from earth’s Babel clamor be Kept free,”
FE’en that his still, small voice and step might be
Heard, at its inner shrine,
Through that deep ‘hush of soul, w ith clearer
thrill ?
LY
y

Then sliould I grieve?
\
still!

from

She seems to have a quiet sense

open-hearted

neighbors said; but Jerry had another
mind about the patter, and half frightened
at the crowd of strange faces, looked about
him with a pinched, hungry face, and "eyes
like those of a wild animal at bay. . They
pitied him and disliked to employ force;
but while deliberatingewhat method to pur-

0) murmuring heart, be
?

from the rain. Mouse supposed this stall was

Jerry.

"Thank God, it is not so!
And, when his sens are playing merrily,
;
She comes and leans her head upon his knee,
O,at such times I know
7
By his full eye and tones subdued and mild,
How his heart yearns over his silent child.
Not of all gifts bereft,
:
Even now.
How could I say she did not speak?
What real language lights her eye and cheek,
‘11 renders thanks to Him who left
Unio sor soul yet open avenues

Sometimes the old woman

:

saw

him,

and

+ My poor boy, I am sorry for you. If aimed a blow at him with her umbrella,
you don’t want to go to the poor-house, per- whith made him very indignant, and he
haps you will like to go home with me. I wondered the police did not arrest her for
’| have no little boy, and I want one.” .You assault and battery, as well as for being a
shall have some nice clothes to wear, if thief.
Being so fat and well fed, T don’t see w hy
you will come.” .
°
The Deacon waited for no answer. He he should have had such a habit of gnawing.
saw the quick, eager look of the boy’s face; things which were not at all nourishing: He
the yielding, trustful clasp of his little hand, would gnaw the organ, the velvet prayerand drove away with him. Mrs. Gray met
them at the door of the pleasant farm-

‘house.

For i vs toenter and for love té use!

“ Take these dirty duds off, the first thing,
Mary,” said her husband, “and give Lim
his supper, and then he’ll do.”
Mrs Gray was not slow in obeying the

-

advice.
Her heart warmed to the poor
saken boy, as his eyes rested on her
with a shy, timid gaze, hungry for
draughts of the love: that had nevér
his before.

When that ew sense is given,
‘What rapture will its first experience be,
That never woke to meaner melody
Than the rich songs of heaven—

forface
new
been

‘He would really be pretty,” she said to

To hear the full-toned anthem swelling round,
> While angels teach the ecstacies of sound!

her husband, after the washing and dressing’ operations were over, ‘if it weren't for

his starved look.. But we'll soon re
that.” “And slipping into the pantry,

The Funily p Circle.

y

books,
itself.

the pulpit, and even the © gros Bible

The sexton tried every means to catch
him ; he set traps, he brought in a cat, and
at last he went so far as to seta price on
‘his head. He -actually offered a sixpence to
any boy who would bring him -that. mouse,
deat or alive.
It was all in vain. Mouse grew bolder
and bolder. One day he got into the sleeve
of the minister's surplice, which was.a very
wicked and outrageous thing indeed.
Then he skipped away and hid himself
in the folds of a lady’s dress.. She shook
her dress, almost shrieking with fright.. A
gentleman pulled out his handkerchief, and

out popped mouse with it: . He then disap-

peared, no one knew where, but if a bit of
gauze or ribon fluttered inthe summer
‘breeze, the owner imagined the mouse was
at the bottom of it.
The Double Frening.
Deacon DeGroot had, as ugpal, “settled
eer been in his life before, he went to sleep
BR
himself
to sleep as soon as the sermon comlittle bed-room,
Deacon Gray had a habit, and he carried that night in a pretty
with snowy curtains, and such soft white menced—a habit which annoyed the minissit though life with him, of making the
ter a"great deal. His head, which was rathwants and sufferings of others in some sort pillows, on which to rest his ‘weary little er bald, was'bent forward on his breast, so
‘head;
that
no
wonder
he
thought
himself
in
|
his own. The habit, or whatever else it
that the supbeams, coming through the
"might.be called, certainly increased with heaven.
One’ or two years passed by, and neither stained winddw, cast flickering rays of red
his years—and
his worthy help-meet, 'durthe
Deacon nor his wife regretted the step. and blue upon it.
ing the long period of their wedded life,
Mouse, who had been al] this time roamthrough the influence of assimilation, and Jefry’s warm, gushing love, healed the sore fe about the church, spied this beautiful
and
aching
spots
in
each
heart,
and
though
above all, the heavenly fruits of a sanctified
shining object, and -felta desire to know
sorrow, had grown to be, ‘modeled Yory their own lest boy's place was still vacant, what it was.
and
ever
would
be,
they
gave
the
orphan
nearly after the same. pattern.
To scramble to the gentleman’s shoulder,
‘So when the Deacon sat down; one wild, all the parental care and affection that had
and
thence to the top’ of his head, was the
1
stormy evening, paper and spectacles in once been his.
Mrs. Gay proposed to name their adopt- work of a moment. “There he sat upright,
hand, and related the * news”—which

filled the china bowl that William had Iik.“|
ed to eat frem so well, and set it before
Jerry.
And $0, warmed and fed as ne ad nev1

was

facing the pulpit, then whisked suddenly
in everybody's mouth, as they seated themabout and faced the audience.
“Our
boy
is
not
dead
but
sleepeth,”
he
anselves around cheerful tea-tables and ‘blazed'son William, but her husband

objected.

A smile passed from one face to another
swered.
‘We do not want two Williams
and some little boys and girls giggled outmore,
no
said
wife
his
and
;”
family
the
in
village store—Mrs. Gray ceased to rock
One night as Jerry, was bringing in wood right. Then Mrs. DeGroot, very much
back ‘and forth ‘in her 'arm-chair, cushthe back door, a stranger opened ashamed, poked her husband with her parthrough
joned with hen's feathers, and dropped her
the gate and ‘walked up the locust-hordered asol, He awoke with a start, bringing his
knitting-work, quite regardless of the little
head up Suddenly, and the mouse senmper
black and white kitten at her side, which path. Jerry had grown to bea fine boy.
ed away.
idstantly put the ball to the use a feline fan-. Kindness and care had worked wonders Top]
ing fires, or gathered in social knots at the

og

a

pr

Si

Sh

1 hime

Sh

:

The Deacon's eye, as it sought the open
, fell on the shipping list; but it was ‘meal.
Both turned.
1 B, 8a 4 the |glance, pained

§ amare

a

babs

A deadly

paleness over-

but the minister begged him to spare its
life, saying it had done what he had never

‘been-able

to do

with

his best sermons;

it

digees-

A}

Mr. Froude’s eminence as a fresh thinker and a
forcible writer does not mainly rest ypon what

whild others disappoint the reader.

He has

his

pet theories which every now and then erop out.
His philosophy is not wholly free from the. taint
of materialism.
His reverence is never excessive. He has no patience with pretension, and
his real heroes are made up in peculiar ways.
‘Few thoughtful readers will be able to endorse
all his statements, and his conclusions will be
frequently quarreled wich.
He writes-on divers
topics in these “ Studies,” and with different de-

grees of success,

“ The.Times

of Erasmus

and

Luther”
are painted with deep colors, some
portions
of the picture suggest Titian’s portraits, and the three Lectures devoted to that pesuc-

low in the track or echo the opinions of any predecessor.
His presentation of Catholicism and

the Monasteries will awaken no little attention,
and repay a thoughtful reading.
Homer is analyzed in a masterly way.
His discussions of
topics belonging to sacred literature and eriticism are valuable, not so much

in

view

of any-

thing new which they offer as for the indications
which they afford of the direction

in

which

the

:

la large eoln,”
»

©.

it especially attractive

nence

among the records

like

a

through the water in

the

bay of Naples,

through the clear air of Italy when

or

the distant Alps outlined against the sky.
PIONEER EXPERIENCES: or The Gift of Power
réceived by Faith. Illustrated and confirmed
by the testimony of Hight) living
ministers of
various denominations,
the author of

*¢ Way of Holiness,” * Some of the Father,”

object,

Introduction

by

Itisinténded

Rev.

Bishop

to promote

faith

frozen, and

the

rience of living Christians. . The

narratives are

often exceedingly interesting as they exhibit the
working of the divine life in the human soul.
The variety is ‘great, though there is much that
is common to all these experiences.
Some ex-

travagant

things

away, and

some of the

ar said which

were better

experiences seem rather

superficially intense than significantly. deep; but
whether the theory underlying the book be fully
accepted or mot, no appreciative and earnest-

hearted Christian can read these narratives without being interested in the deeper life of faith and
stirred to a more earnest seeking after a larger
measure of the grace and Power. of the gospel.
it

THE MASSACRE
ceded by

OF ST. ' BARTHOLOMEW.

a Histor

Pre-

SF the Religious ‘Wars in the

By Henry White. With
_ reign of Charles
Illustrations, New York: Harper & Brothers.
1868, Octayo. Sold by KE. J. Lane,

from the

had’

summit.

was

as

black" in

The blood seemed

pare a lunch, but found

A bottle of
carried for
was frozen
the season,
“in January

the

ready

eveything

frozen

sons lean for support'on
Preface

the plan which
. book is likened

the

Notions

metaphor and simile. -An
will afford

the key to

The

first
we meet withi is the Pearl of great price.
This
represents Jesus,
Then there is the diamond,
which represents the true Christian.
The ruby,
with its flashing red, represents the love which
real Christians have for the Saviour and his people. The emerald, with its beautiful green, reminds us of the blessed hope of heaven which
Jesus puts into the hearts of his people.
The
purple amethyst is the temperance jewel.
The

|.

of the

Blind.

rt
4

les-

has fashioned the volume.
to a box of jewels. “The

sky-blue sapphire

my
guides ’
his
breast,
weather for N
What it is ,

wv

Touch does much for the

Bible Jewels is a figurative" title, and
extract fromthe

the sherry without them.

coffee, which one of
me in a
pocket next
solid.
Pretty cold
July 20th. Wonder
!!

|

reminds us of the faith which

makes true Christians strong to serve and strong
to suffer, - The topaz, with its golden yellow,
stands for the true honesty of those who are always trying to please God: while the beautiful
opal, in which all the colors of the other jewels.
blend together, represents prayer, which * brings
every blessing from above,’ ”
:

discerning of “colors.
touch fails him, he can

“Where, therefore,
gain little external

help, and presently will be altogether at
sea. Things apparently identical in, form
may differ in'size, and may also- totally differ in essence and nature ; and ofthis difference he may be whoily unconscious. He
may form, and does fof, the most outrageously incorrect ‘idess Yon some common
matters, though he may continually amuse
and surprise you by clever guesses, or
zleams of whit seems like intuition. Du
>niseaux, the son of a professor of philosophy in the Univ ersity of Paris, was in some
things one of the shrewdest men of his day,
having attained considerable proficiency in

blind.

He had a wonderful memory for sounds,
and could;sit is said, recognize by thelz voice
rersons whom he had only “onde he 4
He could easily tell if he avas in a stree
ina blind alley, in a large room or a SE
one; but he believed that astronomers were
the only people who saw with telescopes,
and that they had their eyes differently
formed from other men. Nor was his notion about eyes in general.a whit’ less incorrect. ‘““The eye,” said he, “isan or-

A little fanciful and a trifle far-fetched,
but ex-

Battles Worth Fighting was manifestly suggested by the proverb of Solomon,—* He that is slow
to anger LA better than the mighty; and he that
ruleth his%pirit than he that taketh-a city.” The
foes here pointed out are those entrenched in the
‘human heart; the gains made by conquest are
those that add to the spiritual treasyre.
Meekness, Love, a Good Name
sand Patience arethe
things here set up to bé struggled for; and the

nobly

but

grain nearer to the

botafiy and chemistry; but he was

cellent in aim and spirit, full of vivacity and
abounding in pleasant and often of striking illustrations.

four separatd stories which tell how

blind boy,

brings him not a single

gan on _ whieh the air should have

the

same ®efféct as my stick on my hand.” The
boy upon whom Chesleden operated fox
cataract, had clearly been of the same opinion. Even when restored to sight, he believed that the objects he lopked on touched
his eye, as those which he felt touched his
skin, and he consequently had no true idea
of distance; He asked * which was the
‘sense that deceived him, the sight or the
touch?” He wondered how a likeness of his

they

.

father's face could be got into -so small a
space as his mothér's watch-case ; it seemed

Girding on the Armor, and Weighed in the Balance, are everv way worthy of the author whose

to him as impossible as getting a bushel

“ Win and Wear” series of books have

intoa pint measure.

Itis

not to ‘be. wen:

dered

that

when

generally and

deservedly

popular;

been

so

while their

at,

therefore,

some

one

asked Dr. Puiseaux if he would notbe ve,
glad to have his sight, he Ieplied =< If it
were not-for curiosity, I would sooner have,
it seems to me that my hands ..
——
a
eh
4 long arms;
- would teach me better what is passing .in
EVERY SATURDAY, besides furnishing week]: “thee moon than.your eyes,or telescopes ;

mechanical execution is such as to make the exterior little less than a modest Plctare and very
pige a thing or beauty.
;

of Charles

Reade’s

serial, is supplying its readers

characteristic

and, beside, the

with many choice

erary circles. The plane upon which it invites
its readers is higher than that occupied a ‘year

ago.

Boston: Ticknor & Fields.

people, there must be a

more?

to

Life;

West; The

their idea is to a great extent vague and

- Amber.
2

|

Monta-

Queen’s

a new

what

has

so

many

and

volume

Church

bot-

water. In former times amber was only
procured by picking it up on ‘the sea-shore,
ut it has since been discovered that large
amber fields exist from sixteen fo thirty feet
below the surface of the sea, in a tertiary
stratum. The digging, up to 1862, had
yielded very fair profits, but by- the system
of dredging, a Memel firm in one year obtained 17,600 pounds of amber, at a cost
of about 53, 000 Prussian dollars. In 1863
the uantity collected b
this method was:

so eminent

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE for March gives us
The

at the

of the sands, but-the most successful method
isto dredge for it at the bottom of the

-merits. Allthat is best and most truly characteristic in the Foreign periodicals is sure to find a
place on these pages, It is edited with rare good
judgment and taste, and its mérit is seen both in
what it reprodv
nd what it omits, Boston:
Littell and Gay.
.
Fie
;

the following table of contents;

—

tom of the Fresh and Curish Haffs. .It is
fished for in the surf with nets, or dug out

with the issue for April 4, and itis a pleasure to
commend

Se

The yield of amber in the Samland, the
district between Konigsberg and the Baltic,
was recently 5,300 * pounds in one year.
Amber is found on the sea-voastof Eastern
Prussia, and on the shores and

Highland Journal; The
Atomic theory of Lucretius; Ireland. ‘New York: L. Scott
& Co.

AGE commences

-

large section of the

worthless. — London Quarterlyly fievigw.:

ThE NorTH BRITISH REVIEW for March brings

THE LIVING

Be kind ntiglhit

physical and metaphysical world of which

Sa-

a series of timely,able and vital papers worthy of

of the

to sé¢ sooner .

still” a adduced, but this seems enough to
| prove that even among the educated lind

mind as ever.
Does one need to say
lem: Peabody Academy of Science.

Monks

cease

Abundant evi Res of a hi

THE AMERICAN NATURALIST for April is as
‘beautiful to the eye ‘and as instructive to the

ular Philosophy in its relation

eyes

than the hands to’ touch. It would therefore be as well JZ Improve the organ I
have, as to
thé one T want.”

marked: lit-

nearly

in

tyice as large;

ing machines were

the Army and Navy; Linda Tressel, Part VI;
The Temporal Power of the Papacy; A Fenian.
Alarm; The National Character of the Old EngTish Universities; Letters from a Staff-Officer
avith the Abyssinian Expedition; Opposition
Tac tek,

in 1865 more

in ‘operation,

dredg:

and 50,000

pounds of amber were raised. In 1866 the

quantity had incréhsed to 73,000 pounds.
t present about fourteen machines and
above four hundred workmen are employ-

ed in dredging, who work day and night if

theH
firm
pays about 4,000 Prussian dollars per anBIBLE READER'S Mart Drawn from the.
ventured te deny that they were the special vic- THE
the curlatest and best sources by A. L. Rawson. Pub- num 4g government, in rent, and

tims of Popish intolerance and persecution, and
that - the Massacre of St. Bartholomew was the
A.

RRA

lished b,
N.Y.

armani

amu

db gli

Ro

SERPS
Tou
~

CR

rent, expenses are said to amount to 180,000

nN H. Lloyd & Co.,21 John Street,
L. Gurnsey, Concord, N. H., agent,

Prussian dollars a year. Similar works are
about
to be established jin the Fresh Haff

~ General ul-Agent for Dover and cn
Rev.'P. Chesley.
:
~
A'new map of Palestine nd stafe countries,
ities, towns, villages, moun:
ams, foun-

near the ‘port of Pillau. The uaantity of
amber thrown up by the sea of late is

has been inconsiderable ; the exact amount,
"however cannot be ascertained, as the

| tains, Svells, pools, forests, &ec., &c., mentioned
enots ; ‘secondly,
that it was ever formally approved by the papal
authorities even after the bloody deed was done;
thirdly, that there was any very serious slough.
ter of the Huguenots at all; and Sourthlyy that

faithful study of the testimony, and in the judicfal spirit-of the historian, rather aa as the de:

inthe Bible; travels of St. Paul, giving,

fishermen whe collect this mineral sell it

“out, both Bible and modern n
ing much statistical information It is a great achievenient, combining, |
ographical purposes, -in far more
mvenient
form, the benefits of both Bible atlas and Bible
dictionary,
‘We recommend it as of great value to all min“isters, Sabbath school teachers and Bible readers.

privately in"small parcels, The amber
ound at Memel i5 of excellent anit;
|

and 4 considered to be ‘ particularly. laps
r pipe aathrolooth The prices v
ne

the

gto

size and

(

ay

quality of

iece, from five silver groschen to eighty
shin pound. The largest piece ever
found A the neighborhood of Nemel weighAgents wanted. ee Gurnsey’s advertisement in ad about five pounds,
was valued at
mother column. =A, K. M.
about four hundre Prussian dollars. Tl
~
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win

of my guides

to burst through the pores of his skin. We
stepped down a’ few paces under shelter,
and the guides removed their packs to pre-

bition to copy so'noble a career.

doctrine of Holiness, or Sanctifitation, or Perfect lembert’s
Love, as it has been variously termed; and to set
it forth in its nature and as a reality in the expe-

another

face as a negro.

Janes,

in

mountains,

¥

+

re wind was bitter cold and fearfully
rong. Two of my guides suffered a great
deal from the eold. One had two fingers

its reputation, as the following table of contents
NewYork: W. C. Palmer, Jr. 1868. 12mo. pp. . will suggest: Trade-Unions; French Criticism
—M. Renan; The Financial Relations of EngThe title of this book only in part explains its land and Tndia; Recent Spanish.Romances ; Popete.

None

ever seen 50 fine a view

to young

as

gazing upon

and Italian

lakes and rivers.

and the vivid pictures of African. scenery and
life. It is a story to fire an enthusiastic boy's admiration, and at. the same time to kindle an am-

apd vigor.

mark

All fatigue was

of stirring adventure

things gathered in many varied and

It drives straight at its

spread oit on_all sides.

readers; while at the same time his religious character and missionary labors find a proper promi-

installments

8

J

as to render

literary and scientific mind of the age is drifting.
The style of the book is admirable—full of pith
minie bullet.
The Greek flexibility. and the
Saxon incisiveness unite init. One Sees through
it to the thought, however deep it lies, as

=

ble," and I drank

in the best and highest lessons.

Though

~

forgotten in the ‘excitement ; in fact, I never felt’ better ‘in my life; never "cheered
louder or jumped higher. If- there had
been a good hotel,-I should probably have
remained for the season,
The day was
glorious; bright sunshine ‘without a cloud,
except Tow down in the valleys. On the
Swiss side the view is uninterrupted fi i}
the Mediter ranean to the Rhine, embrac

be added,

riod and to the chief actors who figured in it, are
instructive.

Mont

‘My first’ feelin
was
desbpointiiont
that it was not-higher. * I had not realized
we were so near the top until within’ ten
steps of the ‘highest point. Ir stood for a
few minutes gazing at the magnificent view

The Life of Livingstone is carefully compiled
from the larger works which the great Explorer
has given to the public, and put into-such a form

fresh, interesting and

ceeding so many explorers he does not at all fol-

top. of

scribes his sensations When on the topmost .

in-

were battled for by ‘eeitain boys and girls, and
what satisfaction aud blessing were found in the
victories, are all alive with interest and abound

ing arms of thé stranger Slasped tenderly | ,, Mouse lived on to a gray old Bre
Youtts Companion.
the persons who were killed were really put to
arotnd her.
death for their anti-Romish' faith. Mr, ‘White
** Father, ‘mother id
Words and voice were pucugh, Iv was Gn Tittle counsel is often worth more dian thas written this volume after'a most careful and

indeed their lost Williant,

a few specific words may

the pul- |

SHORT STU DIES ON
GREAT
SUBJECTS.
By
+ James Anthony Froude, M. A., Late F o
of Exeter College, Oxford. New York: Ciafly
Seribner
& Co.
1868.
12mo. pp. 534. Sol
E. J. Lane,

the entire service. ’
y
Deacon DeGroot was neyer known to’
sleep in church again, evel on
the hottest

wake with a start and clap, his hand
soni , TROSt persons spread Mrs. Gray's cheeks, and she, would towould
his
head.
have fallen to the floor, but for the support-

a very decided
«

of

to the

“solid except a bottle of brandy and a flask
hands of -a child,
And their late issues are of she
Claret and champagne were 80 «
generally their best, while the style more re- frozen
that we were obliged to break the
cently chosen shows that they intend to keep
bottles and eat the wine.
I had intended
pace with the improvements in the art of bookmaking a shérry. cobbler at the summit,
making.
Of the list whose titles are given above
but the water
and lemons refused to ‘cob-

sent an“admirable variety in subject, and many of

—

—

He was two days in accomplishing

peskr

puklica-

steadily

‘

a
Ea

the feat, having been driven back the first
day toa point, half way up the manatain , ;
by a blinding snow storm. He thus de-

creasingbut
, there is not oné¢ among the number
which a Christian parent need fear to put-into the

preachers could read them without advantage;
those. collected in the volume before us pre-

had kept the congregation awake through

summer day; or, if he fell into a doze, he

Their list of Juveniles is ‘large and

for what they are in both substance and form.
They exalt the function of the preacher in the
reader’s eye. They brace up the intellect. They
show the value of vigor. They make mere cant
and common-place appear contemptible.
They
illustrate the high ministry of words when emodying and giving momentym to thought. Few

J

Blanc.

By the author of
Series,
Same Publish

the list of doubtful

-

“A St, Lois gentleman, Mr. S. pi iilio,

last year ascended

ARMOR.

the “ Win and Weal”
d6mo. pp. 362,

pulpit literature. They most richly deserve study

will find coming
fy

Ln

tions. The moral tone of their issues is evidently a primary point and one foreven insisted OW:
They feel the responsibility which attaches to the
manufacture and distribution of books.
Not forgetting to ask what is likely to be popular. and
remunerative, they put before this the question
whether its influence is likely to he wholesome.

ligerent toné, and the bitterness and:the irony
fail to embody the spirit and temper of the Great
Teacher and Example.
But these drawbacks do not render the sermons anything less than eminent specimens of

pit of every land and century
up to claim its stentop,

THE

it has risen abeve

sometimes over-crowded with argument, now
-and then they .suggest the prize-ring by their bel-

theni deal with the great themes which

ON

MISCELLANY.
RR

. Ascending Mont Blane

i
Wi EIGHED
IN THEBALANCE, - Sane author and
Publisliers.
16mo:
pp. 402.
* "
v7?
ahi
.
The imprint of the Messrs, Carter may: always |
all the Swiss
be taken as evidence that the book which
pears

for their fruitfulness and vigor.” No preacher
could properly accept them as models.” TI hey are

..The. sexton: stustod.in ape. othhima Ihe story“of-the- ‘Huguenhasots
ben offeiy EE
iniuired | |soon as the benediction was pronounced, variously told, though until lately nobody has
OR

“ = Denon. Gray at home? ™
/
:
the stranger.
verry answered in, the affirmative, and]
usheretl him into the great kitchen, where
the Deacon was busied with his inevitable companion, the newspaper, while his
wife was chgaged ini preparing the evening

pf + And what will become of Jerry P”
Fifty other people that day had asked the
same question ; but coming from good Mrs.
. Gray's honest, motherly heart, the very
words sounded differently, like the same

tune played in dissimilar keys.

cise

GIRDING

|,

LITERARY

fia

16mo. pp. 306.

lectiveness ;—he was a man to be felt, respeeted and feared, and his sermons are remarkable

this volume contains.
His History exhibits the
ripest and richest fruitage of his powers.
There
he is more even, calm, and sustained; and the
ample- undertaking furnished a field for the. freest and fullest exercise of his abilities and skill.
Both were displayed to good advantage, and
railing in front of the church an old wo- while his work will not please all parties nor
« Satisfy every critic, yet no honest-and competent
man kept a fruit and candy stall.
Fair or foul, there she sat under hef um- Y judge will deny him. a high, place among the
brella—for in fair weather it shielded her standard writers of History. ~~ - «.
In this volume he exhibits himself in his vafrom the sun, and in foul it sheltered her ried moods, some of which do him great credit,

placed there on purpose for him, so he
"| sue, Deacon Gray enteted the hut, and, helped himself frecly to” Snyiiag he fanmade His way through the crowd straight to cied.

Of quiet gladness'in her noiseless play;
She hath a pleasant smile, a gentle way,
Whose voiceless eloquence
Touches all hearts, though I had once the fear
That even her father would not eare for her.

And God inJove doth give
>
To her defect a beauty of its own;
And we a deeper tenderness have shown
Through that for which we grieve.
Yet shall the seal be melted from her ear;
Yea, and my voice shall fill it—but not here.

And the Deacon said reverently, ‘bowing

Lord, for'He ig, good, for His mercy en
eth forever.”
“Christian sailor..
~
Then came the shock. It traced broad | And so it -.came to pass that the declinfurrows on the good Deacon's kindly face, ing years of Deacon Gray and his wife were
bowed his tall, straight form, and silvered gilded with a double glory. and blessing,
his wife's brown hair; but we draw a veil till, like shocks of corn «fully ripe for the
over that fearful night, so fresh in the mem- harvest, leaning upon a double prop in the
ories of both. Theirs was a sacred sor- weakness and infirmities of age, they ‘enrow, and it'yielded ¢ the peaceable fruits of tered into the joy oftheir Lord.”—Congreow
a
ganas:
E
righteousness.”
“Do you think any of our William's
clothes, that you keep in the red trunk,
Fo The Church Mouse: woulddo for Jerry, with alittle fixing? in®
;
dr
‘quired-the Deacon ,clearing his v ole which
Alittle
mouse
once
lived in a church i
had grown husky.
7
We will not transcribe gentle Mrs. Gray's New York city. * His home was right under
:
reply, nor relate the long conversation the organ.
Mouse was an aristocratic little creature ;i
which followed, éxtending into the “wee
small hours” of the night. Suffice it to" say he had no more affinity with the vulgar
that on the morrow, the Deacon’s horse-and mice who inhabit corn-barns and granaries
team took a Journey to the hovel where Jer-] {than the Prince. of Wales with a chimneysweep.
ry lived.
:
The grand roar of the organ had bene
The poor boy was crouching on a strawpallet, in one corner, resisting all endeav- lullaby ; he had looked through stained glass
ors, stern. or kindly, to influce him to quit windows Al his life, and the bonnets which
his wretched home, that Was home no long- came there to worship every Sunday were’
er. His father had deserted him when an made by the most fashionable ‘milliners in
infant; his mother, in her thirst for liquor, New York.
forgot all her maternal instincts, and died | You have often heard the ‘expression,
one cold stormy night, from the effects of]. « As poor as a church mouse ;” but this one
was as plump as a Christmas turkfly, and
drinking.
“
Just outside the iron
Jerry must . go %o the
poor- -house, the I will tell you why.
God's earth, an opén-handed,

OrTift her earnest eyes

speaking,

Far away

the return of the new-found

back to his ship, that most noble sight on his gray head, «O give thanks unto i

My heart it sorely tries
To see her kneel with such a rev erent air
Beside her brothers at their evening prayer;

w atch our lips, as thougt
knew,
.
Then move her own, as she wer

to tell.

the flame, nor in the earth-quake, tor in the
whirlwind, but in the * still small voice” of
love, The prayers of Deacon Gray and his
wife, were: answered, and William went |

ol if she could buf hear
:
For one short hour, till I her tongue might teach
To call me mother, in the broken speech
That thrills the mother’s ear’!
Alas! those sealed lips never may be stirred
To the deep music of that holy word!

To

story

home, but with all its sweet influences hovering around his path like so many guard-|
ian angels, pacing the deck in the starry tropical night-watches, God had met him ; notin

nei

4

Alushing his bronggl cheek, it throbhed:w ith
such pride and joy ag only mothers’ hearts

delight at

5

;

pass, ete. Sime Publishers. 16mo. pp. 820.
Baris Wort FIGHTING. St ame Publishers.

|: Of South as a man, a writer and a sermonizer
brother, whose affectionate greeting dispell-|!.we spoke at some length in a "notice of the preceding-volume. - A prelate of stalwart - intellect,
ed all fears that he would regard him as an of varied learning, of positive opinions, of strong
intruder. © And
Mrs. - Gray
looked from
will, of unshrinking boldness that ‘sometimes
one to the other”of her children, feeling went to the very'verge of audacity; a thorough
that surely God had rewarded her. for the loyalist who scorned democracy . and taught the
hour when, with hot tears . blinding her divine right of kings; an’ unequivocal churcheyes, she had altered William's garments man-who ated the Papists and never tired of
satirizing the Puritangy a logician whose argufor herr adopted §Son, only thinking of him ments were weighty even when they issued” in
as lying dead at the bom of the ocean. wrong conclug
7 a vehement. partisan though
Was she not doubly blessed, and was not A
policy and double-faced
her cup of joy ¢ pressed down, shaken to- managemeént; open and straightforw ard in bis atgether, and running .over?” With what tacks, and charging upon hostile opinions and
emotions did she gaze upon her son so mi- their advocates with a vehemence that fell little
short of fury; masterof a style that has been
raculously restored !
:
rarely equaled in clearness, force, pungency and
ous

So. William went to sea.
It almost broke
| his mother’s heart, but when he came home
| from his first voyage, looking so handsome
and manly, with “the, rich healthful color

mn

B

=
to find- the causes and folfow thieir-march on to ©
Tp a _Hoky,
the old i
Set.” burtiity ems dead?
china the
tea-table
theMrs.
tremulousasked
voice,
Gray's with
eyes thesought
A
“the. teivible constmifation. "He has done- his
And William told his story. Ina fearful SERMONS PREACHED UPON
bers, which fl: ished;and flickered, and “elowSEVERAL
Occ y
work 'impartially and well, and proved - ‘beyond
SIONS. By Robdrt South, D. D. , Prehendary
stormy which had burst over their” vessel” in
‘ed;as
they
ifn
‘that
never-to-heforgotten
all reasonable. question that, in the main#the
~The Dumb Child:
iti
of W Sstiminsiets and Canon of Christ Church,
night; and puss made :another tangle iin the the South Seas, he had fallen” over-board,
. Oxford, Ia Five’ volumes. . Jol, II. New
generally received view of that shameful and bruLY
———
York: Hurd and Houghton, 1867. Detave Pp. tal tragedy is-correet. It is a suecessful study in
and dll the crew supposed him drowned,
yarn.
531...Seld-by-P. Lothrop
& Co.
The author of the following
beautiful and
an interesting field, and nearly.¢xhansts the sub
© A pain, sharp, bitter; - choking; singled but he was picked up by some natives in
We hail the appearance of this volume. with
touching poem is unknown. It is*a strain of her reply. William was their only son, the a boat while clinging to a Broken spar,
ject with which it deals.
Itisa companion volhigh
satisfaction.
Tt
is
the
second
installment
of
mingled grief and gratitude, - of perplexed quespride of their hearts,. a bright-eyed, merry “and carried to a neighboring island. The the “ Library of the Old English Divines” which wie to Smiles’s History of the Huguenots, and
tioning and restful faith, sung out of the heart,
the publishers have issued it in precisely the
But he was born within: sight of the natives were kind, but as vessels very rare- Messrs. Hurd and Houghton propose to publish. same sty fe. as its predecessor,
The melody voices a sensitive soul and a profound boy.
the shore, ‘it was two or It is a large and important undertaking and we
experience, and so has life and power in_jt. Its sea, and from his earliest child- hood, when ‘ly approached
trust it may not lack encouragement. The meanonymousness rather adds ie its interest than he built mimic ships that made wonderful three years before he succeededin signaling
chanical excellences ©of this edition are “of the THE WA AVER Boy w HOVRHOAAME A MISSIONA-.
aship.
)
voyagies
over
mimic
oceans,
all
his
thoughts
‘otherwise :
wt ~
RY : being the story of the Life and Labors. of
very highest order, the price is; reasonable, and
Daniel Liv ingstone.
By H. G. Adams.
New
She is my only. girl,
4
«2
Who shall paint the scene? They gath- | no better guarantee of faithful and judicious’
‘and desires centered on the hlue, ‘heaving
‘York:
Robert Carter & Bros.
1868. .16mo.
I asked for her“as for some precious thingsH
waves, with 4 strange fascination which his .ered around the tea-table, the re-united, too literary supervision could be afforded than is
Pp. 879. Sold by D. Lothrop
& Co.
. For all unfinished Ww as love's jeweled ring
fond parents, much as they loved him, could happy to do anything but look into one an- ‘given in the fact that Professor Shedd takes the BIBLE JEWELS. By the Rev. Richard Newton,
+ gil set with this soft pearl!
other's faces. Jerry's eyes filled with raptur- editorial responsibility into his hands.
not resist..
D. D. . author of *“ Great Pilot,” ** Safe ComThe shades that time brought forth I could
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takes

“bristlés, with which he‘beats the -wet paper

the depressions

of the t es, taking care not to break’ the
his work finished;
haper..
he a dampened
paper is
sheetof thicker but more ordinar

placed over the first. This is ‘also .brushhammered down upon the types, and followed by another sheet of paper, thinly
~ and
~ coated with a preparation of w iting
starch.’ Again the brush is used to beat
this home, after which a brown paper backing is put on, and then‘the form of types,
covered by the before-mentioned sheets of
table,

paper, is trundled to another steam
owerful
where it is slid under a

life eternal at the last day.
E. HP.
L. DENSMORE, only son of «LD, and Ruth

screw
over it, and

folded

press; several blankets

will"

fer

the casting box, which-i3 madeof iron either
straight or curved, to suit the press bed.

Postage, &c.

Worthen, died” in Corrinna,

o
0

the number of plates required for several
The stereotype, being an exact
presses.

reproduction,*in

million

or

solid

more ‘types

plate

form,

of the

originally

Bullock,

or

any

in Christ.

large

of body, his mind was firmly

sorted to by editors desirous of giving the

friends; but as winter returned, frequent hemor-

painful dis¢hse, consumption.

During

Dee.

RANDAL, ORGAN,

GEORGE

Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

Portable Steam Engines,
*~
Shafting, Turning Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of

1151)

a

y

pressure of

4

i

Twenty per cent. is
HARMON.

Safe

f

fu 1

mmportant0-

by purehasing

and

than TWO OR THREE PILLS.

was’ faith-

sus by night, and earnestly longed for the sweeter
songs above having no desire tolive except for the
loved ones De has left behind—among whom is a

over eighty-two

up the whole

valley.

bath was closing he
never-ending Sabbath

boson

od

g the only

edal

i

ESTABLISHED

the

of rest. -
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| Mgrs. ELiza W., wife of Rev. E. G. Knowles,
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it to all sufferers from

MINOT,
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i

:

CLARKE,

-—

:

H. 8. ABBOT,

ME.

”

FINEST NEW

LIME NECESSARY:
BY USING

SEWING

annoyances of thread

died in Minot, Me., March 23, aged 18 years, 8

months and 14 days.
The subject of this notice
was loved by all that. knew him. “After having
lingered some eighteen months, he calmly passed away:
He leaves father, mother and. four
brothers to mourn his early death, but they

mourn Apt 08 those that have no -hope., Funeral
services by the writer.
J. HUTCHINSON,
IDA MAY, only child of Bro. Wm..
T
A

Amanda M. Chase, died of searlet Tovey, in SteJlektown, Jan, 8, aged 4 years and 8 months.
Jittle Ida though so young had learned to love
- the Sabbath
school which she re,
:
larly
attended.

But he who said * Suffer little ¢ [xh tend.

er,

This dispensation falls heavily

on the

lone

hugband, whose solitary dwelling reminds him
that its light has departed. and that the shadow 8
of his. evening ure being lengthened out,
Com.

" GREAT AMERIOAN TEA OOMPANY,

Mary R., wife ef Jacob C. Dora and daughter
of John Y. Fernald, died in Winchester, Mass I)
Nov. 8, of typhoid fover, aged 85 years and b
months. She was religious] ¥ inclined from childhood, but.did not make a public profession until
afew years since, when she was baptized by the’
writer, and united with the 2d church in Oss hoe,
she
and ever after shared their highest esteem.
was true to the people of er choice,~true’as hu

unto me” has taken her to his bosom, ‘while fond fried, wife and mother, .« . The husband and chil-\
‘héarts are stricken with sorrow, . She slegps dren have great cause to mourn the loss of-6ne so
safe from every stormy wind that blows,
_| deeply devoted tb their present and eternal wel
Fos gnc sl
atop
cnc session
Joi JERR ANDALE:
:
:
1 ter TIENT
Were Drought to this er mas |
N
Den, Joc SARVERTY died in Union, N. Y,, tive place, and interred with appropriate solempnities.
March 4, 14,aged
ears,aftera very Uistressing a
ness of three weeks. Bro. C. was b aptized
JENNIE, daughter of John C. and Mary W.
by the
writer and joined the F. B, church In this pluce Dore, died in Lawrence Mass., Jan, 8, of typhoid
about forty edhe | since which time he has fever, in the 28d year of her age, She was not
‘been a wo
y and active member of the same. considered dangerous until a few moments before
In his family the servants of Christ always found she passed away.
Her qualities of wind “and
a welcome “home,
e was a man' that will be heart were such as to endear her to her friends,
reatly missed not only:in his family ol Jo the especiall to him who was to have led her to the
church, but also.in the town and neigh: Srhaod bridal altar
on New Year's eve.
Her remains
where hie has lived about 70 years.
were brought to Ossipee for interment,
WiLLiaMm WESTON died in Ossipee, Jan, 14,.
our loss is his gain. He has fallen, but he died
at his
post. A. discourse
delivered at his agetl67. He was baptized by the writer some
funeral by the writer ho very large, solemn twenty-eight years ago. For awhile wedear ‘he

1!

Wliinaimiie
VU

|

and

ug,

and even extort Jase

Samples of work will be sent to all who may desire

PENN’A. SALT MFG. CO.
|

Geo. W.

and attentive congregation,

Sard h. J | Mie
ave Jobe been, beh,
btit his
A. andBonar.

Starkweather,

bu

GEORGE

BURT,

son

of Géo

died in° East

was not 80 much

N.Y.

h 6, aged 4 years and 3 Beige
Roinising

hoy, beloved. by all who

they had sea:
which their darn

Was ex

ble enemy to children,
before he was gone.

m

hb bY that i
scarlet fever,

Surely, “ God’s ways are. not
'y

18 our ways, nor kis thoughts as our
Birgam:

ied the death
iven to God, and we hope he
the righteous.
Naxcy H., wife of William T. Dorr Sod dangh:
ter of Jona,
olfboro’,
. Fernald, Esq., died in.

ly

of

Jan, 19,

- 23

bright’ an
knew kim,

:

:i

thoughts.”

- « W. S8CHOONOVER.
died
ugh-

ETH, widow of Gideon Mill
_ Feb, 20, at the residence of her Younes

devoted to duty.'as he should
last years were
ore decided

86. 3 ‘When en but butaa childchild

sister

D

as though

expense of transportation,)

press,

as may suit fii gonvenience

to,

preach, &e. She loved hep home and family, Our
rother and his two daughters deeply

mourn the:

loss of one of the best of wives and mbthiers, .
i
©
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GOD,”

In Egypt/Sibai and the Holy Land by Rev. D. A.
and students will find this

tion.

book

worthy

their atten.

Also the

NEW

:

EXCELSIOR
MAP
OF
UNITED
STATES
gin 46 and 66 inches; and the AMERREPUBLIC R. R. and TELEGRAPH MAP 43

s
Colored
ICAN

and 54 inches,

These two together

with

the

BIBLE

FREADER’S MAP of PALESTINE AND THE HOLY

‘LAND (just issued) are. the best and most popular
maps of any before the people.!* Also HEAD QUARTERS” forthe
Largest and Best Assortmgnts of re-

ligious and Patriotic Charts and Pictures tb be found
in United States. - Agents are making gféit wages.
For terms and territory apply to

a”

D. L. GURNSEY, Gén. Agt.
(Sucegsor to D, L. Gurnsey & €o.,)

‘Bookseller and Stationer,
i
CONCORD, N. H.
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$5,00
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NOR every hour’s service, pleasant and honorable emE
ployment without risk.
Degigable for dll ladies, ministers, farmers, merchants, méchanics, soldiers, everybody.
C. W. JACKSON & CO , 58 Béaver Street,New York. [13t50
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and
it, as

interests,—

owner

of Heal

it contains

in-

ffrmation to be obtitined from no other source. Pub.
‘lished on the 1st and 158 of every month, at $1 per
Subscriptions recived for six
year, iu advance.

months, Spciinen copies, post paid, upon receipt of

5 cents. The only one of the kind, and the most use"
ful business paper in the country,
|
«
“hermetically,” under letters patent from the U, 8. GovOffice, 4 SCOLLAY'S BUILDING, BOSTON, Mass,
ernment,
All the ¢ aroma’ is saved, and the coffee pre:
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sens
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adulteration found in ¢ MB.
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Coffee.’
This Coffee is roasted, ground, and sealed
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tion, including GRANT, SHERMAN, COLFAX, SUMNER,
Agents, male or
e, in a new, pleasant,
STANTON,
SHERIDAN, YATES, CURTIN, TRUMBULL.
anent.busindss ;
full
particulars free y return
FENTON, BUCKINGHAM, WILSON, GREELEY, WADE,
¥
lo
J
at $
for
Who
STIMPSON
C
PEN.
MORTON, PHILLIPS, FARRAGUT, Unase, LOGAN, STEA. D. BOWMA
NY

ng equals it for a plying liquids to Jessrol insects
on'vines and fruit trees, or garden and fleld crgps.

leg aiice, penfoution of work simplicity, soldity OF

Agents Wanted

MEN OF OUR DAY

al bi’ vs

VENS, BEECHER, SEWARD, BOUTWELL, DIX, HAM-

TEA OOMPANY,

. Nos. 81 and 33 Vesey Bt,
.

The

Fit

AMERICAN

Wigs

A FIRE

will be as liberal as we can afford, . Wé send no compliment
ta
for Clubs of less thah§30,
hs
N
~All villages and townd where a large number relubb ing together, can red
¢ cost of their Teas
side
and’ Cof
priv one-third, by se
Great
rican Tea Company.”
+

oes

202

- ‘dowlyl2

3mds

For sale by aH Drug-

700 Broadway, New. York.

JHE

|

they “bought

amount ordered expeed $30, we will, if desired, send the
by Express, to “ collect on dellvery.” ,
Hereafter wé will send a complimentary packagh to the
pany getting up the club, Sur profits are small, but we

dors to

man

J and all diseases of the Kidneys.

of the club. -Or, if the

our name.
Post-office ordérs and drafts made
In | of the Great
joc Tea Company.

the

standing.
od

gists,

onghem, with the cost, so there need be no confusion in their
akgbution-—saeh party getting exactly what he orders,
ho more. The cost of transportation the members can
and
.
.
divide equitably among themselves.
for the goods ordered can be sent by
The funds to
drafts on New York, by Postoffice money orders, or by Ex.

ways feared God and re
her last sickness
she Wo
i

el

high

they shall proceed to

was low in her religious enjoyment, yet shes alfuneral,

of

YONSTITUTION WATER is a certain cure for Diabetes

club is complete send it to us by mail, and we will put each
party’s goods ih separate packages, and mark the name up-

whol
no branches,

rangements for. her

known and
tle.

Bogle’s Enameled Complexion Powders.
New, elegant and harmless. Unequalled for the toilet or'the
fursery.
Price 60 cents.
Mystikos, or Bogle’s
get up a club. The answer is simply this: Let each ‘person
¢e.. he. Mysto Hale Tint. —Anys
Rue.
NO. Washing, One
May thow- much: tea. be.
{r1-8-olub;y
fywh
wants, and select the kind'and price from our Price-List, as preparation. “All annoyances: of old-fashioned halr «dyes
published in this paper or: in our circulars. Write the svoided. Price $1.50 and $1.00, small trial bottles 50 cts.
Bogle’s Hyperion Fluid,
for dressing the hair, his Electric
names, kinds, an1 amounts plainly on a list, and when the
theni at our warehouse in thigcity.
Some parties inquire*of us how

Dorr | b

x
people
ed,
made ar-

well

cele their Teas at the same .prices, (with the small .addi-

gave her heart to Jesus, and was soon after buried
with himin baptism, and though at times she
ted
ell Wb

+d}

No.

Boston,
RAY100 Fulton st., New York
coply42*3m

]

v3

For sale only by

to see them.

It will mdke TWELVE PoUNDS of excelleht
Hard Soap, or TWENTY-FIVE GALLOXS of the very, best Soft Seap, for enly about THIRTY
CENTS. Directions on each box, For sale at
all Drug and Grocery Stores,
:

Street,

from jealous rivalry..

r

lic.

Manfactured by

Ms.

9 West

operating, &c., which make up

noise

their
All who have tried them, have. freely given
testimony, and unite in recommending them as. the
best and most perfect machine now offered to the pub-

ll

Boston. Our “ Crystalline” for the Hair isthe only NOLDS, PRATT & Co.,
article of the kind that is recommended by persons | Wholesale Agents.

Nos. 31 and 33 VESEY St.
Post Office Box No. 5;643 Néw York City.
We warrant all the goods we sell te give entire satisfaction. If they are mot satisfactory, they can be returned
at our expense within thirty days, and have the mopey réfunded.
‘
Through our system of supplying Clubs throughout the
country, consumers in all parts of the United States can re-

tional

1843,

in

breaking, changing of tensions,

some of the disagreeable features of other machines.
They will stand the test of the severest criticism,
and elicit the encomiumsof all who admire real inge-

« §trumatic ‘Mineral Waters,”

Son. - Established

fatigue

perplexities and

the

divested of

able companion, bein

“STRUMATIC SALTS.”

&

known that can make a per-

now

MACHINE

feet, finished and behutiful Button-Hole, besides doing
varieties of work not dome by other Sgwing
many
Machines.
The ease with which it is managed, recommends it
| especiallyto all Families as a most pleasant and agree-

OROP TEAS,

Burgess

Cording,

:
doing the work of many.
It is simple, noiseless, and easy to manage, combinonly
Itisthe
ing in one the merits of all others.

MINERAL BATHS AT HOME.

low price of 80c per pound, and warrant to
,
.
satisfaction.
can save from 50c to $1 per $odnd by purTeas of the

great-

Tucking. Braiding,

done with equal beauty and perfection on all kinds of
It is one machine.
fabrics, not excepting Leather.

Music Books for Your Musical Friends,

we Sell at the
give perfect
Consumers
chasing their

the

and varieties of

all kinds

Binding, Gathering and Sewing cn, Quilting, &c., that is,
or can be done by any machine now in use.
It has norical in its celebrated over-seaming stitch,
by which edges of different fabrics are sewn together
as by hand sewing.
It also has no rival in its Button-Hole and EyeletHole making, and embroidering on the edge, which is

3s

Obituaries.

Machine.

on

BEWARE
OF COUNTERFEITE,
, March 15, of congestion of the
died in Brentw
¢ FRANKLIN” and, ‘ DIAMOND” Machines can behad
. Mrs. K. had suffered much for several of
in any quantity.
This Machinéis a double thread, comlu
~Be-particular in asking for
"HAVE JUST RECEIVED
i
plete with Table, constructed upon’entirely new principles,
‘the last years of her life, from disease of the liv_ PENN'A; SALT MFG, CO'S. SAPONIFIER.
and DOES NOT infringe upon any other in the world, It
er; but she nobly, .com bated" her antagonist, in
Hii
[eop3m31
is emphatically the poor man’s Sewing Machine, and is warthis form, and bore her sufferings’ with that foroe to excel ALL others, as thousands of patrons will.
OF THE
:
§
titude, meekness and patience which do honor
1d :
testify.
:
Two days prior to
to the most apptoved \irtue.
A~AGENTS WANTED.—Machines sent to Agents on
her dissolution; the. first named disease laid: vio.trial, and given away to families who are needy and deservDYSPEPSIA CURED
.
lent seige to the frail and emaciated tenement,
ing. Address J.C. OTTIS & CO., Boston, Mass.
[8wt5l
22,000 HALF CHESTS by ship Golden State.
RHEUMATISM CURED
Particular Notice! Persons wishing obitua- and soon the few supporting -columns which re- 12,000 HALF CHESTS by ship Geo. Shotton.
ee
ERUPTIONS on the FACE CURED
mained gave w2y, and the house she “lived in J
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not in
:
es
SCROFULA CURED
ruins, while the noble spirit éscaped the habi
In addition to these large cargoes of Black and Japan
The Home «€ivrcie, Instrumental Music for the }- patronize
it, must accompany them with cash iments of mortalityto dwell in other scenes. Her
Teas, the Company are constantly receiving la
invoices
1 BY TREATMENT WITH ‘MINERAL WATERS, ~A new collection
Piano, 2 vols. Piaunist’s Albu
3
of the Finest quality of Green Teas, from the Moyune dis<
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion. Christian experience dates from early life, and
DY away with all your various and often pernicious
of
Piano Music.
Silver Choxdl, Songs, Ballads,
tricts of China, which are unrivalled for fineness and delica~
Drugs-and quack medicines, and use few baths
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a | as such she was most sincere, consistent and de- ey
&c.,
Piano
Acc.
Shower
of
P&irls,
Vocal
Duets,
of flavor, which they are sellirig at the following
prices:
Piano Ace.
Gems of German Song, Piano Ace.
prepared with,
single square can well be afforded to any singlé voted, iid loved ardently her own chosen denom(Black), 50c. 60c, T0c, 80c, 90c; best §1 per 1b.
ination, while she cherished a tender regard for |- 0O0OLONG
of Scottish Song, Piano Acc.
Ge msiof
MIXED, (Green and Black,) 50c, 60c, 70c, 80c, 80c, best Gems
_ obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.
As a wife her virtues
Sacred Song, Piano
Acc.
Operatic
Pearls,
Christians of every name.
1 per lb.
;
:
1
—
&c,, from the principal Operas, Piano Ace. Price of
and good qualities are more fitly drawn in the
ENGLISH BREAKFAST 50c, 6Cc, T0¢, 80c, 0c,
250;
CL$3;
Cl,
full
gilt.
$4.
Sent |
each,
Plain.
chapter of Proverbs, than it is possible now to | g1:00; $1.1, best $1,20 per Ib.
&
THOMAS BURGESS departed this life in North 31st
post-paid. Oliver Ditson & Co.; Publishers,
These SALTS are made from the concelytrated
draw them: On the 17th her remains were eon- | © {MPERIAL (Green), 5Ce, 60¢, T0¢; 80¢, 90c, $1,00 $1,10,
Pembroke, N. Y., Feb. 7, aged 92 years,
277 Washington St., Boston, Chas. H, Ditson & -Liquors,of the Mineral Well of the PENNA’ SALT
best $3,25 per Ib,
veyéd to Laconia for intérment, and taken to. the
|
Co.,
711
Broadway,
New
York.
2w3
|
Also, his wife died on the 9th inst., aged 88 dwelling of her only surviving brother, Dea. L.
MANUFACTURING
CO., in Pittsburg, and are packed in
YOUNG HYSON (Green), 0c, 60c, 70c, 80c, 90c, $3500,
One always sufficient for a Bath.—
years.
There were only forty-one hours between M. Sanborn. - On t he 18th they were ta ken from
| air-tight boxes.
$1,10, best $1,25 per 1b.
&
UNCOLORED JAPAN, $1, $1,10, best-$1,25 per lb.
their deaths. They lived together about seventy thence to the F. W. Baptist church, where an
HUMAN HAIR GOODS.
| Directions are attached.
GUNPOWDER $1,25, best $1,560.
years,
For many years they were both accepta- appropriate service was held, and a discourse
INTERNALLY
¥ SE
LL kinds of Ladies and Gents Hair Work ‘nianu- |
ble members of the M, E. church. They left ten preached by the pastor of the church, Rev. A, D.
factured and imported of the very best quality
|
. COFFEES ROASTED AND GROUND DAILY. , ZXand the
children, two sons and eight daughters to mourn
most life like appearance.
No dyed hair a
Smith, after which the body was carried to ‘the
Grouxp COFFEE, 20c., 25¢., 30c., 85c., best 40c. perib,—
All articles warranted to fit. We are constantly retheir loss, Funeral sepvizes on the 11th: Both beautiful cemeteryin L., and deposited by the
One sufficient for
Hotels, Saloons, Boarding-house keepers, and Families who
ceiving per Steamers from Europe the best quality of | In bottles of one and a half pint€.%
were buried in one grave.
Erwan Day,
use large quantities of Coffée, can economize in that article
side of the dear daughter who had passed to the
German and French Human Hair.
Wholesale & re- | a day’s use.
|
ga
Sold
by
Druggists
generally.
by
using
our
French
Breakfast
and
Dinner
Cpffee;
which
tail. Also a great variety of rich Toilet goods.
B. F. |
. CHARLES IIL, son of Isaac and Olive Hunt, other shore, seven years in advance of the mc thMERRILL
Bros, No.: 2°) State st.,
can,

AND

himself of

Baponilier!

De pay $50 or $100 for a sewing Machine,
when $25 will buy a better one for all PRACTICAL
urposes ? Notwithstanding reports to the contrary, the
subscribers beg to inform their numerous friends that the

ee

improve-

The American Button-Hole,

be pérmano return

YOUR WASTE GREASE:
NO

:

Boston,

a great

agricultural community.
Respectfully, <
5 DANA HAYES, State Assayer of Mass.
Dee. 20. 1867.
.
:
8t50

“

St.,

Super-Phos-

rior, to that of any previous year.
:
Your Super-Phosphate is entitled to the confidence

Sewing, Hemming, Felling,

& CO., Sole Proprietors,

. ~ 120,

your

of the

WITH

fails to

“

I am

ment in the. uniformity of quality ; and I consider
your product of this year as fully equal, if not supe-

PHYSICIANS,

,00,

Phosphate

Your Ob’t Servant,
WM. L. BRADLEY.

This machine is warranted to execute'to

“Economy
is Wealth,”-Franklin. .
HY will
peo

1861.

THE

ages,

of the

:

est degree of perfection,

~ Twelve packages,9,00;
t*
dg
It is sold by all wholesale and retail dealers in drugs
and medicines throughout the United States, and by

he the ibs »
i for the Sewing Machines
VE.
er.
0., A
a 5. GOO
ki i} eC 9 Dove x. H,

Justa$ the earthly Sab-

eacefully entered upon

*

circularamd-the

at large.

year, with thoseof previous years,

|Avho give it their unanimous and unqualifidd approval.
AR
Rely RS
Sent by mail on receipt of price, and postage.
One package,
$1,00,
Postage 6cents.

[eowlyl.

St., Bos-

experiences in ‘a great measure overcome the many
difficulties in manufacturing a fertilizer of uniform
quality.
I find b
comparing the analyses of this

It has long beenin constant use by many of our
EMINENT

community

1 made a great many analyses of

PERFECT SAFETY¥
MOST

State

Button-Hole Making and Sewing Machine Combined, that has made its
advent in this or any other
Country. .

It contains no drugs or other materials in the
slightest degree injurious, even to the most delicate
system, and can ALWAYS be used with

ross of the Legion of Hon-

¢¢

very rarely

20

:

facili-

phate last year, aud a still larger number this year,
and take
pleasurein’ saying that you have, by long

>

produce a complete and permanent cure.

owe Machine Co., was awarded,
etitors, THE TWO HIGHEST PRE-

President of the

a parent unable to
n, and many
, amiable and
sifetionate Srother. oo him x ath had 1d Jor
rors.
He
chosen Christ as his portion before
he reached the river's bank, and when he approached it, the presence of kris Saviour lighted

leave his home to see the dying
who tenderly loved him as a ki

:

the most astonishing relief, and

At the Paris Exposition, 1867, ELIAS HOWE, Jr.,-

companion
in feeble health,

WALTER

State Assayer,

better

-

standing,—aflecting the entire system, its use fora
few days, or a few weeks at the utmost, always affords

sample carriages running’

THE HOWE SEWING MACHINE.

REV.

Even in the severest cases of Chronic Neuralgia
anfl
general nervous derangements,—of many ycars”

-

Westfield, Mass.

;

Yours truly,
PREPARED BY

WONDERFUL REMEDIAL AGENT -

ROOM WILL BE DIVIDED UP AS DESIRED.
HE Subscribers have

recommend

HAYES,

within the last six months,

Remedy has done wonders in this community.
I
know of several instances of its
great success.
The
case of Mr, Maxwell, of Belgrade, is: one of the most
surprising.
He was considered to be in consumption,

;

confidence,

to the quality of your Super-Phosphate of Lime, is
fully substantiated by the many analyscs made here

E. H. RIDLON,

he availed

last .

:

STATE ASSAYER’s OFFICE. 20 Séate Sf, Boston,
MR. Wa. L. BRADLEY,—DEAR SIR : Your favor of
the 17th is at hand. I have no hesitation in saying
that what you have stated in the circular in reference

Coughs,

European

much

now manufacturing
and oblige.

No other form of Neuralgia or Nervous Disease has
failed to yield to this

:

q

-.

it with

therefore,

ment in full as to the quality

Itis an UNFAILING REMEDY in all cases of Neuralgia Facialis, often affecting a perfect cure in less
than twenty-four hours, from the use ‘of no more

ROOM & POWER-TOR RENT,
i

of

Tomi Mr. H. S. Abbott, Vienna, Me.

I can honestly
lung diseases.

Magical.

BTENINWAY

MON, Portsmouth, N. H.
Dover, N, H., Jan. 1,

.

Rev. W. Clarke—Dear Sir~Your

Its Effects are

& SoNof N.Y.
All inquiries to be addressed to Rev, LOT. L. HAR-

»|

of her cough,

"DISEASES.

years.

of Boston,

cure

it was

You have been familiar with my mode of manufacturing Super-Phosphate’of Lime for a long time, and
within the pastfour months have made many analYgos fepressuting geveral thousand tons of Phosphate now ready for market.
:
Please let me know if you ean endorse my state

had by Phy-

bottles completed a
dure, which seems to
nent, as during three months she has had

NERVOUS

terms:

5. Send to Mr. HARMON for MASON & HAMLIN’S CABINET ORGAN; also, for PIANOS made
& SON

farming

have had it for sale it has always given satisfaction.

compelled to deal innone but the best instruments;
and he warrants every instrument that he sells, for

‘by CHICKERING

8.DANA

e tried the European Cough Remedy, which gave
‘him immediate relief, and by taking a few bottles his
cough was cured: and his health restored. Since I

manufacturer to the purchaser.
PLEDGE.
If any instrument fails to
give satisfaction after a few weeks’ use, Mr. HARMON
will refund the money
and take the instrument :—Renee he is
five

the

and while in camp at Augusta

AND

of Mr.
:

reasonable

for

buy

as

ton. DEAR SIR:—I have written the above
with a view of sending
it to my customers

the advice of three physicians, who united in advising
him to return home as soon as possible, as in their
judgment his lungs, at least one of them. was badly
diseased.
On his arrival home the family physician
was called in, who confirmed the opinion that he was
far advanced in consumption.
At my earnest requést

CERTAIN,

he also takes them in exchange for Pianos. Hedoes
this
I. By avoiding the payment of from $30 to $150 per
week to keep up a Music Store.
11. By
sending -Imstruments directly from the

telling all of that dear Saviour whom he had
found more precious than all earthly treasures.
£ | He frequently asked for the sweet songs of Je-

news was likely to prevent the forms
ing to a single.press in season for workin,
Compositors can now
off the edition.
work until three or four o'clock in the morning, and half an hour later half a dozen
“duplicates” of their work may be seen on
as many different presses, striking off the
prin
sheets, units of an immense edition
of perhaps
seventy-five or eight
thousand
copies of some newspaper, all of which are
frequently counted and delivered to the
carriers and newsmen before the editors,
compositors, or stereotypers can reach their
homes and retire to rest.— Scientific Ameri-

Investments.

frecing the

risk in any. way.

saved

-

hopeless, but a friend advised atrial of the European
Cough Remedy, andgecordingly 1 bought a trial bottle, Which relieved ker at once, and with two large

FHE subscriber will. place loans foy our ministers an
others, at tem per cent. per annum, {paid semi-an
nually,) or make for them investments with
tem per
cent. guarantied, and good promise of four or five per
cent, more, and rapid increase of the capital.
i
,
D. M. GRAHAM,
;
m5]
165 South Peoria Street, Chicago, Ill. ‘|

persons in
Rev. L. L.
MELOD-

North

uring which
For ten long months my wife suffered,
five physicians were consulted, who declared
her case

Works.

A SAFS,

\ He rents Melodeouns on the most

visit hig |

n Christian conversation, and

Gas

-

RAND MANUFACTURING CO.,

. whenever

aw Mill

Machinery, (both circular andypright.) Iron
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and

31,

is unequalled

good

ties for manufacturing than heretofore.
Boston, Dec. Ol
&
WM. L. BRADLEY.
.
BOSTON, Dec. 17, 1837.

Bronchitis; Hoarseness, Spitting of blood and all
chronic diseases of the Chest and Lungs. - /n “Whooping Cough it acts like a charm, neverfailing to relieve
and cure,—is purely vegetable and may be taken with
perfect gatety by the most delicate .pgwson or “the
youngest child.
ri gate
iG
Attention is requested to «the following certificates”
selected from many hundreds.
:
From Mr. E. H. Ridlon, Limington, Me,
For the encouragement of Consumptives, I give my
testimony in favor of the European Cough Remedy.—

AND

-and New
coughing rapidly re- | L and established routes in NewandYork
public the latest news.
revious to the rhige and almost constant had
through salesFnglahq, and will by this medium
been thoughtlong
He
duced his Strengt,
use of stereotypes for newspaper purposes, ful
concerning his spiritual interests, and about |.F0m in New York, make sale for desirable articles
duplicate forms were sometimes ‘set up” one year before his death, indulged a ttemblin, ‘made in our buildings.
in type, an extra expense to the office hope fn Christ. « This
dually grew firmer, and
adoptin this course which was incurred i his Jost days) Drove A strong RcHér. He deonly

Remedy

"STATIONARY

T. DAY.

part of the United States,—thereby

purchaser from the least

the last

able to go out and

were re- Pummer he was

until

er engipe, and Ihave,

sicians been: pronounced hopelessly diseased, emaciated by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood—
after the most popular medicines had been tried in
vain, have been curéd by this wonderful remedy, establishing the belief that the European Cough

Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes; Quinn’s

EONS, ORGANS & PIANOS frdm any firid desired, to

any

distress
fixed on Jesus, and

deceased was for four years an invalid, subject to
all the varying symptoms of that flattering and

hold good

Attention is
cilled to the fact that many.
our Denomination
are greatly favored by
HARMON’S
NEw METHOD OF SENDING

with death.

so much more
time, that when ten or
became
twelve-cylinder - *“ fast”, presses

offers

To all such I say, you can

the use of this extraordinary Medicine many.
Lungs

as

cA

ag I know what I'have stated aboveto be true. I do
not allgw myself to guess at a single day’s produc.
tion. Until proved by analysis,none is sent to market.
1 have expended, the past year, over fifty thousand
dollars in erecting Oil” of
Vitriol Works, powerful
machinery, &c., including a one hundred horse-pow-

ALIDISEASES
OF THE THROAT AND LUYGS
whose.

0*

Super-Phasphate of Lime, I feel warranted

ear.”

[eowOm49

hundreds of persons

-

Phosphate
if I knew it.was

EUROPEAN COUGH REMEDY.
BX

as

of Lime

in saying to the farmers that I understand how to
manufacture it} and to all who have used my Phos.
phate in past yeans, T have oui to say, that hereafter
every ton of Phos| hate which T send
to market will
be fully up to the “standard of any Jrevioys year’s
production. No Phosphate” manufactured
me is
sent to market until analyzed and known to be up to
.
AR
3
the standard required.
“It is often remarked :—** T would purchase Bradley’s

CLARKE'S

OF

every description, Mill Work, all kinds of

Mrs. Lewis Packard,

~

rls

Cy

:

MRIUVMPHWMNT. Bei

facture'of

’ CURE FOR FEMALE,
WEAKNESS.
H1S8 WONDERFUL MEDICINE, made from @m

mont St., Boston, Mass.;

CYILSEMONLS.
i:
i

Circular to Farmers.

&e., of Springfield, Mass., says; “They

Jayy Me,

hog

NO BETTER PROOF OF THE SUPERIORITY
of ‘my Super-Phesphate over all others is needed
than to know that the demand is beyond precedent.
After six yours ol practical experience in the manu-

:

Indian recipe, is entirely vegetable, and is a ceriin cure without sypporiers. By enclosing a threecent postage stamp, I will send
you my Circular.—
Manufactured and sold by Mrs.
LINUS BELCHER,
Randolph, Mass. °Also sold by G. C. Goodwin, 38
Hanover Street, Boston ; M.S. Burr & Co., 26 Tre-

Company,

MELODEONS ! ORGANS
! PIANOS!

cares and hopes Were given up, his hold on heavs
en seemed growing stronger, his hope in Christ
brighter, and he looked forward with calm com-

press, and used in place of the types. The get to pray.” Thus he passed on to rejoin aloved
advantage of duplicating the plates is ap- companion, who preceded him to the eternal
parent. Two or ten presses, working sim- home only-four short years, apd to receive the
© CoM.
ilar. plates, will print off ‘ina “couple of “ gvell done” from the great Master,
hours an edition of twentyor a hundred
Seri H. WENTWORTH died in Lebanon, Me.,
thousand copies, which formerly occupie d | Feb. 16, aged 27 years, 2 months and 2 days. The
+ gslow,” second and third editions

for

x

»
Dover, N, H. Jan, 27, 1808.

he gave repeated assurance that with him all
printin ©o | was well. To his daughter he said, * don’t for-

other

and

-

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds; Brass and Iron Valves}
‘Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, TubuIar, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes

Octave

numerous valuable appliances and good qualities; to
those made at any ‘other establishment in the country.

As his.health failed him, and earthly

posure and peace to the final conflict

~ gether by the compositors, is fastened upon
the Hoe,
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work, and the
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te )- | On the day of his déath, though in.great

put

to

its

AMOS PAUL, . . AGENT,
"SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N.H.

Ihave been personally acquainted with the ORGANS
of Messrs.
Baker and
Randall,
Manufacturers at
Providenee,R. I., for several years past, and do not
hesitate fo set down their Tustruments as equal in
mechanical excellence, in action, in purity and richness of tone, in durability, and in the -combination of

superfluous

used for castin

Adapted

These

S08.

He had a desire to depart. and be
| tration’in him.
with Christ, which is far better.
HENRY BELDEN,
metal, paring off the edges, filing, an d
BEzZER LINCOLN, died in Taunton, Mass., Dec.
itherwise treating the stereotype after the
Circular saws driven by 16, aged 65 years and 3 months, He was convertusual: manner.
some twenty years ago, was baptized by Rev.
steam power, and hand cutting machinery ed
T. IL. Batchéler and joined the first F. WW. Bap-of varioys Kinds are used in finishing, the tist church in Taunton, of which he remained a
whole operation of stereotyping occupyin 2 | worthy member until death. He was a constant
A second reader of the Bible and Morning Star (which has
from fifteen to twenty minutes.
welcomed to his home for more than thirty
plate may be ohtained from the original been
years), a lover of the people of God, a true friend
matrix, in about two minutes, and almost] of the needy and oppressed, a Kind neighbor, an
any number of castings can be taken by affectionate husband and father, In all the relaIn some offices only one tions of life he lias proved the sincerity of his hope
careful workmen,

mold is taken, this being

Machine

Zz

and Mrs. Amanda

ed for the press, by trimming down all thic K
any

receiver.)

.vestries. Price $225,00.
11.” SPECIAL PREMIUM.

and then the matrix is stripped from the good name and a Christian hope. Long and pahe suffered, and often did the spirit of the
warm plate, which is subsequently prepar-| tiently
text used on his funeral occasion find an illus
away

the

it does

: :

d

are the Standard in all this vicinity.”

SWAMSCOT

having six stops, and combining the latest excellences and improvements. (Transportation to be paid

«ing£ boxho and the sunken sarface of the m: V1 HarvEY HULETT departed this life in Dresden
trix, fills up<the latter without burning it. N. Y., Jan. 4, in the T5th'year of his age.” Fathe r;
A few moments are allowed for cooling, Hulett has left for the caonsolition of friends, a

chiseling

noiseless manner in which

$8375,00, we will give one of Baker & Randalls Five
Octave Three Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case,

by

Kathrina,

‘elasticity and durability of the seam, he believes it|
well worthy a first rank among Sewing Machines. .
:
S
+R. BURLINGAME.
Dover, N. H. Jan, 27,1868.

10. For one hundred and fifty new subscribers and

These
Me,; March 3; aged 1 year and 8 months,
ing a quantity of hot type metal into “an Christian parents are comforted with the thought
open end of the casting box. This metal, of meeting their dear one where separation will
dropping between one surface of the cas t- | be unknown.
S.'S. SMALL.

of

&, Randall’s- Five

a

or

po

Super Phosphate

The great secret of their success is they are the truce
rich flavors of the fruits of GREAT STRENGTH.
Ex«Gov.
James Y. Smi th of Providence, T/'I."]
says: ‘My wife pronounces thei
superior fo any
Flavoring
Extracts she has ever used.”
Ex- Gov. Wm. A, Buckingham of éonnecticutsays: “ For a long time we have used them, and
find themrvery
fine.”
©
clk
:
Dr. J. G.
Holland ( Timothy Titcomb), author of

THE WILOOX & GIBBS SEWING MACHINE.

a deal with him., His P.O. Address is Portsmouth,
ters of the deceased cherish the fond assurance
that they shall soon meet tlie son and brother
|" N.B. Any of, the above premiums may be forwardin heaven.
J. 8. STAPLES.
ed to the receiver in such methods as they shall prefer, and so save them, when.possible, the expense of
Mary E., infant daughter of Mr. Joseph H.

H andle irons hold the matrix in its proper
place, at the exact. distance (about half an
inch): necessary for the thickness of the
stereotype plate, which is made by pour-

lines,

give one of Baker

which 18 without a Parallel.

an

dor

EY'S
BRADLEY

Sa
Sa

)

i
Flavors

Select

Fan

3
te
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Dealers treble their sales with them.
‘During the last six years, the undersigned has had
At wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., and M.S.
in use for family sewing the Wilcox &
Gibbs Sewing
Machine, Foxrthe simplicity and perfect finishof the Burr & Co., Bos on; W. H. Schieflelin & Co., New
;
[ eowly.
machinery, tne ease with which it is operated, thes York.

largest number of new subscribers (in addition to
other premiums offered) Rev. LoT L. HARMON will
ive one of Mason & Hamlin’s Five Octave Portable
* mothers in Israel” whose presence is always a
‘abinet Organs.
Price $126,00.
Bro. HARMON’S
benediction in the sick-roo..., he was led to ‘give skill in selecting Instruments and his, method of stp=
himself anew-to Christ and find him preciousin
plying purchasers with them free from isk, are well
ow
the dying hour, The afflicted parents and sis- | understood and highly approved: by 11 wl

removed, the matrix (which now resembles

pasteboard) is ready

30

Double Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted tothe
parlor or vestry.
Price $140,00.
:

cupies three or four minutes, the cooking for a time - lived a eommendable Christian life.
The matrix is nosy But like too many others, he became disheartenabout twice as many.
and laid down the cross, and seemed 'to'give
peeled off from the form and prepared for ed
the struggle,” But on the near approach of
casting, by sifting it with finely powdered up
death,in connection with the instructions and
borax, which with a soft brush is thorough- prayers of his parents, aided by the earnest prayly rubbed into the sunken surface left by ers, faithfut warnings, kind attentions and Christhe types. The surplus borax, having been tian encouragement of one of those devoted
hard but pliable

Price $1,00.
and
7,00, (with

portation to be paid by the receiver.)
Price $115,600. .
9. For one hundred new subscrib rs, and $250, we

-Ackerman, died of consumption, at Three Mile
Bay, N. Y., Jan. 4, aged18 years, 2 months and
5 days. The subject, of this notice. experienced
religion, as was believed, some years ago, and

all firmly held down until the paper matrix
cooked,” as the workis dry-hardened, or
men express it, The papering process o C=
“

of the new ‘“Book of
Worship.”
8. For three new subscribers,

‘W. HaNI¢HoLs,

ABBY C., daughter of Dea. Edi Evans, died “cents additional to pay postage) we will send ‘Life
Scenes from the four Gospels.”
Price $2,00, ox
=
in Barrington; March 15, of liver. complaint, aged
4. For three new subscribers; and $7,50, we will
44 years.
Though her sickness wassprotracted
LoRiverside Magazine
for Young People,” for
and distressing,
she murmured nig, but suffered
ou commencing with the
No. for Jaau50
:
as Christians only can suffer, confidéntly trusti
Ing in the Lord and4ogking forward with strong
)
«IX new subscribers, and $15,00, ( with 68
cents fidditiongl to pay 53iage) we will send. the
faith and hope to a lide in heaven.
She was
first volume of Strong and McClintock’s Biblical and
converted many years ago and baptized by Rev:
:
She was a member of the Man- | Theological Cyclopmdia. Price $5,00, or =
D. P. Cilley.
6. For eleven new subscribers, and $27,50, (With |
chester church, and maintained her Christfan in- $1,36 additional to pay postage) we will send the first
tegrity to the last. By her industry she laid by
and second volumes of the Cyclopiedia. Price $10,00.
enough to do several deeds of charity to the poor
hs For forty-five new subscribers, and $112,50, we
will give a Sewing Machine, ( Howe's, or Wilcox &
and add a liberal sum to the permanent fund
Gibb’s, or Wheeler & Wilson’s, as may be preferred.
of the Home Mission Society, besides many doTransportation to be paid by. the receiver.) Price
Thus her memory will
‘nations to her relatives.
OU,
Mithun.
7
4
not be forgotten, and her labors will continue to 365,00
8. For seventy-five few subscribers, and $187,50,
bless the world, while she slumbers with the pi- we will give one of Baker and Randall’s Five Octave
ous dead, to come forth to the resurrection of Single Reed Organs, in Black Walnut Case. (Trans-
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Their Strict Purity, Delicious Flavors, Un=
rivaled Strength and Great Economy are adtracting a trade frott Lovers of Cholce
Flavors

v

evenly, forcing it into all

by Rev. A. P. Wallcott.

oerisements.,
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OF THE CHOICEST FRUITS AND SPICES.

y
lished in Beston, New York, or Philadelphia,
need to. speak. That they will be approved as emipressive of joy, and both hands extended uptogether with any article needed in the School Room,
liberal, and-induce a host of persons to underThe form is then partially unlocked andof wards ) breathed a few times softly like a sleeping nently
fustudiag
Globes, Maps, Charts, Pointers, Blackinfant ‘and triumphantly passéd to hér eternal re- take the work of canvassing, we have no doubt.
a hand brush is rubbed over the surface
boards, Ink Wells, &e., &c. Alse a full assortment
1. Any new subscriber ‘sending $4,00 in advance,
to
|
ward.
She
rea
atory
much
inthe
Bible
and
other
|
prepar
them
of
Blank
Books
and Statienery, at the lowest prices
ing
shall be entitled to one copy of the Star for two:
the types, cleans
books, and would frequently sing, until fours Jears; or for the same sum he, shall be entitled to and with liberal discounts.
7
[y
placing over the entire form a sheet -or good
ays before she died. She leaves one son and
wo copies for one year, provided the setond copy be | Ba The patronage of Dealers, School Officers and
Teachers is solicited.
tr
:
sheets of thin bank note paper, of the finest 4 daughters, a large number of, grand-children | sent to another new subscriber.
\
the and great rand-children,
WOODMAN & HAMMETT,
to ‘insure
ly
» wette
]
C uality, l previous
&e.; to mourn their 2. For two new subscribers, and $5,00, (with 20.|°
4“
.
37& 30; Brattle Street, Boston, Mass.
This paper being eve n- loss which is her eternal gain. _J@neral
wices cents additional to pay postage) we will send a copy

a long-handled brush made of shoit, stiff|
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premiums for new subseri- |
as if to say *fare- | We offer the following
first dries the |» moment upon those present
:" The stereotyper
as followstypes
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form of
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LIN, FESSENDEN, HOWARD AND OTHERS, with over
Forty Life-like Portraits of Living Men. Sold only
b OR
Great inducements,
Send for circulars.
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feiture of her pension.
Mr. Johnson of Maryland presented a’ petition of colored citizens pf
Southern States, asking Government aid to enable them to emigrate to Liberia, Mr. Sumner ofered an amendmgnt to the bill-in relation to the
<harter of the Cityof Washington, providing. for

the

rights-of colored mmm

in the selegtion, of

shall afterward be eligible toeither office.” Referred to the Committee on the Judiciary.
The
resolution is identical with the one introduced in
March last by Senator Cragin and referred to
the Judiciary Committee. At the expiration of the

morning hour & Senate, pursuant to order, pro+ Jegded to the ‘onsideration of private bills reported from the Committee on claims. The consideration of unimportant private bills occupied

In the House,

Mr.

Robinson

of New York offered the following as a privileged
resolution :
Resolved, That the resolutign of ineachment
against Andrew Johnson, President of the United States, pasted February 24, 1868, and the proceedings amendatory
thereof or supplemental
thereto, be and the same are. hereby rescinded,
and that the Managers be recalled.

The speaker ruled that the resolution gvas

5

not

privileged because there .was a pending motion
on which the previous question
had been ordered on the 31st of March as to printing 40,000
. voy ies.of Mr. Butler's opening address, ind no
business was in order except by unaniniofis consent until that was disposed of.
’
On Thursday,no legjslative business was transacted “in the United. States Senate; the trial of.
the President was resumed at noon before one of
the largest audiences that have yet™atsembled in
. the Senate galleries.
After alittle delay, caused
by the introduction of formal documentary and
unimportant oral testiinony by the managers,
Judge Curtis began the opening argument in the
case for the respondent,
After speaking
for
nearly two hours and a half, and having only
iinished the i
tich of the first article of
man Zolverein,
impeachment, he was compelled from physical
© exhaustion to ask for an adjournment, which

879.

argument

Judge Curtis in the President's defense,

nually to keep our criminals,

of

amimated

ly

was

Mr.

<
Davis to
the Diswill poswill pre-

Wednesday

et A

the Legislature adjourned Sine die, after which
it, was discovered that the” chatting clative had]
been left out of the act appropriating $300 000 for

KI

AH.

aid arms of the militi.

The act is

and void.
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Wells, appointed

by Gen.

Schofield in

RSA

placeof Governor Pierpont, governor of Virginin, was inangyrated
on Tuesdyy of last week, and

—+-yisited the congéntion. Gov. V. made a short
address and #aid for the short time he holds office
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he should endeavor to promote prosperity
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left to

I manage

among

‘all the people of thie State, and try to promote
“harmony in the Republican party,
, as the only’
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until afte r Mr. Burlingamaois
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STUART PHELPS; whose stories, recently published in the Atlantic Monthly, have at-
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minal rings than three, are assuredly dot pure.
Where they have the full number of yellowish
bands, and those bdnds are of a smoky cast and
black, bordering unusually wide, it is, at least, an
indication of doubtful purity. The temperament
of the pure Italian bee is exceedingly gentle.
They“fiot only rarely ‘offer to sting, but seldom
manifest any anger, - When they do sting, however, it is done with the greatest imaginable determination and
force. Any amalgamation between the Italian 4nd native bee destroys their |

docility, and an equal-bred hybrid, er lower grade

grow

«@.

State Assayer’s Office, 20 State Street; Boston, {
October 11, 1867.
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CORRESPONDENT in Maine
recommends |
tomatoes as a cure for garget in cows, and also
says that he finds a peck of them fed to a healthy
mmilch cow as benefieial as the same amount of |”

his neighbors began the winter, one year ago,
with 125 sheep, and in the spring had 124 pelts
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on such land beans run more to vines than pods.
Beans may be planted ordinarily later than corn,
say between planting and weeding time. If planted separately, they should be in hills rather than
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durance Iattributé much of their prod ctiveness,
There is, however, one other most striking feano Zoological Gardenfor the use of the pdvple. ture which, doubtlgss, is greatly contributive to
We once “had a micnagerie connected with ps ‘it. I allude to the rapidity of their breeding.
“ motal drama,” avhere families were admitted As'soon as the weather becomes sufficiently warm
in the spring to prevent the chilling of their more’
for
a small fee; but the * devouring element”
hardy brood, if you will open the hive and exhas swopt that away,
We have some animals
and birds in Central Park, but they look about: amine their combs you will find entire sheets of
a8 uncomfortable and seedy as the from build- it filled with young in process‘of maturation, all
attended by a few scattering bees, presenting aling in which they are kept.
Turn which way you will, there is: no esaping moft the appearance of a deserted colony. This
thé fact that the
eity has no such public place of | enables them to far outstrip native colonies of
the city where these wants ean be’ supplied.
There 3 no Museuip of Natural History, and

wo majority.
fi. instruction and amusement as is provided in fiears like size iu'building up a strong population early
, protested against Uy’ every other civilized city on the. Bin, Y: in the season, whichis vital to their prosperity.
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one of the ablest preachers in New England.
Fence it. Build a EX
that the stinging bee expired
in the very act, its | “Buy one acre of ground.
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Her mother is a daughter of that-great apostle of | abdomen cyrling up as if itself stung.
neat cottage on it. Marry an angel in hoops,
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and take her home to the cottage, Go home to Qranfe OoHS 55.@ . 60 Primes.. i...
orthodoxy, and ardent admirer of Daniel WebThepative honey-bee cannot resist partaking
the cottage yourself. Abstain from all villainous StateFirk primes3 & . 4 Hams, salted 14 00 @
ster, Moses Stuart, and was herself well known
of hopby or liquid sweets when
offered to it, drinks. Join the church and become a Christian, West ordinary, 85 @ . 38 Hams smok’d15 00 @
inthe literary world a fewevears ago as the auCHEESE.
, POTA TOES.
live upright before God and man, and you have
and will gorge itself with them in a few mindefends Furs and Woolens from Moths and Millers,
47
thorof “Sunny Side,” ~ «
gained all the original happiness that has surviv- Factory, ex.¥ b16 @ 16% Mercers....
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ly enraged: ‘hybrid, intent upon vengeance.
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pays no regard whatever to them, though offered thoroughly and destroy ‘every worm that can be Yellow. .,eas 118412
are distinguished for their insanity and idiocy.”
PUBLISHED BY
In a later edition he supports this opinion by the a dozen times ; nor willsmoke itself always prove found with a pocket or jack-knife, chisel and
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statement that 8f-359 idiots the cornidition of whose
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Amwexamination of 285 cases
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in Connecticut, the land of steady habits, showed. of different colonies of the impure rice, some of top and bottom with bass matting. This will re- Ohio & West.10 5 @13
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that 76 had intemperate parents,
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exhaustion. At such times Iét every one, instead of
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ployed in each branch of business would at once
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deeply interest and astonish our readers. There ‘A colony of native. bees, once attacked by an for, the winter wheat. Is Illinois the prospect Tierces.
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his debilitated sy stem by the natural tonic elements of
never looked better,
Indiana farmers, who two
are thirty-eight
thousand ‘more females than- Italian colony of nearly equal numbers, cannot
the
‘
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or'three
weeks
since
gave
discouraging
reports,
successfully
resist
them,
andsoon
becomes
its
males in New York, and three or four times that
, BmoHToN CATTLE MARKET.
PERUVIAN
SYRUP,
;
now:
state
that
the.
subsequent
rains
and
prey, unless timely succor be extended:
to it,
number are dependent on their -own labor. It
\
April 8, 1808,
or Protected Solution of the Protoxide of Iron, which
They
are by no means conscientious on this'|" warn ‘weather have brought forward. the wheat
hasbeen lately stated that not’less than three
00; first quality, » $1330 vitalizes and enriches the blood hy supplying it with
@
crop very rapidly, and ini “many " places where Beef Cattle extra $1450 8)
point. As soon as they, can no longer procure
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honey from the flowers, they may be found lurkture of hoop skirts alone.
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of
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and fifty thousand seliool teachers in the United
effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, bu
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nies, whieh they destroy jf permitted,
Still, ground fown last fall is largely in excess “of the
States, over onc hundred thousand are females.
are permanent, infusing STRENGTH, VIGOR and NEW
Brighton Hides hi @ 100
however, so long as the honey harvest abounds’ previous year, and every promise is now fair for
Brighion Tallow 7 @ Tio v n
LIFE into all parts of the system, and building wp am
| Many of the New York establishments, like
IRON CONSTITUTION.
a large and heavy, crop.”
We learn from the.
they seem notto think of robbing. As quéens
Stewart’s and others, each.omploy eight hundred

deientific knowledge, we have no public place

Private advices ‘from “the South state Hiadme
“rebels are waiting in much trepidation to sce’
‘what the Senate willdo with the President, If

Extra stiper....

producing more being deemed rather top rich, as

organ
n through Which that Prosperity and one thaligand women in mynwng, arti- continue to lay in the summer und fall; so long
Beles.of female dress.
.
aa
HN |-a8 their workers continuo. to. obtain: supplies of
“would ever come. honey from abroad, they of course breed later in
THERE 18, perhaps, no large cityin the civilize
Some of the friends of Mr, Staton are at work
the season than the native bee,” This is of vastly
endeavoring to: sectire his election to the United ed part of the world in which such utter scien- great advantage in sections of country where they
tific
destitution
prevails
as
in
New
York.
HowStates Senatens successor to Mr. Buckalew,—
| are compelled by cold to lie dormant so great: a
Tvania hetng di- | ever mueh.the people may hunger and thirst after part of theyear, To their great powers "of en~I'he Republican party in Pen
vided, n new nan may su
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diately able to go through any ordinary exercise she has
strength to perform, without fear of displacement,
These Motor and Chemical forces inspire all the surroundings, causing ulcersto heal and tiger kindred weaknesses
to disappear in a very short time, even Sterility gives way
under these potent influences,
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of easy culture, do well on dry, mellow soil, or
gravely, sandy-loam, in fine, upon any good
corn-land suehas yields 50 bushels per aere; land

a some-

worker

Ticking Cottonade: Saeed)

receive an impetus the opening season, from the
high price for which they now sell, say from
85 to 85,50 a bushel, -angd still advancing.
They
are excellent food for sheep, but cannot thus be
economically used at present prices. They can
only be used now for culinary purposes, and for
these, even at $6 a bushel, a family can hardly
provide cheaper food than pork and beans, with
pork at its present price.
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of the Itflian
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White

somewhat longer than that of the native.
This
is more pérceptible when it is gorged with honey
or returning te its hive heavily
laden with
honey.
The lower extremity of.the abdomen is’
alsomore sleitderly pointed, which, together with
»its rich eéloring, gives it a more graceful and elegant ~appearanee. Queens
which
breed’ any

BURLINGAME, late minister to China, will,

for hig departure
of his ¢on- | arrival.

Pelegr aphic advices from Arkansas state that
! there will betwo Republican Senators and a Republican member of the House sin Washington
this week,
with cvidence that Arkaggng has
complied with all Ith, Teauirpmengs of the Re onstruction act.
i

therefore null

appetite,” nor the means

it is expected, reach Washington in about

/

the uniforiny

6000

weeks.
Asthere are various railroad, telegraph,
and e¢ommercial projects pending in China of
mutual interest to that ‘empire and the United 4
States, it is thought proper that Mr. Browne, our
new minister to China, should have an opportunity to be enlightened on these and other subjects
by his predecessor.
Hence Mr. Browne will de-

his éwn

Judge C nderwood has orde red Jeff,
appear in Richmond at the May term of
triet Court, when his trial, it.is nsserted,
itively commence. Chief Justice Chase
side in Court.

on-
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get

Sperm, eee.e.
Lard, Western—

iin

net-o-motors, causing the muscles and ligaments to con-

‘tract or expand, or hold in equilibrium, as we please, until our chemical voltaic suppositorium is brought into action, taking only five minutes, when the patient is imme-
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MESTICS.
Sheetings and Shirtings—

mals that give less milk, and
so poor that
little butter can be made from it. If we were
to select a breed of cows for all purposes, butter,
chees¢, and milk in the greatest quantity, and of
fair quality, we should select the Ayrshire. They
are rather more hardy, of larger size, and will
as a general thing give a larger quantity of milk,
which is said to make better cheese certainly
than can be made from the milk of the. Jersey. —
Zion's Herald.
-

-shade inthe narrow border on the lower edges
of their abdominal rings. In shape afid size they
resemble our native drone.
i

to

Which there seems to be a fair prospect.”

versations with Mr. Johnson as evidence, which
consumed nearly the entire tine: of the session.
The evidence was ruled out by a small majority
~the President’s counsel were perplexed, the.
managers were vigilant and resolute and in good
spirits, and the Se me adjourned with the expectation that an efigrt
would be made to get rts ruling reversed on
Monday.

is in grief.

to

spend sonie of it before I have done with

few que stions when a warm and prolonged debate arose between the managers and President's

The Maryland militia

spent annually

spoil my children, unless, happily,

called to the stand, but had answered only a very

vo.

are

ing it; in fact, I expect I have got enough

made.

“honesty und weaknesses without greatly helping
the President's case:
Gen. Sherman was then

MISCELLANEOUS,

$10,000,000

was

proves

counsel respecting the admissibility

and

and signifi-

tion by Gen. Butler, sgho teased him and tortured
his testimony very severely.
He owned to his
mis-statements. very frankly and bravely. and

only

$6,000,000

spirits, my

"is testimony of the previous day; and
subjected to another severe cross-examina-

his testimony asa whole,

them and the native ‘drone

preachers in the United States?
Mr. BarNuM, ‘upon being asked if he had lost
his all by fire, replied: “No, I have not lost my

"oma wae reealled in order that he might
Cor

of

Mid.to

oh 0627

Olive, ¥
Linseed:

'
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specially

salaries

keep the dogsin the midst of us alive; while

the ex-

in the Impeach-

ugh little direct progress

the

we e Should by all means

& Mobile

Ordinary

Good ans of this
aware, but they
breed sell at high prices we a
an low-priced aniwill prove cheaper in the end

perhaps. dd

7 00a 7

discovery in medical selence has been made
than “Motorpathy,” as applied

by us, to delicate organs. In Prolapsus Uteri, the organ
is made to assume its natural postions by vibrative positive forces, magnetically applied from two powerful mag-

or @

wad,

to pay

assumes

a

gave in

a day.

No lin

in a quarter of a century

8

ment rial were

$35,000,000

and

Subsequent years of age slightly increase the
dark shade of coloring. When she ceases laying
in fall or winter her abdomen contracts, its
length resembling somewhat its size and shape
prior to impregnation.
The drones vary much more in color. On
some’ the only perceptible
difference between

American lawyers; $12,000,000 are paid out an-

amination of Gen. Jhomas by Mr. Stanbery,
and his cross-examination by Mr. Butler, oceupied the entire session of the court of imapeach-

ment.
On Saturday, ‘the provedilings

costs

distended,

N.O

the richest of milk, or desired to make the most

elongated

what darker shade of its original bright celor.

LY

It

of which were properly referred.
of the

and somewhat
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seven days, from eleven and i half quarts of the
milk per day, were made thirteen pounds and four
ounces of butter.
This" butter was so yellow
that the dealers declared it. had™been colored.
When®ther butter w ras sellingfor forty cents per
pound, this would bring: fifty orsixty cents.
A
heifer owned by the same person when she ‘was
three and a half years old gave fiftéen quarts of
milk per day, equajly as rich as that of the dow
above referred to. Another heifer that came in
when she was twenty-three months old gave thirteen quarts mad a half of very rich milk per day.
These cows had only ordinary feed in'a common
pasture. Others who are keeping Jersey cows
tell stories that seem too large to be believed,and
vet we khow them to be true.
If we- wished
and bee} butter,

artes sence,

mating. ie
COAL.

of butter can be made. = A neighbor of ours has
June, 1865, thirteen quarts

Cuba,

a

MOTORPATHY.

+ MOLASSES.

g.. 17

Sperm..ies..

Butter.

a cow of this breed; ten years old, Which

ern

CANDLES.

MouldSeessenrs ii

Oe

‘in linen and starch in his cosy study. The former
is a much more convineing.and impressive argu-

when the abdomen becomes gradually

-—

Te
tl

_ Without doubt the Jersey or Alderney COWS
are the very best to keep for butter-making.
They generally give a fair quantity of very rich
milk, from which a large amount of the xery best

ASTOR LIBRARY expended $3,376 for books,
pamphlets and binding last year; the Boston
Athenzum expended for the same purpos: §8,895 ;.the Boston Public Library expended $16,

impeachment trial, there were introduced a resofution in reference to intexvention by the government of the United States inthe South American
troubles and a bill #mendatory of the twentyfirst section of the bill to grade the national forees 80 asto modify the provision disfranchising
On Friday, the conclusion

“Cows
r

“PHYSICIANS, LADIES AND

PRICES.

JAVA Fiery esse 34 @.
St. Domingo. :..20"@
«+

tive employment as a source of agonal wealth
and prosperity.
‘We had much rather see the: man at it ‘in a
field in frock and trousers, than writing’ about it

Paragraphs;

was granted. In the House of Representatives,
hefore the body proceeded to attend upon the

deserters, both

sens

and’ for ty dele 4 ment than the latter is or can be.
gates to the Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Convention to ” Book farming is very useful in its way, but it |
be held in Chicago, May 19.
5
has its “ metes and bounds.”
The terms of Senators from the now unreconBut what we want to say is, that at the presstructed states will expire as follows: Ala. 1871, “ent time, the most scientific minds in the country
1873; Arkansas, 1871, 1873: Georgia, 1871, 1873;
are engagedin investigating the analy sis of soils,
Louisiana, 1871, 1873; Mississippi, ‘1869, 18713;
the rotation ‘of crops, the adaptation “of climate,
North Carolina, 1871, 1873; 8, Carolina. 1871,1873,
the formation and application of dressing, &c., ‘&e. |
Texas, 1869, 1871: Virginia, 1869.1871; Fiorida,
This furnishes the means of a very interesting
1869, 1873.
: study to a class of intelligent and practical minds,
The bill to abolish the Mass. State Constabulary
and tends to relieve the agricultural pursuit of the
is finally killed; the Senate,by a vote of 19 to 15,
monotonous and stupid character ‘which it once
possessed.
refusing to pass it over Gov. Bullock's veto.
Nothing can be more interesting than practiSeventeen men were precipitated 18
cal experiments on the basis of these scientifio
thi€¢ bottom of the shaft at the . Diamon
principles. So that it will be an abuse of the
wines, at Scranton, Pa., on the 81st ult. Eleven
progress of useful knowledge, if this pursuit
men were killed instantly; anfther has since died,
should not in the future command attention from
and two the rs are fatally injured.
the more intelligent portion of our people.
* We hope there will be an end to the custom of
FOREIGN,
3
v
selecting the dullest and most stupid of the sons
President Juarez has just given a gratifying
for the farm, and rushing others supposed to be
evidence of his fitness to govern a free peobrighter and mere promising into.the professions
ple. The foolish order banishing all foreigners already
crowded to repletion.
who served under; the' Empire has been modified
Another thing. As we are to have an Agriculso as to permit those who conduct themselves
tural Department in the Star, let it be supplied
peaceably to rémain.
with a share of original articles from the readers
All doubts of the safety of Dr. Livingstone,
of the Star themselves.
Itis rather characterthe African explorer, are now dispelled.
Sir
istic of us to believe in * speaking in meeting, )
Frederick Murchison received a letter from the
that is, of ‘making’ publie our religious views and
distinguished traveler, which = came byway
feelings” Why not, if we have alittle knowledge
of Zanzibar.
Dr. Livingstone writes that he is ~or have had some profitable experience in the
in good health, that his journey of exploration world’s oldest and most useful ‘employment,
alhas been successful, and that he wi soon return
low our neighbor the benefit of it ¥
to.England.
As we go around among farmers, we find not
The grand jury have brought bills of indictunfrequently one whe can talk “like a book”
ment against all the prisoners, except O’Neal,
about his experiments and improvements.
Ie
who were charged by the coroner’s jury with
can doa great favor to others, less fortunate,
complicity. in the Clerkenwell outrage.
The
perhaps, by writing out the results of these extrials will commence next week,
periments.
Let such be sent forward.—J. ¥.
’
}
A letter from Cork, Ireland, says that thirteen
ec
Yr
St
hundred emigrants would leave that port“about
the beginning of the present month for the UnitThe Italian Bee.
ed States, and that accommodation does not exist
i
———
for any-thing¥ike the number which desire to emiThe Italian honey-bee differs from our native or
black bee in color, size, temperament, productiveness, industry, and power of endurance.
be met with on the thoroughfares leadThe abdomen’of the queen is somewhat more
: termini of the great Southern and
Western Railroad-and from other railread depots, lengthy, than that of the native queen. The abwending their.way toward the railroad trains and dominal rings of the Italian queens do not posriver steamers for Queenstown en route for the
sess like degrees of brilliancy of color. WhethStates of the Union.
Nearly all of these persons | erthisis the result of accident, or otherwise, I
are between the ages of sixteenand twenty-five
have as yet been unable definitely to determine,
years.
y
but have noticed that the darker colors (which
are more frequently bred in old darkThe Hon-George Bancroft, Minister to Prus- are few)
colored gombs than in new.
When first hatched
sia, has been duly commissioned from the State
Department at Washington, with full power to ¢. they are long and slender, bat in the course of
tour owgfive days'the abdomen contracts in length,
arrange < and complete ‘ treaty of commerce and
and frequently presents a rusty brownish appesr-.
navigation with the authorities' of the North
ance until two or three days after irpregnation,
German Confederation and members of the Ger-

elected as a President or Vice President, who has
once served as President of the United States,

all fhe afternoon.

Richland

Kentucky serrds one hundred

officers, . which
was
agreed to.” The bik was
pasted, The Navy: Appropriation bill was called up, and the debate on Mr. Conkling's amendment, reducing the force of seamen in the Navy,
continued. The amendment was finally rejected.
A bill making appropriations for the expenses of
the Impeachment trial was. reported.
On ‘Wednesday, in the Senate, after some preliminary business, Mr. Trumbull called up the
_bill'in regard to the qualification of jurors. It
provides that the expression of an opinion found—ed on public Tunior or state ments in public journals shall not disqualify a juror otherwise competent and who shall take an oath that he can
give a verdict according to the evidénce.
After
© some discussion it was passed. Mr. Sumner introduced a joint resolution proposing an amendment
to the Constitution of the United
The
prop ssed amendment is as follows:
No person
\

on

current

timental style of ¢xpatiating on the ‘dignity of
labor” in general, or the respectability of farming
in particular, whether the argument be degived
from the appointment of God in the casé of
Agim, or the universal demand for this produc-

The New Jersey legislature has passed the bill
to Eo pew the iegistey laws over the Governor's

marriage

Fe

WitoLi ESALE

3

of the widow of a soldier shall not

1
PS

To

We are not about to fall into the

The Virginia reconstruction convention has
‘agreed to adjourn sine die on the 17th instant.

ina bill to

that the

for State Senator by the Republics
District, South Carolifia.———

-

al Intelligence.

BosTON

For the week ending, April 8, 1868,

ae

Saturday
to ‘Wednesday ‘in Consequence of the
© want of a querum.
On Tuesday, inthe Sai. the: Committee on

Pensions were instiicted te bring

,

Wi ashingtoh _spesials say the difficulty ‘between
Gens, Butler and Grant has been amicably sottled.
Beverly Nash colored) has
|
been nominated

were

Te T—

Ag cul

es of the Caurt -of Claimsto supply a vacancy
caused by the death of Judge Wilmot.

proposed, but the bill was not. completed. The
House was ndt in session, having adjourned from

amend thie Pension Laws,.s0

TR
an

‘Ex-Senator. Foster of Connecticut is spokeii of
as a candidate for appointment as one ofthe Judg-

ferred. The naval appropriation bill was takes up
on a motionof Mr, Morrell of Me., and an amendment adopted reducing the number -of men em=
other amendments

;

TRC

:

Se On Monday, in the Senate,’ Mr. Wilson pre.sented a bill relieving certain citizens of Geoigia from political disabilities, and the billewas re-

z ployed to 7500. Several

«Sara! 5 wa Donte,
}

of

honey stored in sur plus honey receptacles, besides building the combs in which they stored
it, which, as they consume about twenty pounds
of honey in secreting the wax used iin constructs
ing one pound of ‘comb, would be equivalent
toabout seventy pounds of honey gathered by
a single colony in, two ‘weeks. The gheat ‘redeeming point in the character &f. the hybrids is
that they possess much tof the fer tility, industry,
and producti eness of the pure race— Colvin. i

majority m Arkansas amounts to
three Republican ceunties to hear
5

hf

id

from.

-

ot, nearly thirty-five poynds

I

© ONG RESSIONAL.

Republican
2063, with

¥

£ the-honeiharve
THe

say “that, the

idiw

Sumnary.

Adyices received in. Washington

3c

News

ie

:

a

Bening Post, ~

x

I have had in a poriod of two weeks, at the hight
v

Ohio papers that winter whbat

looks well there,

and * news. from d11 parts of the state in ‘regard
to

the

crops is. flattering.” . In

Wisconsin

the

ground, was never in a better state for a wheat
crop than it is this spring. In Missouri the fafmers are cheered hy fine prospetts for their wheat,

LIEUTENANT Governor
in regard to sheep raising
One thing that struck
that all farmers testified
absolutely indispensable

Stanton, of Ohio, says
in England :
.
me very forcibly was,
that sheep raising was
to successful farmin

that their manure was necessary to preserve the |

fertility of the soil; and that without them

- GoLp

AND
ig

STOCKS,
a,
April

8, 1868,
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138
America Golda... TERT a
bapbenony
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WILTON SEMINARY.

whale kingdom would, in a few years,be reduced

to barrenness and sterility. It is in this view
that I regard sheep raising im this country as
more important to ghe ultlinate and permanent

moron gl

Ueki

m. C. STERLING, Esa., of Poughkeepsie,

Xt BOYRLcc

¥ Since taking the Foraviin} Syrup : 2 “foel better, my
gtren, th a, = roved, my bowels arg’ Togular, my.
ap)

olan

old Physician in this ity,

oldér than 1

am) who hag been jn ¢the Drug business for 40 years,
ho has peed the8 up p for three months, and” gives

his decided opinion, that It is the best Alterative
3 oc Medicine he ever knew.”
- For DYSPEPSIA, DEBILITY, and’ FEMALE WEAK:
] NESS, the Peruvian Syrup is a specific, A 82 page
pumphleh sent froe. The igenning has “ PERUVIAN
YRUP” blown in the g

J. P. DINSMORE, Pro viotor
+

| ‘Sold by.all Pruggists,

‘No, 8 Dey

NY,

© GRACH'S. CELEBRATED. Se
ILTON
BEMINARY
commonces its Bpring
Wo are constantly hearing
favorable reports from
Ter m,] March 18, ang-continues 2. weeks,
Al
fliose who have tried this yemedy. Amy Anthony,
. Baker,
prosperity of the country, than on accountof the
1
at: No,
Pl {OF JH. MANNING
: Vite of Mark Anthony, of ghia ol and living
Locust Street, anlsoted.
afilic
wi
the finger was
profits,
Whatevenelse may happen, we cannot 312]
Wilton Junction, Muscatine
Co., Yow.
recently induced to Sr a al of Hho o Salve. *Almo#t
permitthe virgin soil and these beautiful fields
relief from the pain, which
hetantly she experienced roll
of ours to be reduced to barreénness by the- time |
] NEW HAM PTON INSTITUTION. .
“Every other yom
had been almost unendurable.
they pass into thie hands. of our children and
but this proved unavailing. Those who have tried in”
grandchildren, - Their fegtility must be presorys
will
ummer Term comengempr i128. Apply carly to once are satisfied of its merits, and nothing”
ed at all hazards, even at 10 Xpense of present
the Principal
Bi 3, LEWIS, Se’ y Trusteed,
duee them to be without a Sup. Fall River News.
profits,
by
oo
New, Hampton, NH, April 2, °08,
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